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I. OVERVIEW
Public interest and support for bicycle facilities is growing nationwide. The support is most
evident locally in the'numerous recent Community Transportation Enhancement Pmgram (CTEP)
applications for bike paths as well as activities of the Yellowstone River Parks Associatio~ (YRPA).
Strong community support for development of bicycle facilities is also documented in the recent
Community Needs Assessment conducted by the United Way. The 1991 Feder-al Transportation Bill,
lntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) recognizes bicycling as a legitimate form
of transportation and encourages increased use of bicycles for short commuting trips. Planning
provisions in ISTEA require all municipalities to include bicycle and pedestrian components in their
transportation plans. Federal policy assigns the responsibility for developing the plan to local units
of government with populations over 50.000.
The adopted plan will be part of the Billings Urban Area Transportation Plan, the State Trans-
portation Improvement Plan (STlP) and the annual Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) for
Billings !Yellowstone County. Bicycle plan priority projects will be updated annually through TIP.
This bike plan does not guarantee a specific funding level. however the adoption of BikeNet
a
What Is BikeNet?
BikeNet. is a vision for improving our quality
of life by making the Billings community an
inviting place for bicycles and pedestrians. The
vision includes transportation options, recre·
ation enhancements, improved access to
resources by all populations and conservation
of community resources. Plan recommenda-
tions address land use, transportation and
bicycle policy, encouragement, education,
enforcement programs and bicycle facility
improvements.
The adopted plan will be an amendment to
the Billings Urban Transportation Plan. Taking
direction from the 1990 Yellowstone County
Comprehensive Pian, The1990 Biilings Trans-
portation Plan and the citizens, the plan de-
scribes the future bicycling system and recom-
mends actions to make the plan a reality.
Why Is A Plan Needed?
T1HJ CommunityoJBSHngs
VIew ofYsllowstOllfl Rlv9r from Riverfront Park
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plan allows bicycle projects to be in line for
funding and insures a connected and coordi-
nated system of transportation facilities. As
Billings heads towarp the year 2000, funding
sources we cannot now anticjpate for bikeways
may become available. Many, like ISTEA and
CTEp, will require communities to have an
adopted plan before applying for funding. By
adopting BikeNet, Billings will be poised to take
advantage of such monies, and direct funds to
priority projects.
Use of the Plan
BlkeNet is a strategy for developing a
comprehensive bicycle program to be imple·-
mented over the next 15 to 20 years. It is not a
capital improvement list, engineering design ."
plan, nor a detailea program budget. Further
design and analysis will be needed to complete
specific projects. The Plan gives direction to
the dev8.lopment of a physical bicycle system
including on and off street facilities and pro-
grams.
The Plan provides a framewmkfor decision
making on contemplated and future projects,
Every year the pUblic and private sectors spend
millions of dollars on infrastru.cture develop-
ment, improvements and maintenance. BikeNet
is a catalyst .to encourage "Bicycle Thinking"
and include bicycle components in new devel-
opments, ecoflomically and efficiently.'
Who Developed the Plan?
BikeNet was developed under the authority
9
c.ouno/lman Kevin Justis parlicipates in technlcsJ workshop
of Yellowstone County Plann,ing Board and
·funded by a transportation planning grant from
the Federai Highway Administration (FHWA).
The plan was developed through an active
public participation process, including t~chnical
workshops, public meetings, open houses/
weekly informal brown bag lunches and govern-
ment agency reviews. The planning process
was facilitated by a team of consultants and
overseen oy an advisory commi,ttee comprised
of local officialS, representatives of the public,
and city/county departments of planning, parks,
and public works. The consultant team included
transportation planners, laAdscape architects,
bicycle planners, bikeway administrators, and
engineers. Extensive public involvement in-
sured the plan reflected the vision and values of
Billings area citizens.
Implementation Schedule
and Costs
The key to making BikeNet a reality is
per-sistent and coordinated pursuit of all parts of
the plan by public and private interests working
10
.,' -
together with common vision. The plan was
conceived and is organized for implementation.
Such implementation will occur as a normal part
of the growth of the region through planning
. ,
processes, infrastructure expansion and mainte-
nance, policy changes, new programs as YieU
as specific capital improvement projects.
It is important to understand that the recom~
mendations o~ policies, procedures and stan-
dards included in the'Plan do not require a large
capital infusion. These recommendations may
often be incorporated aS,part of the day-to-day.
business ot variou's city and county departments,
institutions and bicycle use advocacy groups.
The construction price of facilities is affected
by'land, material, and labor costs, construction
, .
methods and schedules as well as the size of a
profect. Because BikeNet is intended to be
implemented over 15 to 20 years, it is neither
appropriate ·nor possible to assign a construction
and implementation cost~ Preliminary estimates_
for near term, specific projects are, however,
included for the purpose of bUdgeting and secur-
ing funding for priority projects.
A variety of funding alternatives are outlined
in the report. The community should remain
actil1ely involved in the prioritization of bikeway
projects, allocation of fiscal resourc'es, and
selection of appropriate funding sources and
levels. The length-of time needed to implement
the Plan directly depends on the level of sup-
port within the community and the resulting
commitment of resources by city and county
governments.
What Are The Benefits Of
.Bikeways To The Community?
Integrating bikeways into the community
infrastructure will improve the everyday quality
of life for the people who live and work in the
Billings area. Not only will bikeways help
reduce negative environmental impacts that
accompany fossil fuel-use tran~portatiqns
systems, bike~ayswill increase the enjoyable
living options the community has,to offer. An
improved bicycle system will help improve safe
access to community resources for youth and '
other segments of the population vyho cannot
, or chose not to use motorize,d transportation.
People wha have the ability to move to
desirable living environments will find Billings
competitively a more attractive place to live..
Tourists also are increasingly attracted to com-
munities where they can participate in a broad
range of outdoor activities. Given the geo-
gr~phical diversity of the area and the abun- '
dance of significant historic and cultural sites,
Billings has the opportl:lnity to further capitalize
on the economic-benefits of recreational tour-
ism--a clean and lucrative growth ineustr:y.
Reducing the number of single-occupancy
vehicle trips improves air quality, reduces
cOI'lsumption of limited fossil fuels, lessens
traffic congestion and potentially reduces the
costs and'negative environmental impacts
'associated witl:! constructi~n and maint~nance
o! additional velilicle lanes. The ability of com-
munities to ,continually dev0te more funds and
land to facilities for motorized traffic is limited.
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Planner David Groshens visits
with Dean Hall, BBWA Canal
Superntendent at teohnical'
workshop .
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BikeNet Goals
The early efforts of the planning team and
the advisory committee focused on reviewing
the status of bicycling locally, statewide, region-
ally and nationally, and establishing goals for
the Plan.
Project goals and objectives were devel-
oped, reviewed, refined in early workshops with
the pUblic, and approved by the advisory
committee. Goals of BikeNet and the planning
process are as follows:
SelVe the public by developing a compre-
hensive'bicycle plan for the Billings urban
area-~hat emphasizes safety,. environmental
preservation, resource conselVation and cost
effectiveness. Encourage county-wide adop-
tion of the recommendations.
Assist the community in 'visualizing the .
role bicycles, as an alternative transportation
mode; may seIVe in meeting access de-
mands identified in the 1990 .Transp,?rtation
Plan and develop strategies for achieving'
this vision.
Objectives to help achieve these
goals are:
1. Employ a partlclpal(lry planning process, to
mobilize public ~upport for bicycling, taking
advantageof the opportunity this project
presents to encourage and promote bicycling.
2. Plan to improve the "Bicycle Friendliness"
of the commun~ty through physical planning
and design for bikeways and through bicycle
. . '
safety education, traffic rule enforcement, and
bike use encouragement programs. Recom-
mend policies, programs, and facjlities
(including planning and design standards) to
encourage evolution, development and
.maintenance of an efficient, safe and environ-
mentally pleasing bicycling environment.
3. Develop a plan which will gain broad
~ased support througlrlout the community by
proViding multiple benefits with the least fiscal
impact. Explore and pursue opportunities to
interface with otliler com~unjty organizations
and planning processes including pulDlit
works, utilities, parks, and serviee clubs, the
Yellowstone River Parks Ass0ciation (yRPA),
environmental advocacy growps, private
developers, the Chamber of Commerce, and
ather special interest groups.
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II. THE PLANNING PROCESS
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Approach
A' phased planning procs,55 was-employed
with monthly reviews by the advisory commit-
te'e. Early steps inV?IVed' research, inventory
and analysis to identify issues, resources,
opportunities and constraints to the creatidn of
a Billings bikeway system. Community re-
sources were documented, and draft recom-
mendations in the form of issu~~ and action
strategies we~e devel0ped, reviewed and re-
fined.
Issue Identification
T,he te'am researched national, regional and'
local trend~- through literature reviews, inter- .
views with bicycle coordinators, public officials
and gov8mment agencies. Local plans, poli-
cies, and processes were·reviewed. Publicly
accessible la"nds and public land owne,rship,
schools, parks and general land use were
mapped. Members of the consult~nt team,
,
advisory committee and city ~nd county sta~
partjcipated in a field trip to Colorado to review
successful, state-of-the-art facilities and plan-
ning processes in Denver and Boulder. Bicycle
transportation consultants from the latter two
communities and Seattle visited Billing's to help
. ,
with the local on-site analyses. The inventory
process emphasized in-field work to insure a
_, realistic perspective on the existing opportur.Ji-
ties and challenges.
The participatory planning process included
a series of advertised workshops and opeFl
houses. Bicycle enthusiasts, commu~lty leader.s
14
and ,the public were also contacted and invited
to participate. Those who came to !he me7t-
ings expressed hope for a non-exclusionary,
10r.J9-range, practical plan that would achieve
community' support without compromising too
much of the bikeway supporter's vision. There
was also consensus on the importance of
sus:tained'community involvement in develop-
ing a comprehensive bikeways plan that would
address education, traffic enforcement, engi-
neering and bike use inducements.
The most common concern expressed by
participants in t?oth the public and technical
workshops was a fear the,Plan would not be
implemented. Reasons cited included lack of
funding, lack of political support, and insurmount~
'able safety, security and liability problems.
National, Regional and Local
Trends
," 'In the last 20 years, bicycling has increased
. , .'
across the country for botli'recreation and
commuting purposes. Improvements in equip-
ment available facilities, and bike-related, .
programs and policies have all c~:>ntributed to
the'increase. Other factors contributing·to the
popularity of biking are sensitivity to the' envi·
ronment, increased'interest in physical fitness
,
and a national transportation policy encourag-
ing, recognizing and funding bicycling as a
legitimate transportation mode.
The National Bicycling and Walking Study
conducted by FHWA, and published in 1994
found that by the end of 1993, there were 100
million bicycles in the United States. This
I
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represents an Increase of over 33% in the last
10 years. Ownership of bicycles is increasing.
In 1993, 13 million bicycles were sold in the
United States, the highest levels in 10 years. In
a recent Harris Poll, one-half of American adult
bicyclists said they would commute to work or
school at least occasionally if there were safe
places to ride. The same survey showed that
nearty 60% of all Americans want the govern-
ment to devote more funds to make the trans-
portation system more bicycle friendly.
Bicycle advocates argue that the potential
for shifting from driving a car to riding a bicycle
is significant because 25 percent of all trips are
one mile or less, 40 percent are two miles or
less and 66 percent are 5 miles or less.
Local support for cycling is evident in the
increasing number Of bicycling events, bicycle
clubs, CTEP trail and bike path proposals,
growing interest in the Yellowstone River Parks
Association and community participation in
BikeNet.
There are few statistics on demand for and
use of bicycles in Montana for trips othe,r than
journey-to~work data collected in the 1990
Census. Journey-to-work trips are estimated to
represent only 10% of trips made, and this data
indicates just under 1% of all journey-to-work
trips in Montana were by bikes. Although low,
bicycle use for journey-to-work trips in Montana
is twice the national average. In communities
such as Seattle, Boulder and Denver which are
planned for and encourage more bicycle use,
bicycle use is increasing rapidly enough for the
city administrators to allocate a large portion of
the transportation bUdget for alternative trans-
portation modes including bicycles.
Review of current public polley and pro-
cesses reveals many opportunities in Billings to
improve bicycling. Opportunities are lost be-
cause there are no policies, processes, or
reliable funding programs in place to routinely
consider the potential of bikeways in new
development and infrastructure projects.
Public Participation
The proposals in BikeNet are largely based
on the direction received during six public and
technical workshops, monthly advisory commit-
tee meetings and the consultant team's bicycle
planning experience. Planning participants
SaIB Jane Maclenfl8ll facIlitates one offive workshops
included the Billings bicycling community,
public officials, city and county staff, and citi-
zens interested in increasing the opportunities
for bicycling in Billings. Invitations to meetings
were sent and BikeNet planning meetings were
publicized in the media. The meetings were
conducted in a workshop format allowing
15
......
participants to contribute ideas. Through a
series of exercises and informal surveys, particI-
pants expressed opinions on the availability and
'. status of,existing- bicycle-related facilities and
programs; recommended on and off street
bicycle routes; prioritized the relative impor-
tance of possible bikeway programs, policies,
projects, and facility improvements; and sug-
gested possible funding sources.
. Workshop participants confirmed wbat
nation wide surveys have indicated': the deci-
sion to,ride a bi,cycle is most influenced by
safety factors such as motorists obeying li;lwS,
adequate street width, and availability ,!f secure
bicyc!e parking. Another Important factor is
provision for taking bicycles on city buses.
Other influences inc.lude availability of bikeway
maps and advice on routes, training'in bicycle.
safety and repairs,and access to local scenic.
geowaphic areas.
.
Resource Identification
Community resources identified and docu-
mented early in the planning process were the
, environment, programs and people, and facllities.
The Bicycling Environment
People bicycle for recreation, transportation
and tou·ring. Billings,is an outdoor city with a
climate conducive to bicycling and inherent
natural beauty. F~w places have such tremen-
dous bu~ unrealized opportunities for bicycling.
,Geographical diversity abounds including
.rimrocks, the Yellowstone River and its breaks
and tributary creeks, open agrib~lturallands,
16
Rural Highways Offer Bicycle Touring Opportunities
US/lrMade Trails Offer BicyClists f.1agnfficent Views Of The Valley ,
County Roads Let Cyclists Experience
The RegIons Agricult'!ralHeritage
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rolling hills and buttes, riparian areas and vast
prairies. In addition there are attractive streets,
residential areas, a central business area as
well as many cultural/historic sites and an
exemplary park system. Several open space
corridors with bicycle path potential exist includ-
ing agriQultural and storm drains, canals, rail
and highway corridors. The BN/MRL rail and
SSWA Canal offer direct transportation routes
with excellent opportunities for recreation and
interpretation of the region's history.
Limited vehicular access. abundant open
space, and the relatively undeveloped character
of the Yellowstone River and its diverse envi-
ronments are assets conducive to development
of an off-road bicycle path. The four existing
and one proposed interstate highway inter-
changes in the Billings area provide opportuni-
ties for commercial services, vehicular access
and shared trail head facilities paralleling the
river,
Metra is located at the confluence of the
Yellowstone River, the railroad, Billing's distinc-
tive rimrocks, the Alkali Creek drainageway, and
several highways. The proximity of Metra to
Downtown, ample parking, and its large pUblic
land holding adjacent to these resources in-
vites the development of this area to include
bicycles in its recreational opportunity planning.
Programs & People
A few competitive events occur in Billings
annually, including the Big Sky State Games,
RiverFest, and the Peaks to Prairie Triathalon.
There are over a dozen cycle/sporting goods
shops, a few organized cycling clubs, one
17
racing team, a contingent of experienced
bicyclists who commute, and many basic
cyclists who bike predominantly for recreation.
Published routes include off-road mountain
trails and touring routes looping along county
roads and state highways outside of the Bill-
ings metropolitan area. No suitable bicycle
maps and very limited bicycle tourism informa-
tion are available for the community area.
Bicycle safety programs are offered each year
by the Yellowstone County Traffic Safety Task
Force and by the schools and cycling clubs.
Existing Facilities
No paved off-road bicycle facilities or on-
street designated routes exist in the Billings
community area. However, both Yellowstone
County and the City of Billings have approved
use of eTEP funds for off·road routes in the
Heights, on a section of the Yellowstone River,
and at Metra. There have also been several
other trail and bike path proposals the Planning
Board has delayed action on, pending a
bike~ays master plan and design standards.,
TIlls page left
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III. THE PLAN
Introduction
INSTITUTIONAL POLICY
The key to making BikeNet a reality is active and coordinated pursuit of all parts of the Plan by
public and private interests seeking to integrate tts common vision into the community. As previ-
ously stated, such actual implementation of a realistic plan was the highest priority expressed by a
majority of more than 300 planning workshop participants. Conversely, the most commonly
expressed concern was that ''the plan won't be Implemented". To address this ooneern, the Plan
was devel0pe~ stressing issue resolution and actual on-the~ground implementation.
The Plan is organized into three sections: Policies, Programs, and F'1lcllities. Each section
preselilts a br.ief discussion of issues'followed by recommendations and action-oriented imple-
mentatIon strategies. Through adoption of this Plan, the community is taking the imp0l'rtant first
step toward implementation of BikeNet. An on-going interest and commitment by the public and by
local government is needed to continue to make this shared vision a reality.
Issues
Public involvement and "Bicycle Friendly"
governmental policies at federal, state and local
levels are required for successful implementation
of a quality bicycle transportation system.
~s a result of public support, established
planning processes, and a government commit-
ment to progressive transportation policy, the
Billings urban area boasts quality air, bus,
street, highway and sidewalk systems. This
same commitment will be required to implement
a bicycle plan that is necessary and comple-
mentary to the existing transportation systems.
Transportation policies to date have not
addressed bicycling and the recently validated,
strong public support of bikeways. The obvious
result of this lack of bicycle planning integration
in the policy definition process is an inadequate
20
bicycle transportation system, sub-standard
bicycle-related improvements, and sometimes
inconsistent or inappropriate design standards.
Reasons for the oversight are numerous
including:
1. Limited opportunities for bicyclists' involvement
2. A genetallack 01 knowledge about bicyclists
needs
3. Not all adopted construction standards are
bicycle Iriendly
4. No "Bicycle Checkoff" required as part 01 the
planning process
5. Lack of or limited review of public works and
highway projects for bicycle considerations
6. Lack of coordination bet'vveen government
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agencies and departments concerning bi-
cycle improvements possibilities
7. Bicycle friendly policies and design stan~
dards have not been adopted and institution-
alized
Accommodating bicycles does not have to
add significantly to the cost of a project jf
considered in the early phases of planning.
Many cities successfully and cost effectively
integrate bicycle facilities into utility, flood
control, storm water management, park, recre-
ation, and transportation projects.
Strategy
AI. CONTINUE PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT AND
INCREASE PUBLIC REPRESENTATION IN
THE PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
BIKENET
Actions
A1.I. Appoint a Citizen Bicycle/Pedestrian
Advisory Committee
Establishment of a Citizen's Advisory Com-
mittee is strongly recommended. An Advisory
Committee comprised of local go~ernment
officials, city and county staff, the Planning
Board and representatives of interest groups
and bicycling community was forme'd to over-
see development of BikeNet.
During the planning process, numerous
private citizens who care about bicycling and
the community expressed interest in serving on
21
a Citizen's Advisory Committee. The Committee
should be coordinated by a g0vernment staff
member, preferably an experienced Bicycle
Coordinator (see Action 2.3 below). Benefits of
such a committee that have been documented
by other communities Include availability of
technical expertise (from knowledgeable citizen
.members) at minimum cost and continuity o~
committee members regardless of governmen-
tal staff or political changes.
A1.2. Encourage people with bicycle/Inter-
ests to serve on government boards
The activities of th'e traffic control and
transit, planning, zoning, parks and other similar
boards have the ability to influence the realiza~
tion of c9mmunity bikeways. Including volun-
teers with bicycle interests on these boards will
assist communication-betWeen plan;ning staffs,
local government, and the general public on
bicycle issues.
A1,3. Continue to inform the public of trans-
portation options and survey. public opinions
on preferences
Most citizens are unaware of, or perceive
limited effective opportunities to express prefer-
ences relative to the livability of their commu\lity
and how the bUdgeting and expenditure of
public funds affect livability. An informational,
education program focused on the benefits of
bikeways should be a responsibility assigned to
the Bicycle Coordinator.
Creating and maintaining an effective, safe
and convenient city·wide bicycle system re-
Actions
A2.1 Adopt, refine and implement BlkeNel
A2. ADOPT BICYCLE FRIENDLY LOCAL
GOVERNMENT PROCESSES AND STAN·
. DARDS
Include,questions relative to· bicycling as a
transportation opti~n in government-sponsored
community surveys. As the rate ,of growth and
change accelerates, government's responsibil-
ity· to inform and educate im:reases in both
complexity and importance. Public administra-
tors, have found that an informed citizenry is
usually better energized, involved, and coopera-
. .
tive and often less reactionary.
During the BikeNet planning process,
participants were asked to. express their opin-
ions on a vari,ety of transportation and land use
issues. The surveys from these meetings indi-
cated public' support for the following:
1. Expenditure of federal, state and local funds
,for bicycle facilities, education and promotion
programs '
2. Reallocation of a portii;Jn of local t(ansporta- .
tion and park funds for bicycle facilities
3. Land banking and acquisition of recre?tional
. .
use rights for future bicycle corridors
4. Flexible or reduced street-width standards on
some streets to acco"!modate "sharing" of
streets by cars,' bikes and people
'5. Traffic calming (planning and design to slow
vehicular traffic down) on some residential
streets to promote, comfortable, safe, shared
use by children, and other pedestrians and
vehicles '
6. Reasonable increases in taxes to implement
BikeNet if other funding sources are ex-
hausted
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A1.4. Increase and improve pUblic~private
partnerships in bikeways planning and
implementation
Throughout· the BikeNet planning process,
several private associations expressed interest
and support for the Plan Inclading the
Yellowstone River Parks Associatiol1, financial
institutions, museums, bike shops, cycling
clubs, service clubs, Montana Tradeport Author-
ity, Montana Avenue Coalition, Chamber of
Commerce, and the Downtown Billings Associa-
tion. ,City and cOI:mtY staffs affecting bikeways>
planning need to recognize, validate, support
and wor~ with these groups, something most
easily done, through the creation of a Bicycle
Coordinator position:
Partnership opportunities include technical
plannir.lg assistance, cost sharing, foundation
sponsorship, financial incentives', implementa-
tion, and maintenance of facilities as well a~
safety education programs, promotions, and
support of bikeway pl,\1nning, implementation,
and use.
Strategy
22,
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quires on-going attention. Wrthoul proper
planning and predictable funding, manyoppor-
tunities to use routine street, development and,
utility projects to cost effectively implement or
improve a system, will be lost.
Although funds for infrastructure improve-
ments for bicycles are limited, progress can be
made just with better cooperation and coordina-
tion between various staffs. Again, this function
could be facilitated by a Bicycle Coordinator,
1. Implementing and promoting BikeNet
2. Evaluating existing and new facilities and
programs
3. Reviewing new plans, public and private
construction, reconstruction and pavement
management projects
4. Coordinating ail public bicycie-reiated
projects.
5. Securing funding from state, federal, local
and private sources for bicycle~related
facilities, education and promotion.
6. Bicycle~related data collection and program
evaluation
A2.2. Commitment to Funding
Predictable bicycle funding should be
programmed for bikeway easements, land
acquisition, and physical and program improve-
ments. Periodically program Transportation
Planning Funds to update BikeNet on a regular
basis. Include a line item in the various park's,
utility's, and public work's annual budgets to
take advantage of opportunities to improve the
bicycle transportation component of the
community's transportation system.
(Rerer to FHWA Publication No. PD-93-{)19,
Case StUdy NO.2 The Role of Bicycle and
Pedestrian Coordinators for detailed description
of responsibilities and a Model Program.)
A2.4, Require bicycle "Check Off" on all
private site development projects and subdi-
vision plats
Adopt a policy to ensure the Bicycle CoordI-
nator is involved in the review of all private
development projects. On these projects, work
with the developer to plan for and accommo~
date bicycles in consideration of parkland
dedication, site design, access, etc. Establish
realistic requirements for construction of bi-
cycle-related facilities and provide incentives for
private developers to do more. Minimum
design standards for rural and urban areas
should be incorporated into adopted standards
and regulations, including subdivision and site
development ordinances.
A2.3 • Appoint a local staff Bicycle/Pedes-
trian Coordinator
A single recognized, designated source for
planning and coordination of bicycle interests is
needed to avoid having the plan Usit on the
shelf". A designated, experienced Bicycle
Planner staff position in either the Planning or
the Public Works Department will help insure
the motor vehicle, pedestrian and bicycle
systems work together. Duties of the Coordina-
tor might include:
23
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A2.5. Require bicycle "Check Off" on ali
public Infrastructure projects
Adopt a policy to ensure bicycle planning
expertise is included on all public projects.
Integrate bicycle considerations into all new
street and highway projects. Involve the Bicycle
Coordinator In review of all planning and con-
struction projects. Through early design re-
views, opportunities can be identified, planned
and implemented at lower cost than later.
Improve the coordination efforts between
governmental departments that can acquire
easements and those that construct and main-
tain corridors with potential for future bikeway
development. At a minimum alignment, grad-
ing, and the provision a continuous, improved
surfacB--including structures required to bridge
drainages should be required,
A2.6. Work towards the integration,of rec-
ognized National Standards Into local design
and maintenance standards for bicycle
facilities.
Include a maintenance review of bikeway
facilities and assign responsibility for on-going
maintenance, prior to construction. Rather than
maintaining separate design standards for
bicycling, integrate bicycle standards for on·
street routes Into already adopted street engi-
neering standards. Bicycle-related consider-
ations need to address street widths and related
appurtenances including drainage grates,
signage, drive approaches, bridges, culverts,
etc,
A2.7. Enforce parking and traffic laws
The priority of this action is partially ad-
dressed by education and training, specifically
encouraging riding according to the rules of the
road. Work with the police and sheriff to enforce
traffic rules.
A2.8. Revisltthe 1990 Billings Transporta·
tion Plan to consider alternative manage--
ment strategies to reduce single occupancy
vehicle trips and preserve environmental
quality
. Research indicates vehicle traffic will expand
to fill capacity. All cities with model transit and
bicycle facilities have made a conscious effort
to reduce auto accommodations through
alternative transportation management strate-
gies, making it less convenient to drive or use
specific routes. These management strategies
help address the continual need to accommo-
date more and more vehicular traffic.
The current Transportation Plan and exist-
Ing street standards are based almost solely on
the efficient accommodation of all motor ve-
hicles on all streets, regardless of the impact on
the adjacent residential neighborhoods, envi-
ronmental quality, or bicycles. Incorporate
quality of life objectives into the motorized
vehicle transportation planning objectives.
Encourage the public to become involved in
alternative transportation, and establishing
priorities for transportation-related expenditures.
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A2.9. Encourage Intergovernmental and
fnterdepartmental cooperation 10 plan and
implement BikeNetthrough multiple use and
multiple benefit projects .
Most succ~ssful off':'road bicycle systems
are implemented using a var,iety of funding
sources and conceiving projects that address
multiple issues and provide mUltiple" benefits.
Encourage more interdisciplinary and intergov-
ernmental collaboration on planning and design
of infrastructure projects including bikeway,
greenways, drainage, utility, recreation, and
paving projects.
A2;10. Revise street standards to accommo~
date and encourage shared use of streets by
bicycles, pedestrians and motorized vehicles
Recommended revisions to existing city
standards are outlined in the Facilities portion of
this Plan. These standards should be incorpo-
rated into adopted street s:tandards, subdivision
ordinances, and site development regulations;,
the recommendations should not remain as
independent "Bicycle Standards,".
Outcomes of the planning process as well
as MSHTO guidelines recommend "To varying
extents, bicycles will be ridden on all highways
where they are permitted.- All new highways,
except those where bicycles will be legally
prohibited should be designed a'nd constructed
under the assumptions that they wit! be used by
bicyclists". Street standards should be modified
to a.ccommodate but not always encourage
bicycling on all streets.
A2.ll. Encour.age development, of bicycle
parking facilities through provision of facilities
on public properties and by adopting ordi-
nances and developer incentive programs
Install sturdy, easy to use parkiRg fa~i1ities, iR
par-kiF1g garages, on public properties, and' bus
and MET transfer statioRs. En~surage s~hools,
universities, s~opping centers, downtown
merchants, multi-family developments, office
and business complexes and employers to
provide secure par-kiRg. DevelQP irncer.ltive
programs to, improve bicycle parking thtowgh-
out the community. An example of such incen-
tives would be providing vehicular parking
space credits in return for providi'r.1g on-site,
bicycle parking. / .
A2.12. Establish multiple use corridors
Select and develop off road corridors for
bicycle transportation with the objective of
providing multiple benefits including utilities
rights of way; irrigation canals, preservation of
water quality and wildlife, flood ,control, and
increased recreational opportunities.
Alkali Creek Corridor Could Be Developed ForMultiple Use
25
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A2.13 Strengthen bicycle component of the
Yellowstone CountY Comprehensive Plan,
, When the Yellowstone County Comprehen-
sive Plan is amended, iAclude a goal of increa,s-
ing bicycle commuting. Strengtlaen the bicycie
, component of the Comprehensive PI~n by
referencing i,,:! the following sections the benefits
of bicycling:
·Self-contained Neighborhoods .
• Provide Appropriately Located Educational
Facilities
•Bicycle Planning
-Public Transportation
•Air Quaiity impact
•Energy impact
•Protect Air Quaiity
-Noise"
-Land Use
..Landscaping
•Trails
A more detailed discussion of related issues
is: included in the BikeNet Project Notebook.
A2.14 Monitor Montana 'State policy,
p"rog,rams and plans
The Montana Department of Transportation
in currently in the process of developing bicycle
transportation policies through the statewide
transportation planning process, TransPlan 21.
Local Qovernments and citizens sho~ld monitor
, these policy developments to insure local
authorities retain the power to plan and priori-
tize, bicycle improvements in their jurisdictions.
Monitor other programs anct State planning
,
satetyEducB110n And Encouragement ProgffltnS
Could Influence BIcycle f!lfdershfpAnd S8fety
activities that could impact BikeNet, including
Fish, Wildlife and Parks Departments land
. .
conservation and development prograrrs, the
State Trails Plan, and the Department of State
, Lands' Recreational Land Use Policies.
,.
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PROGRAMS
Issues
Improved programs could significantly
influence more people to ride bikes, ride safely
and reduce the number of motor vehicles
impacting the transportation system
Local bicycle education, information, traffic
code enforcement, and promotional efforts are
few. Some safety programs are offered through
the schools, by bike clubs and safely task
forces. Better educational and information
programs do not require a large capital infusion.
Many of the recommendations can be incorpo-
rated as part of the day to day business of
various City departments, schools, clubs, task
forces and service organizations.
Many cyclists do not know that, legally,
bicycles are considered vehicles and are ex-
pected to obey vehicle traffic laws, Many motor-
ists do not realize bicyclists are legitmate users
of the road. If enforcement of laws were stron-
ger, bicyclists' and motorists' respect for the law
would be greater.
Strategy
B 1. ADOPT A POUCY REQUIRING THE
LOCAL BICYCLE COORDINATOR TO PART·
NER WITH COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
AND OTHER AGENCIES TO SPONSOR
BICYCLE PROGRAMS.
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Actions
81.1. Partnering with the community on
education and encouragement programs
Potential partners include: youth and health
associations, clubs, schools, Safety Task Force
pollee, and sheriff organizations
81.2 Partnerlng with medical and health
community
Incorporate bicycle safety and bicycle
fitness programs into community heatth educa-
tion and promotions programs.
81.3. Partner with the schools
Develop programs to encourage bicycle use
and safety education through schools and
parks/recreation programs.
81.4. Partner with MET Transit
Promote bicycling and mass transit as
transportation alternatives through the "Uvable
Cities" Program and alternative transportation
promotions.
81.5. Partner with museums
Include bicycle trips in out reach education
and museum interpretive programs. The West-
ern Heritage Center has expressed support for
an historic trails program.
Solicit ir:lformation on needed improvements,
in cooperation with bicycling clubs and shops.
.'
I
I
B1.6. Co-sponsor or coordinate bicycle
events-.
Collaborate with other organization.s and
events to improve public awareness of bicy~
cling. Events might include:
• Bike the B.aker/as, Bike to the Balr, The' Fair
• Museum, home,~istoric s~te and garden tours
• Media promotions and public seNiee an-
nouncements
• <'Bike to Work Days ", and other employer
incentive programs
• "Bike-A-Thon'" fund raisers
• "Bike Frida( in conjunction with "Gazette
Blue Jean Friday" and Chamber "Western
Friday" promotions
B1.7. Establish a Bikeways Information
System
Including map~ and attractive, legible
directional and informational signage. Route.
designations and adopting a classification
system will encourage bicycle use.
B1 ;8. Develop a postcard "Spot Improve-
ment Identification Program"
,B1.9. Develop co,porate and servic~
group programs
Establish "Adopt a Trail" or "Sponsor a
28
Trail" programs similar to highway Adopt a
Highway program.
B1.to. Promote bicycle-bus trips with
, .
"Lock and Ride" facilities and promotions
Explore means of transporting bicycles on
buses.
B1.11. Wo,k with law enforcement
Increase awareness of and commitment to
reduce unlawful and unsafe motorist and bicy-
clist behaviors.
B1,.12. Encourage bike shops to provide
bicycle skills and repair Instruction .
Sponsor classes, training rides, pUblica-
tions, and other education programs.
B1.13. Monitor Bicycle accident statistics
Use information gained to make appropriate
improvements to reduce accidents.
B1.14. Work with private businesses and
public and private institutions to share
parking and restroom facilities. ,
Examples include post offices, banks,
" ,
public parks, ry1etra, Chamber of Commerce,
motels, health facilities, etc.
I
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FACILITIES
Overview
This section outlines planning processes,
issues and recommendations for implementing
a comprehensive bicycle facilities plan. The
Plan proposes a comprehensive approach to
facilities to promote safe and pleasant trave1.
The proposed system is meant to be dynamic,
able to grow with the community and change
as opportunities arise. Opportunites will be
provided for users of various ages and abilities.
Recommended routes are illustrated on the
included maps titled BikeNet On Street Plan and
BikeNet Off Street Plan. The recommendations
included were arrived at with input from the
community, governmental staff and community
leaders on existing conditions, objectives,
issues and opportunities.
Objectives
Community and governmental expecta-
tions of the plan were translated into the
following objectives; These objectives guided
development of the facilities plan and imple-
mentatio'n recommendations.
1. Develop a realistic improvement plan for
bicycle transportation
2. Safer accommodation of bicyclists on all
streets
3. Plan a system of facilities to meet needs of all
users and experience levels by prowding
linked networks of on street and off street
routes
4. Encourage bicycle use on selected on-street
routes through designation and design
5. Recommend a classification system and
develop planning standards for all classes of
on street and off street facilities
6. Recommend uniform bicycle friendly engi-
neering design standards
7. Recommend bicycle friendly traffic manage-
ment strategies
8. Document recommended bicycle facility
planning and design processes and imple-
mentation strategies.
9. Identify and prioritize specific improvement
projects
10. Identify deficiencies in the bicycle transpor~
tation system
Planning Process
Identify User's and User Needs
Potential users of the facilities were identi-
fied as children, basic and advanced bicyclists.
Their purposes for making bicycle trips included
commuting, recreational rides and long dis-
tance touring for exercise, training and plea-
sure, racing, and mountain biking. Route selec-
tion criteria and priorities were documented for
the various user groups.
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not providing shares bicycle! sidewalk facilities
adjacent to a public street ROW. City engineers,
should review national research on aCGident
data fer such facilities, disco~rage tMis configu-
ration adjacent to streets, and when slnar.ed use
is necessary, limit use o~ sidewalks for- bicycling
to youthfUl cyclists (defined as t~ose under 13
years 0f age) and where there are existing
boulevards.
The County cons~ructs road widths to'
standards recommended by AASHTO. Current
AASHTO standards recommend paved shoul-
ders in rural areas for use by bicyclis~and
pedestrians. Unfortunately, mamy of tlile existing
County roads have gravel sh0ulders and pave-
ment widths narrower than recommended for
the type.nd volume 'of traffic they carry.
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Most bicyclists and potential bicyclists in
Billings cited concern about the unsafe condi-
tions and lack of facilities as the greatest im-
pediments to bicycling in Billings.
Existing bicycle facilities are limited, consist-
ing of,undesignated shared roadways', short
sections of sub-standard paths, unimproved,
trails along the rims, and mountail'1 bike trails
constructed by YRPA in arid near Riverfror:lt
Park. Many of the existing sidewalks in parks'
and residential areas .;ire shared by bicyclists
. .
and pedestrians.
Although not recommended by any current
national standards, the City of Biilings Sidewaik
Master Plan ,recommends shared use of side- .
walks by bicycli~tsand pedestriaf!s. AASHTO
gives a detailed discu$siort of satety reasons for
Existing Conditions
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Opportunities and Constraints
On-Street
Although no designated on-street facilities
exist, generous street widths within the City of
Billings could be designed to make cycling
comfortable on all but the most heavily traveled
arterials. Designation of routes and modifica-
tions to allocation of standard City street pave-
ment widths will yield a workable system on-
street routes within the city limits.
County standards for pavement width are
currently under review. Existing standards will
need to be modified to provide additional paved
shoulder width for shared use by vehicles and
pedestrians.
Although implementation of on-street facility
improvements will be most economical, there is
equal or more Interest by the community in
developing an extensive off-road system.
Off-Street
Several corridors with good potential to
form the basis of an off-street bicycle system for
transportation and recreation exist. Potential
corridors include the rimrocks, the Yellowstone
River and its tributaries (including Five Mile,
Canyon, and Alkali Creeks), the BN/Montana
Rail Unk Railroads, the abandoned BN rail
corridor in the heights, the BBWA Canal, and
proposed Billing's west end storm drainage
corridors. Other potential secondary corridors
include the numerous canals, irrigation ditches,
and drains; existing and proposed public utility
31
GnIndhenue Ja An Example OfA DIffIcult Street ForBlldng
Wide Street Standlltds WfII Accommodate Bike Lanes
Wider Rur8I Roarb WooJd Provfde Shoulders
ForSa/8f Bicycle AndPedestrian Use
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RailAnd C8naI CoitidoI$ Offer PotentialFot Bike Pt1Ith$
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exists to facilitate acquisition of additional street
right of way for the purpose of bicycle transporw
tation. Having mechanisms and funds to take
advantage of opportunities is key to acquiring
continuous corridors.
Design Standard Issues
Developing safe, functional, attractive, and
environmentally appropriate bicycle facilities will
require revisions of and additions to current city
and county street design standards.
Implementing an on·street bikeways system
within existing pavement widths may require
modifications to lane widths and/or parking
availability on some streets.
For example, Increasing current City and
County standards for street widths by 10' to
add two 5' bicycle lanes is not practical or
easements, private utility corridors; and city/
county drains. These same corridors could be
developed as community greenway's providing
multiple benefits Including resource conserva~
tion, flood control and landscape enhance·
ments.
Many of the of(wstreet corridors, which the
public has expressed interest in developing bike
paths in will require acquisition of land easaw
ments or recreational use rights for path
development. Legislative changes at the State
level are required to indemnify public land
managers and private landowners who grant
the public recreational access.
Uabllity Issues
Corridor Acquisition Issues
Issues
Governmental policies on use of planning
processes and funds to acquire land or recre·
ational use rights in proposed park, road, and
utility corridors needs to be clarified. No policy
33
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economical. This approach will involve exces-
sive costs for additional paving, reconstruction
of curbs on City streets, removal of trees,
purchase of additional right-of-way and in-
creases in long term maintenance costs. Nega-
tive environmental impacts of this approach
may include increased cost and loss of the
desirable street character (from a neighbor~
hood I bioyole use point of view).
County standards for pavement width will
need to be modified to provide additional paved
shoulder width for shared use by bicycles and
pedestrians.
Transportation Policy Issues
The current Billings Urban Transportation
Plan was developed without full consideration of
bicycte transportation and with the goal of
encouraging and accommodating single
occupancy vehicle use. Prior to this plan, no
attempt has been made through .city/c0unty
policy to try and convert or reduce the con-
stantly growing number of single-occupancy
vehicle trips.
Another challenge to implementing comple-
mentary bicycle and vehicle improvements will
be to preserve scenic characteristics of the
preferred rural cycling routes and make the
urban routes more environmentally comfortable.
This will require implementing some alternative
traffic management strategies, traffic calming
techniques, revised design standards and
landscape improvements.
Preservation of the nature of neighborhood
residential streets may involve reduced levels
of service for motorized vehicles.
Accessibility and Management Issues
Environmentally responsive management of
trails may require limiting levels of use or modes
of access. For example horses and strollers
may not be able to share the same trail.
Mountain bike trail supporters wish to see
some trails remain narrow and unimproved.
Meeting the Intent of the American Disabili-
ties Act may make rest~ictlng vehicles in some
areas difficult. For example, some members of
the community have requested Coulson Park
and sections of Sword's Park be vehicle free.
Paths will cross jurisdictional boundaries.
No entity currently exists to develop, manage
and maintain paths in multiple jurisdictions on
public and private lands. Creation of a Bicycle
Coordinator position discussed in previous
sections would help facilitate administration.
Facility Planning Process
Identify Planning Districts
Community Districts are identified based on
physical characteristics, neighborhood task
forces, and government and school district
jurisdictions. These areas are illustrated on the
map titled Community Districts and Corridors.
Districts include Alkali Creek, Downtown,
Lockwood and Vicinity, Heights, Southwest
Corridor, South Billings, West BiUings. Shiloh
West and South Hills. Districts within the study
area Include urbanized, developing, and rural
~~~--------_._--_ .. _-
areas, in both city and county jurisdictions.
Route selection and designation considered
current and Mure land use characteristics.
Identify Community Resources
Public lands, schools, school attendance
districts, parks, and private lands open to the
public were inventoried and mapped. This
Information' was recorded on Inventory
worksheets. Some of the informatio,n is in-
cluded on the BikeNet facility maps.
Assess Corridor Suitability
Potential on-and off-street linkages be-
tween districts, neighborhood and community
resources were identified. The consultants
reviewed existing and future streets as well as
classifications proposed in The Transportation
Plan. The existing and proposed corridors
we're evaluated for their existing and future
sUitability for use by bicyclists of varying levels
of ability against the documented route selec-
tion criteria.
tn general, collectors and minor snerials
were determined to provide the best balance of
characteristics identified as important by "most
users of on street routes.
111e BBWA Canal followed by the Rail,
Yellowstone River and Rim corridors were
determined to be the most desirable off street
corridors
Review Existing Standards
Existing street widths and adopted street
standards documented in the 1990 Transporta-
tion Plan were reviewed. Modifications to stan-
dards and strategies for retrofitting bikeways
into existing pavement widths were developed.
These alternatives are summarized on Table 2.
A Summary of Current Street Standards; Recom-
mendations for Retrofitting end Revising Stan-
dards. Cross sections of several were devel-
oped and presented to the advisory committee.
Illustrations of alternative street cross sections
are included in this report and the project
notebook.
The County surveyor was contacted regard-
ing differences in County rural and urban stan-
dards. The County is in the process of updating
road standards and will consider recommenda-
tions Of BikeNet in the new development of new
standards. (Refer to Table 2 and Section IV)
TYPiCAl 2LANE ROArNlAY WITH PARKING
TYPICAL 4LANE ROADWAY CROSS-SECnDN"
RstroflWng Bike Facl/lties Into Existing streets May Invofve
Restrfplng, Lana Narro,wlng 0,RSfflOvlng Parking
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Recommend Route Classifications
Several classification systems were fa·
viewed. A decision was made to relate the
proposed on-street bicycle route classifications
to the vehicular street classification system
used in the 1990 Transportation Plan.
Taking direction from the adopted system,
several classifications of on-street routes,
characteristics, and users were developed and
described. Standards, actual street widths, and
traffic volumes were reviewed to detennine
modifications needed to develop facilities
conforming to national standards for bicycles
and vehicle lane widths. Yellowstone County
currently builds roads to widths as recom-
mended by AASHTO without bicycle
accomodations. Some city lane width stan-
dards exceed AASHTO guidelines.
During the public meetings, bicyclists were
insistent about retaining rights to use all streets
and not being prohibited from riding on any
street. For this reason, the on-street plan includes
recommendations for all street classifications.
Designated bicycle lanes and routes are
most often proposed along collectors. In
undeveloped and developing districts, arterials
will be designated as bicycle routes until direct
and continuous collectors are buitt. Although
bicycling is not encouraged along heavily
traveled arterials, design of lane widths, drain-
age grates and shoulders should consider
bicyclists who will occasionally use these
routes. Bicyclists do have to cross arterial
streets and provisions for crossings should be
provided for in intersection design.
Planning Recommendations and
Design Standards
For each classification the following infor-
mation and recommendations were developed:
• Goals
• Route Characteristics
• Color coding of routes on Maps
• Planning Standards and Guidelines
• Implementation Strategies and Issues
• Management, Land Planning and Maintenance
Considerations
Section IV.- Classifications describes recom-
mendations in greater detail.
National engineering standards and design
guidelines were reviewed and those most
appropriate to Montana included in this docu-
ment as the Plan's recommendation to the
County SUiveyor's Office and The City Engi-
neering Department.
Refer to Section VI. - Design Standards for
immediate and long term detailed recommenda-
tions.
Route Recommendations
With assistance from the bicycling community,
the planning team reviewed routes and formu-
lated the recommendations included in this
document.
On going refinement of the proposed
routes and periodic updates of the plan to
respond to changing needs and priorities will be
required. As rural areas become urbanized,
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bicycling needs will need to be re-evaluated and
the most appropriate routes for designation
determIned. As funds become available, study
routes by district and include maps for neigh-
borhood connections.
On-Street Routes
All streets should be made more bicycle
friendly. In developed areas Collectors and
Minor Arterials are most appropriate for desig-
nated routes. Designated routes should be
continuous with similar characteristics. Desig-
nation as a bicycle route will make routes safer.
Inclusion of a lane will do more to encourage
bicycle use.
In many existing situations, existing pave~
ment width suggests the use of wid~ outside
curb lanes will be most realistic. Denver has
adopted this standard, using standard MUTCD
symbols as pavement markings. This is an
experimental program. ~n order for Billings to
use this approach with formal approval by
FHWA, an application should be made to
F.HWA. Denver has implemented the standard
without formal approval.
Off-Street Routes
Off-street route classifications are based on
use, user preferences, land characteristics,
ownership, and status of access rights. Off-
street corridors should be continuous and
developed when use rights along significant
lengths are acquired.
Potential corridors are identified on the
BikeNet Off·Street Plan These corridors are
mapped as conservation corridors or bike paths.
High priority off-street projects WITh multiple use
potential are identified as TRAC's (Transportation,
Recreation, Access and Conservation) to reffect
their potential for multiple uses.
Proposed TRAC's
Rimrock
Begins at Swords Park- Black Otter Trail and
continues west to Sky Ranch Subdivision.
Connects with potential Corridor north of High-
way 3 along wetern edge of the Airport and a
mountain bike I multiple use trail along Rims.
Yellowstone River South
Potential linkage sduth of the Yellowstone
River from Lockwood to Duck Creek along
county road right-of-way, public land, and
various drainages, such as Blue Creek.
Alkali Creek
The proposed pa\h begins at Yellowstone
River/MetraPark. An underpass at Main Street,
continues the path west through parkland along
Alkali Creek.
Kiwanis/Heights Abandoned Bail
The corridor begins at Mary Street and con-
nects to the Yellowstone River Greenway at Two
Moon Park. Potential exists to extend this corridor
further north to Five and Seven Mile Creeks.
DowotownlWest End Bail
Beginning near the East Bridge, this corridor
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follows the active rail tracks into Downtown and
continues all the way west to the Homestead
Business Park area.
BBWA Canal (Lower and Upper)
Potenllal Path follows BBWA Canal in the
Heights and through the West End.
ShilohlZoo
An off-road path paralleling Shiloh Road
along the west side will connect to greenway
corridors proposed in the West End Storm
Drainage Master Plan. This TRAC will also
potentially connect to the Yellowstone River
along Canyon Creek using an existing Canyon
Creek underpass at Interstate 90.
Yellowstone Riyer Greenway
Proposed path links Two Moon, Big Sky
Islands, and Coulson Parks,. potentially continu-
ing southwest to Riverfront Park, Duck Creek,
and the County line and northeast to approxi-
mately Custer.
West End Greenway
Located in multi-use drainage corridors
master-planned for the west end of Billings.
Connects with Shiloh/Zoo Path.
It was not within the scope of the BikeNet
Plan to identify short segments of neighbor-
hood off street pa1hs. Many of the identified
corridors include multiple land owners and
private lands. For this reason the many corri-
dors have been deliberately portrayed as
conservation corridors indicating general areas
ExIsting BlicJgeAt Canyon Ct8ek
WI' PrcNId& Futuf8 UnciefpBss
Bike Peth Along Active RaJl Unks Downtown To
The River, Metra and Billings Heights
V"l8woI Two Moon Parle From Path Connecting
Mary Stteet To AlkaliCrook
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with importance as travel-ways. The intent in
this Plan is to fully involve the land owners,
public, and appropriate resource experts in
determining the specifics of any improvements
in .Q[ public use of these corridors.
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C 1.1. Add~ess bicycles and pedestrian
transportation as an integral part of trilns-
portation planning
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Strategy
Cl.IMPROVE BICYCLE FACILITIES
THROUGH PLANNING, DESIGN AND IM-
PROVEMENT PROJECTS
Actions
Address bicycles on aU transportation plan
and street design standard updates for rural,
urban, city and county standards.
Cl.2. Adopt planning and design guide-
lines and standards described in the
following section of this document
Guidelines are provided for construction,
operation, and maintenance of on-street and-off
street bicycle facilities in rural and urban areas.
Integrate these guidelines and standards into all
appropriate decision making, funding, and
regulatory processes.
Cl.3. Involve the citizens in transporta-
tion project planning
Solicit input on location, design, and funding.
C1.4 Identify "quiet" and "slow" streets
As part of detailed neighborhood planning
process, identify "quiet and slow" streets,
Establish traffic planning programs and imple-
ment appropriate improvements to insure traffic
speed and volume remain low on these streets
while maintaining adequate neighborhood
circulation and access.
Cl.5. Adopt planning and design stan-
dards and route management strategies
for both bicycles and vehicles for all road
classifications.
Design streets recognizing bicyclists will ride
on all streets. Detailed recommendations are
documented in the following section of this
plan.
Cl.6. Implement a core system of deslg-
naled aDd signed on street bicycle routes
Designated routes are recommended on a
1·1/2 to 2 mile grid. Highest priority routes are
illustrated on the plan in red and orange. Addi-
tional streets can and should be added as use
and demand increases.
Cl.7. Adopt planning and design stan-
dards
Geometric design guidelines recommended
by AASHTO and FHWA should serve as the
basis for adopted standards. Alternative surfac-
ing treatments should be adopted to allow
construction of soft surlace or paved pathways
for off road facilities in developing areas.
Adopted standards should be safe and flexible.
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Cl.8. Adopt the followin!! bicycle facility
classifications:
ConseNstion Corridors
, Improved Paths TRAC's
Improved Trail~
Neighborhood Paths
Arter;al District Connectors
Pdmary District Connectors
Secondary District Connectors
Neighborhood Connectors, Quiet Street
Scenic Ro'utes and Unimproved Roads
Refer to Classification section for detafled
description.
• Cl.9. PreServe potential corridors for
future use
Adopt a policy to preserve active rail, utility,
and abandoliled closed BRd proP9sed road
right-of~ways, and natural corridors for non- -
motorized use.
Cl.l0. Set a !!oal to complete a bicycle
Inventory ~nd capital Improvement plan
similar to the plan for city-wide curb,
!!utter, and s,idewalk Improvements.
This inventpry should extend into the county
with an emphasis on providing safe school
routes. Adopt a policy to consider bicycle
needs prior to initiating construction of street, "
curb, gutter, and sidewalk improvements.
Cl.ll .. lnclude priority bicycle projec1s in
annual Transportation Improvement Plan
(TIP)
As part of the local transportation planRing
process include bicycle and pedestrian compo-
nents to the al"lnual TIP.
<. .',
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Table 2
SUMMARY OF CURRENT STREET STANDARDS AND AlTERNAllVES
Alternatives for Retrofitting and Revising S1reet Standards to Improve Use By Blcytles
Revised 3112195
WkIIh Shown In Feet CURB PARK BIKE LANE LANE MEDIAN LANE LANE BIKE PARK CURB PAVE NOTES
or TURN WIDTH
Urban Minor Arterial, 4 Lana + Mltdlan
Current BlIlings Standard 2 0 0 12 12 16 12 12 0 0 2 68
Retrofit Alternative Wide OUslde Shared Lnnss 2 0 0 14-15 to-If
"
10-1" 14-15 0 0 2 68
Retrofit- Add Bike Lanes 2 0 5 11 11 10 11 11 5 0 2 68 Requires Median removal
Current MSHTO Bike Stat'ldard wI local Sb'. Std, 2 0 5-6 12 12 16 12 12 5-6 0 2 78-&) Not A99Iistic
New Slanclard 2 0 0 15 11 14 11 15 2 70 Add 2' 0 CUrrant Std.
Std. Urban Minor Arterial, 4 lana, No Parking
Current Billings Stanclard 2 0 0 12 12 0 12 12 0 0 2 52
RetrofitAlternative Wide Dus/de ShaJed Lanes 2 0 0
"
10 0 10
"
0 0 2 52
Retrofit- Add Bik9 Lanes 2 0 4 10 10 0 10 10 4 0 2 52
Retrofit- Reduce Tmvel Lanes, Add Turn Lane 2 0 5 12 0 12-14 0 12 5 0 2 50-52 Where VoLs Permit
Current MSHTO Bike Standard wI Local Str. Std. 2 0 5-6 12 12 0 12 12 5-6 0 2 64 Not Realistic
New Standard 2 0 0 15 11 0 11 15 0 0 2 56 Add 4' to Current Std.
New Standard 3-Lanes 2 0 5 12 0 12·14 0 12 5 0 2 5lJ.52 Where Vols. Permit
Std. Urban Minor Arterial, 4 lanes, Left lane
Current Billings StaIldatd 2 0 0 12 12 12 12 12 0 0 2 64
Retrofit A1temative Wide Ouside Sharsd Lanes 2 0 0 15 '0 10 '0 15 0 0 2 64
Ret/of/t· Add Bike Lanes 2 0 5 '0 10 /0 10 '0 5 0 2 64
Current AASHTO Bike Standard wI Local SIT. Std. 2 5-6 0 12 12 12 12 12 5-6 0 2 74-76 Not Realistic
New Standard 2 0 0 15 11 11 11 15 0 0 2 .7 Add 3' 10 Currant Std.
Minor Arterial, 2 Lanes, wllh Parking
Current Billings Standard 2 10 0 14 0 0 0 14 0 10 2 52
Retrofit Alternative Wide OusJde Sharsd Lanes 0.5 8.5-9.5 0 15-16 0 0 0 15-16 0 8.5-9.5 0.5 48-52
Retrofit Alternative-Add Bike Lanes 0.5 8.5 5 12 0 0 0 12 5 8.5 0.5 52
Currenl AASHTO Bike Standard wI Local Str. Std. 2 ·10 5-6 14 0 0 0 14 5-. 10 2 62-64 Not Realistic
New Standard 0.5 8.5-9.5 0 15-16 0 0 0 15-16 0 8.5-9.5 0.5 48-52
Standard Urban 2 Lane Collector wI .,.k1ng
Current Billings Standard 0.5 10 0 14 0 0 0 14 0 10 0.5 49
Retrofit Altemative Wide Ous/dB Shared Lanes 0.5 9 0 15 0 0 0 15 0 9 0.5 48
. Retrofit Altemati\f9- Add Bike Lanes 0.5 8 5 11 0 0 0 11 5 8 0.5 48
Retrolit·Bike Lanes· Remove ParkJng 1SIde 0.5 8.5 5 11-14 11"14 5 0 2 43-4'
Current AASHTO Bike Standard wI Local Str. Std. 0.5 10 5-6 14 0 0 0 14 5-6 10 0.5 59-61 Not Realistic
New Standard 0.5 , 0 15 0 0 0 15 0 , 0.5 49
Standard Urban 4 Lane Collector No Perking
Current Billings Standard 0.5 0 0 12 12 0 0 12 12 0 0.5 49
Retrofit AltematiWit WidB OUsIde Sh318d Lanes 2 0 0 1~5 10 0 10 12.5 0 0 2 49
Aft. Std. Re'lisfl< Add Bik9 Lanes 0.5 0 • 11-12 0 11-13 0 11-12 6 0 0.5 48Current AASHTO Bike Standard wI local Sit. Std. 0.5 0 6 12 12 0 12 12 6 0 0.5 61 Not Realistic
New S!andafd 2 0 0 15 11 0 11 15 0 0 2 56
New 3 Lane Std.
.
2 0 5 12 0 11 0 12 5 0 2 49 Recommended II Volumes Permit
Table 2
SUMMARY OF CURRENT STREET STANDARDS AND ALTERNATIVES
Allemallves lor Relrofttting and Revising Street Slandards to Improve Use By Bicycles
Revised 3114195
Width Shown In Feet CURB PARK BIKE lANE LANE MEDIAN LANE LANE BIKE PARK CURB PAVE NOTES
or TURN WIDTH
Sid. Urban Loeel Acc...• Residential
Current Billings Standard 0.5 • 0 to 0 0 0 to 0 • 0.' 37Retrofit Altemative Wide Ous/ds Sharod Lanes 0.5 7.5 0 14 0 0 0 t3 0 0 2 37 High Vols., Remove Park 1 Side
All. Standard· Reduce Width to Calm traffic 2 0 0 12·14 0 0 0 12·14 0 0 2 2a.a2
Current MSHTO Bike Standard wI Local Sir. Sid. 0.' • 5 to 0 0 0 to
,
• 0.5 47 Not RealisticNewStandard 0.' • 0 to 0 0 0 to 0 • 0.' 37New Standard 0.' • 0 t4 0 0 0 t4 0 0 2 38.5 High Vols'New Standard 2 0 0 IS 0 0 0 IS 0 0 2 34 WIO Parldng
Std. Urban Local Access Commercial
Currant Billings Standard 0.5 to 0 t4 0 0 0 t4 0 to 0.5 49
Retrofit Alternative Widfil Ous/de Shared Lanes 0.5 9 0 15 0 0 0 15 0 9 0.5 49
All. Std. Retrofit- Add Bike LMes 0.' • 5 It 0 0 0 It
,
• 0.' 4' ·Only Req'd wI volumes> 2000 ADTCurrent MSHTO Bike Standard wI Local Sir. Sid. 0.' 9.' , t2 0 0 0 t2 , 9.' 0.' 54 Not Reanstlc
New Standard 0.5 , 0 IS 0 0 0 IS 0 , 0.5 4'
Standard Rural 2 Lane No Parking
Current County Standard 0 0 0 t2 0 0 0 t2 0 0 0 24
Retrofit Artemative Wide OuskJ9 Shaf9d LBnes 0 0 0 14-15 0 0 0 14-15 0 0 0 28·30
AIt Sid. RBVis8- Add Paved Shoulder 0 0 4 12 0 0 0 12 4 0 0 32
Alt. Sid. Revise- Add Bike Lanes 0 0 , t2 0 0 0 12 , 0 0 34
Current MSHTO Bike Standard wI Local Sir. Sid. 0 0 5-6 t2 0 0 0 t2 ... 0 0 34-36 Rec. Bike lana width vari$S w. Volumes
Sid. Rurol Local Access
Current County Standard 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 t2 0 0 0 24
Retrofit AIt9mative Wide Ouside Shared Lanes 0 0 0 14-15 0 0 0 14-15 0 0 0 28-30
All. Std. Revis&- Add Paved Shoulder 0 0 4 t2 0 0 0 t2 4 0 0 32
Cunant MSHTO Bike Standard wI local Sir. Sid. 0 0 ..6 t2 0 0 0 t2 ... 0 0 34-36 R9C. Bike lana width varies w. Volumes
New Standard- Shared, lDw Volumes 0 0 0 t2 0 0 0 t2 0 0 0 24 Lass than 500 ADT
New Standard- RdS wlo walkS or w higher vols. 0 0 4 t2 0 0 0 t2 4 0 0 32
NOTE: ITAUC INDICATES RECOMMENDATION- REFER TO SKETCHES
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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IV. ROUTE CLASSIFICATIONS
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Arterial District Connectors
This section describes bicycle considerations for the proposed classificati!>ns of .
bicycle routes. This section is intended to provide guidance to public and private
transportati,!n engineers as the On and Off Street Bicycle network is developed and
upgraded as part of the community transportation system. •
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Planning Standards· Arterl.' DlstrlctConnectora
Designed to allow for parallel travel of
bicycles and vehicles in wide outside cyrb lanes
in urban area~ and on paved shOUlders in rural
areas.
Bicycle accommodations should occur
within standard pavement widths in urban
areas with lane striping modified to include a"'
wide curb lane where space permits.
In rural areas, paved shoulders a minimum
Existing and proposed arterial vehicle routes
- are designated with yellow and orange lines:
Orange indicates routes where bicycle travel
exists or is anticipated because an a,lternate
route is not planned or completed. In so.me
instances (Rimrock Road is an example) devel-
opment patterns force bicyclists to use these
. routes. Examples of <?range routes inclu~e
Wicks Larie, Shiloh Road, North 271h, South
Billings Boulevard'and Lockwood Frontage
Road. Yellow indicates arterial routes where
bicycling is not encouraged because an alter-
nate parallel bicycle route exists. Examples
include Mai~ Street; Grand Avenue, South '27th,
and'State Avenue.
Route Characteristics .. Al1erl.,Dlart/ct·COIIn.ecto"
Recognizing bicyclists will Lise all roads,
these routes will be managed to accommo~,
date, but .opt encourage bicycle use. Where an
alternate primary or secondary district connec-
tor route is not available, these routes may be
part of the designated system. Use of arterials
as bicycle routes will be most common in rural
or developing areas. Bicycling improvements
will be constructed with the goal ~f maintain.ing
vehicle capacity and levels of service pr.oposed
. .
.in the transportation plan.
Goals,· Arterla'Dlatrict Connectors .
Arterial District Connectors provide the most
direct connections between,districts. Classified
as Principal Arterials in the Billings Urban
Transportation Plan, these urban and rural
. routes are projected to carry the highest vol~
umes of traffic per district at the highest speeds.
Vehicles incl"ude trucks and aut.os as well as
buses in urban areas and'farm vehicles in rural
areas,
, Cyclists using arterial connector routes are
generally more'advanced in ability"and mar-e· '
concerned with efficien,?y and continuity thi:m
environmental quality:
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3' to a maximum of 6' are recommended when
traffic volumes exceed 2000 trips per day.
Designation of arterials as bicycle routes is
recommended only along orange routes where
no alternative routes are available and the level
of bicycle use is significant. These routes will·be
most common in rural and developing areas.
Bicycle pavement markings along arterial
streets...n.ot designated as District Connectors
will be minimal and required only to ensure
safety of motorists and bicyclists. Pavement
marking along designated Arterial District
Connector route~ will be consistent with signing
and marking of Primary District Connectors.
Planning Guidelines· Arterial Dlsrr/crConnecrors
1. Direct routes without uncontrolled street
intersections and no on street parking.
2. No stops except at controlled intersections.
3. District Connector bicycle routes should
cross arterials streets at signalized or con-
trolled intersections.
4. Prohibit on street parking and minimize the
number of approaC?hes and curl;l cuts along
arterials to improve safety for vehicles, bi-
cycles, and pedestrians.
Implementation Strategies and Issues·
Arteria,DlstrlctConnecton
,Strategies
Along, existing urban routes of sufficient
width, wide' curb lanes will help maintain de-
sired vehicle level-of-service while still safely
accommodating bicycles.
Rural RO,ad standards should include a
paved shoulder, a minimum of 4' in width.
Bicycle improvements should be, addre~sed
with road reconstruction, resurfacfng or safety
improvement projeet~.
Issues
The indirect configuration of collector streets
proposed in the transportation plan fqr the area
west of Shiloh may force bicycle travel onto
arterial streets unless direct Primary or Second-
ary District Connector Routes are developed.
Retrofitting bike lanes into .existing streets,
with narrower than standard pavement widths
may require rerstriping, lane narrowing or re-
moval of parking.
Street widening is recommended only when
the number of required vehicle lanes and safe
bicycle accommodations cann'ot be provided
without deviating from recommended stan-
dards for lane widths and. a reasonable alterna-
tive route cannot be developed.
Management, Planning and
Maintenance Policies· ArterialDfatrlctConnecicm
Management
When transportation improvements are
planned fo~ vehicles, commensurate bicycle
planning should occur with the goal of maintain-
ing or improving the safety of bicyclists. Plan-
ning considerations may include developing ,
acceptable alternate routes.
The existing capacity and level of service
for vehicles documented in The 1990
Transportation PlafJ will be maintained.
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Majntenance
The lack of snow and debris along curbs or
shoulders will encourage bicycles to stay right
in the driving lane,
Roads should be maintained using standard
municipal practices,
The sweeping action of vehicles will help
keep shared lanes clean,
RETRaIT,RtWlE 2 81KE lPNES 52'6-8
RETROFITtRE\1SE WDE CURB lPNE 52 8-8
, (REC()\1MENDED STANDARD)
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Alternatives to single·occupancy vehicles
should be promoted and encouraged along all
urban routes.
Vehicular traffic should be encouraged to
use arterial routes rather than parallel District
Connector routes. Bicycle traffic will be en-
couraged to use Primary District Connectors
(Red) or Secondary District Connectors
(Purple).
Land Planning Consideratjons
To minimize the need for bicyclists to use
arterial routes, land use and transportation
plans should (1) provide alternate on lower
volume streets routes directly linking community
districts, ( 2) provide on- or off-street links
between subdivisions and neighborhoods.
Minor Arterial
2 Lanes and
Parking
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Minor Arterial
4 Lanes
No Parking
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Primary and Secondary
District Connectors
Goals
Primary and Secondary District Connector
routes will be developed and managed as
bicycle routes to encourage and legitimize
equal and shared use of these roads by bicy-
clists and vehicles. Bicycling will be accommo-
dated in shared'vehlcle/auto lanes on low
volume streets and on designated parallel
bicycle lanes or wide outside lanes on streets
with higher traffic volumes. These routes will be
the basis of an on street network.
Route Characteristics· Prl....". DI<trlct eo......"
These routes provide direct, continuous
connections between districts following streets
classified in the SWings Transportation Plan as
minor arterials and city/urban or county/rural
collectors. Primary District Connectors should
connect to off-street routes. Primary District
Connectors will not require use of off-street
routes to travel between districts. Secondary
District Connectors may include short sections
of off-road paths.
Vehicle traffic volumes along Primary District
Connectors vary from one district to another. In
most urban and rural districts a higher volume
parallel arterial route has been identified in the
Transportation Plan. Vehicle use includes
trucks, autos buses, and farm vehicles.
Bicyclists using Primary District Connectors
will include children, basic and advanced
cyclists whose selection of a route gives equal
consideration to directness, traffic volumes, and
environmental quality.
Route Characteristics --.,,_
""""""""
These routes generally occur on streets
classified as residential or commercial. Second~
ary Connector Routes are shorter in length and
may include short sections of off-road paths
through schools, parks, or public lands. These
routes are most common in developed urban
areas. Secondary Routes provide less direct
connections between districts, are along roads
with lower traffic volumes, and link neighbor-
hood residential areas to parks, schools, and
neighborhood commercial uses. Secondary
District Connectors generally provide more
scenic and safer routes, particularly for chil-
dren. Off road sections of paths developed to
accommodate bicyclists and pedestrians
should be a minimum of 7' in width.
The Map· Red/Pu"".
A proposed network of Primary District
Connectors, located on a 1:1.5-mile grid is
mapped in red. (Examples of red routes in-
clude Poly Drive, Lake Elmo, Senators, and
Lewis Avenue.)
Secondary Connector Routes are mapped
in purple. (Examples of Purple roules include
Avenue C, Rolling Hills, and Shamrock.)
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Planning Standards and Guidelines·
Dnttfet ConnectOl1l
Standards
Designation of a grid planning District
Connector Routes on a 1:1.5-mile grid in urban
areas is proposed. Spacing of routes in rural
and developing areas may initially be greater
but these should relate to The Transportation
Plan and accommodate present use and pro-
jected demand.
Primary or Secondary Connector Routes
with traffic volumes exceeding 2000 vehicle trips
per day wilt be designed to provide space for
parallel travel of vehicles and bicycles. On
urban sections, a separate 4' 10 6' bicycle lane
is needed, and on rural sections a paved 4' to 6'
shoulder is recommended. Urban bicycle lanes
will be developed within standard pavement
widths through reallocation of pavement width
with~ priority given to on-street parking.
Lane width standards documented in The
Transportation Plan will be modified to accom-
modate bicycles.
Primary routes will be identified in the Plan
and on maps and with actual pavement mark-
ings in the street. Connections to on- and off-
street routes will be identified with minimal route
and directional signage,
Pavement markings in Billings will be MUTCD
Symbols stenciled in wide outside lanes q.r
standards bicycle lane markings detennined
most appropriate by the City Traffic Engineer. The
available pavement width will influence the de-
sign. The stencil system currently in use in Denver
is experimental. By applying to AASHTO for a
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research project Billings could use this same
system. This system will work best for retrofitting
existing streets as designated bicycle routes.
Guidelines
Provide direct and pleasant travel routes
between districts with minimum stops. Designa-
tion and marking of a 1:1.S-mile grid for District
Connector Routes is recommended. Desirable
characteristics include:
1. Umited on-street parking
2. Minimize the number of commercial drive
approaches.
3. Arterial street crossings will occur in order of
preference, at underpasses or signalized
intersections in urban areas, and controlled
intersections or school route crossings in
rural areas.
4. With the exception of signalized intersections
on arterial ~outes, all 'intersections should yield
the right-Of-way to District Connector Routes.
5. Street tree planting and preservation should
be required on all construction projects and
encourag'ed through ordinances and city
tree planting programs to improve the envi-
ronmental quality along these routes.
6. Further improvement or protection of environ-
mental quality of these routes should be
encouraged through landscape and sign
control ordinances implemented through the
building permit application process.
7. Traffic calming may be required to encourage
vehicles to travel at posted speed limits.
Where appropriate, posted speed limits will
be signed in 5 MPH increments.
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Implementation Strategies and Issues·
Dlatrlct eom.cton
Strategies
Bicycle improvements along District Con·
nector Routes may warrant independent bi·
cycle system improvement projects,. Additional
improvements, accomplished through street
reconstruction and resurfacing projects and
permitted improvements to lands adjacent to
theses routes, will complete the system.
Implementing a network of District Connec-
tor Routes is the highest priority for the on-
street system(mapped in red on Off·Road
Master Plan).
Retrofitting bicycle lanes into adopted
standard urban street pavement widths will be
accomplished through re-striping traffic lanes
and/or removal of on-street parking.
Rural standards should be adopted to
include additional shoulder width along District
Connector Routes.
Street widening of urban routes is recom·
mended .o.n1¥ when the number of needed
vehicle and bicycle travel lanes cannot be
accommodated by modifying the existing lane
widths to conform to minimum AASHTO stan-
dards.
Removing parking is encouraged in lieu of
street widening. When off·street parking is
inadequate or impractical to build, a special
public review of alternative proposals should
occur. The proposed alternatives would be
reviewed based on impacts on the bicycling
environment as well conformance with BikeNet,
the Comprehensive Plan, and zoning and
building codes.
Street trees removed or damaged by street
projects along these routes should be replanted
as part of the street improvement contract.
Issues
Retrofitting bike lanes on existing streets
with narrower than standard pavement widths
may require re-striping, and/ or lane narrowing,
removal of on street parking, or speed limit
reductions.
Future collectors proposed in The Transpor·
tation Plan do not provide direct connections
between districts. Gaps in the BikeNet system
should be avoided by developing secondary
on· or off·street connections.
Management, Land Planning and MaInte-
nance Considerations· DJnrlct Connectcn
Management
Management strategies for these routes will
include encouraging shared use by bicycles
and vehicles and improving the level of service
provided for bicycles. Vehicular traffic increases
will be directed to parallel arterial routes.
When transportation improvements are
planned for vehicles, commensurate planning will
occur for bicycles. The goal here is to provide an
equal level of service for both vehides and bi-
cycles. In no instance should the current level of
service for bicycles be reduced along these
routes. Secondary routes should be managed to
retain lower traffic volumes. Shared use of the
travel lane by bicycles and vehicles should be
encouraged and accommodated.
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Maintenance
Lanes should be kept clean to encourage
bicycles to stay right. Maintenance should
occur as standard road maintenance. Slightly
more frequent sweeping and maintenance of
these routes is recommended. Off-street seg-
ments will require special maintenance consid-
erations depending on length, location, and
accessibility. Lack of consistent maintenance,
including snow removal, is the reason ad-
vanced and commuting cyclists prefer continu-
ous on·street routes.
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Planning
To encourage shared use by bicycles and
vehicles, land use and transportation plans
should dIrect increases in vehicle traffic to
parallel arterial routes.
Minimizing approaches and curb cuts will
improve safety for bicycles and pedestrians
Avoid gaps in the BikeNet system or the use
of circuitous bicycle routes which will cause
bicyclists to select principal vehicle arterials as
routes.
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Neighborhood Connectors
Goal
A network of neighborhood connectors
should be identified and developed with the
neighborhoods participating in the planning.
This network would provide safe connections
for children traveling between subdivisions and
to neighborhood activity centers. To accommo-
date shared use of these streets by vehicles,
bicycles, and pedestrians, traffic management
strategies should focus on preserving or en-
hancing the quality of the streetscape and
employing traffic calming designs in the streets
to maintain low traffic volumes and slow
speeds.
Characteristics -HeIg_ConnectOto
Neighborhood Connector Routes may
combine on- and off-street segments to connect
residential subdivisions to neighborhood
amenities.
Routes predominantly follow neighborhood
streets with low traffic volumes. Short off·street
sections may occur following TRAC's, neigh·
borhood paths, sidewalks, open space, and
utility corridors. Although separated bicycle and
pedestrian paths are preferred, off-street sec-
tions may occasionally be wide sidewalks
shared with pedestrians.
Neighborhood Connector Routes should
provide opportunities to connect to District
Connectors and Regional TRAC's (Paths), and
Trails.
·Bicyclists will be children and basic cyclists
whose selection of a route considers safety and
environmental quality above efficiency.
Vehicle traffic volumes are low including
autos, small delivery vehicles, and selVice
trucks.
The Map - Not Shown
Neighborhood Connector Routes were
reviewed during the stUdy, but the scale of the
maps and the need for greater involvement of
neighborhood residents in planning route
locations precludes detailed mapping of these
connectors. A program for involving neighbor-
hoods in decision making regarding bikeways
improvements, efficiency, speed limits and
controls, and traffic calming improvements
should be developed by the City Traffic Engi-
neer. Examples of similar programs instituted in
Colorado, Washington, and other areas are
included in the Project Notebook part of this
Plan. FHWA Publication PD-93-028, Case
Study 19, "Traffic Calming, Auto Restricted
Zones and Other Traffic Management Tech-
niques-Their Effects on Bicycle and Pedesttians.
is useful and should be referred to when a
program is developed.
Planning Standards and Guidelines -
Neighborhood Connec:ton
Standards
Routes will be managed to encourage
shared lane use by bicycles and vehicles on
narrow, tree-lined, neighborhood streets. Street
·54
and intersection design standards should be
expanded to include appropriate traffic calming
techniques.
Bicycle accommodations will occur within
adopted standard street pavement widths by
managing traffic to maintain low volumes and
slow speeds. If low volumes and speeds
cannot be maintained, bicycle lanes will need to
be added within existlng pavement widths. This
can be done by reducing lane widths, re·
striping, and/or removal,of on-street parking.
Street widening of neighborhood routes is
not recommended and should be permitted
only when the number of required, shared,
vehicle/ bicycle lanes cannot be accommo-
dated within the minimum street widths recom-
mended by AASHTO.
Street tree planting and preservation should
be required as part of all transportation im-
provement projects along neighborhood routes.
Guidelines
At-grade crossing of arterials will be discour-
aged. When needed they will occur in order of
preference, at grade separated crossings,
signalized intersections, signed intersections, or
school route crossings.
Tree planting/ preservation, environmental
enhancements, and other appropriate traffic
calming devices will t;le encouraged
Intersections of Neighborhood Routes with
arterial and collector streets will be controlled,
yielding right-of-way to more heavily traveled
roads. Arterial and collector street crossings will
be striped and signed.
Neighborhood Routes will be compatible with
school routes, crossings, and signal locations.
Neighborhood Routes should interface with
bus routes.
Minimizing traffic volume, speed, and on-
street parking through physical design will
improve safety for bicycles and pedestrians.
Implementation Issues and Strategies·
Neighborhood Connecton
Strategies
Neighborhood Routes shouid be identified
and mapped with the public and school district
participation. Detailed neighborhood planning
and traffic studies should be conducted with
appropriate public education, participation, and
review of the processes prior to final route
designations.
Issues
Coordinate with the City Public Utilities
Department, private utility companies, and
irrigation and drainage ditch companies during
the subdivision development pr0cess to provide
linkages between all community neighborhoods
and subdivisions via low volume streets or
neighborhood paths.
Narrower road section standards, traffic
calming, and removing or reducing on- street
parking along these Neighborhood Routes
should be encouraged to improve safety.
Traffic calming improvements, including
street width neck downs, cui de sacs, turn
arounds, and narrower pavement widths, will
require alternative street design standards.
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Management, Land Planning And
Maintenance Considerations· NaIQhbothood
ConMc<on
Management
Strategies for these Neighborhood Routes
will include preserving lower and slow traffic
volumes to encourage safe, shared, use of
travel lanes by both bicycles and vehicles. The
route management strategies should be devel-
oped with neighborhood involvement. Planning
should consider all of the potential increments
and values involved (Le., children playing,
streetscape quality, tree preservation, pedes-
trian use) rather than just the single purpose of
efficiently accommodating all vehicular traffic
increases. Vehicular traffic increases on Neigh-
borhood Streets should be directed to other
routes. Improvements to keep vehicles traveling
at or below posted speeds should be made.
When street improvements are planned,
evaluate their impact on resulting traffic volumes
and speed as well as bicycle friendliness. 10 no
instance should the current level of service for
bicycles be reduced along these routes. In-
creases in traffic volumes and consensus
among neighborhood residents should trigger
traffic calming improvements. Street Improve-
ment proposals will be reviewed based on
impacts to bicycling, as well as conformance
with BikeNet, design standards, and the Com-
prehensive Plan.
planniog
To encourage shared use by bicycles and
vehicles, land use and transportation plans
should include design proposals to maintain
low traffic volumes or require mitigation of
increases in volumes. Interconnections be~
tween all residential subdivisions should be
provfded to reduce the need for children to
make neighborhood interconnections on the
more heavily traveled District Connector bicycle
routes.
Maintenance
Maintenance will occur as standard road
maintenance. Lacking a comprehensive City
wide program. Lacking a comprehensive pro~
gram, maintenance of short sections of off~
street neighborhood paths should be handled
like sidewalks presently are in the city; holding
landowners responsible.
•
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Conservation Corridors
Goal
Conservatlon corridors are identified with
the goal of preserving these corridors as a
public amenity for future transportation, recre·
alian, and conservation of regionally significant
natural, cultural, and scenic resources. Identi-
fied regional corridors include the Yellowstone
River, perennial creeks, flood plains, areas of
scenic interest, and corridors of historical,
cultural, and transportation value,
Although not mapped, neighborhood paths
along drainages and irrigation ditches as well as
utility corridors planned to link neighborhoods
are also included.
Characteristics .. ConnwaftonCon1dors
Identified Conservation Corridors have
potential to connect several districts, accommo-
date multiple uses, and provide multiple com-
munity benefits.
Proposed Conservation Corridors parallel
and/or include corridors of natural, scenic,
cultural, or resource management value, Corri-
dors will be managed for multiple benefits with a
future network of paths or trails evolving to meet
needs of users.
Ideally all corridors will be linked and even-
tually include attractive off-road, looped, and
connected bicycle routes. Future uses of the
corridors~ include:
• Transportation and recreation; bicycling by
people of all ages and abilities; trails for
running, skiing, horseback riding,
rollerblading, and wheel chairs.
• Conservation of open space, water re-
sources, wildlife habitat, scenery, and conser-
,
vation of cultural resources Including interpre-
tation of culturally and historically significant
sites.
• Other compatible uses, such as utility rights-
of-way, flood control, and storm water man-
agement facilities,
The Map .. Ught Green
Recommended Conservation Corridors
currently in private ownership are mapped in
light green. Public land ownership is mapped in
light blue. Although development is encour-
aged, the scale of the map precludes detailed
mapping of potential neighborhood corridors.
These should be encouraged and should follow
ditches, utility easements and linear parks.
Planning Standards and Guidelines -
Standards
To facilitate evolution of a network of off-
street trails in Conservation Corridors, all
bridges, culverts, and street crossing should be
constructed to accommodate installation of
future, grade separated, crossings by providing
appropriate height, width, and sectional area
clearances for paths.
~---~----------'
-------.-----.--------~~-~c;c_---------
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Guidelines
Acquire adequate land by fee ownership or
easement to allow for construction of future
bikepatt;Js meeting federal d,esign standards,
particularly horizontal and vertical design stan-
dards.
. Future bicycle facilit'ies listed in order of
construction level include trails, improved soft
surface paths, improved paved paths.
Implementation Issues and
Action Strategies ·conletvauonCOTrld~
IssUes
Public access to and use rights within
designated corridors are limited by ownership,
. .
liability, and access issues often precluding
.immediate bikeway development. Res0lutior:l of
these issues will require coordination with
railroads, irrigation and'drainage districts, and
private land·owners.
Strategies ,
. . .
Initiate legislat.ive phanges reql)ired to limit
landowner liability. Assign the respon~ibility for
resolJ.ltion of access. and liability issues t~ one
or more of the following' :
• A designated BicyCle Coordinator
• City/County Attorneys
• Public lands, works, and utilities departments.
..
Review all proposed utility easement acqui-
sitions for suitability as off-street connectors"
Acquire land ~r use rights through uSf;3
contractual agreements, subdivision land
dedications or donations, conservation ease-
ments, an~ other similar open space preserva-
tion techniques.
Establish'an annual allocation within !=ity
and county bUdgets to purchase recr~ational
use rights and critical bicycle routes as opportu-
nities are presented.
Adopt a policy of retaining use rights on
roads, utilitY corridors, and any other public
corridors when any are abandoned, sold', or
closed.
Management, Land Planning and Mainte-
nance Considerations· Conaetvatlon Corrfdon
Management
ConserVation Corridor lands, regardless of
ownership, should be pr~tected from vandal-
ism and deterioration related to uncontrolled
access and incompatible use or development.
Limit vehicular ~ccess to public lands to
reduce vandalism, particularly under utilized,
undeveloped areas mostsubject to such van-
dalism. l.jmited vehicle access and parking
should occur along the perimeter, in areas
without sensitive ecology easily damaged by
such facilities.
Lamd Planning
Plan and landscape adjacent site develop-
ment to complement aesthetic quality and
access to resources,
Acquire recreational use easements concur-
rent with drainage and utility easements for
regional and neighborhood bike path~.
Identify and develop seGo~dary linkages to
·neighborhoods a:rong streets, ditches, drain-
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ages, and utility easements.
Review all utility and road developments
and abandoned public projects for relationship
to proposed corridors and greenways. Retain
or acquire recreational use rights along appro-
priate utility and road corridors.
Maintenance
Efforts should focus on litter prevention,
natural site restoration, erosion control, and
trash removal. Vegetation and noxious weed
management should be required.
WastAJkaJI Creek
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BikePafhs
Bike Paths of regional significance are
referred to as TRAC'S to emphasize their poten-
tial for multiple uses and benefits including
Transportation, Recreation, Access, and Con-
servation)
Goals .. Bike Paths
Bicycle Paths and TRAC's will be developed
and managed for multiple use and benefit,
providing attractive, safe, and relatively direct,
off-road transportation access. Located in or
adjacent to Conservation Corridors, the pro-
posed routes connect all districts of the area
with community resources and activity centers.
Route Characteristics· BIke Po".
Bike Paths are improved, continuous, off-
road routes developed and managed to
complement and connect with on-street District,
and Neighhorhood Connectors, Scenic Routes,
and Trails.
Ultimately. paths will connect all districts off·
road, with minimal or no crossing of vehicular
traffic. Ideally all paths will be continuously off-
road and significant in length. Initially, disconti·
nuity may occur, requiring bicyclists to follow
existing vehicular roads, alleys, or service roads
with low traffic volumes.
These routes are the principal off-road
system, often occurring in greenways and
providing multiple benefits.
Potential Bike Paths along the Yellowstone
River Corridor, rims, Alkali Creek, Blue Creek,
rail tracks, the Heights abandoned rail corri.dor,
Shiloh Drain, and proposed West End Drainage
System are mapped and are described in detail
in section III of this document.
Users will include cyclists of all ages and
abilities who prefer not to interact with vehicle
traffic. A cyclist's selection of these routes may
be influenced by recreation opportunities,
character, efficiency, or environmental quality
Users will include commuters as well as recre-
ational riders. Other users may inqlude runners,
in-line skaters, disabled, and pedestrians.
The Map· G..en
Proposed and potential paths are indicted
on the BikeNet Off-Street Plan with green lines.
Solid lines are routes on public lands. Ex·
amples include locations in the abandoned
Heights rail corridor, Metra, and public parks
along the river.
Paths without current access rights and
which the public has expressed interest in
developing are indicated with a bold dashed
green line. Examples include locations in/on
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tributaries of the Yellowstone River (both sides),
active railroad corridors, and the SSWA Canal.
Detailed planning processes including success·
fuI negotiations with land owners will be re-
quired to implement these proposed routes. It
is important that paths are included in the Plan
to insure consideration in urban growth man-
agement and planning processes.
A portion of potential neighborhood paths,
Including minor utility corridors and in parks or
school areas, are indicated as part of the Sec·
ondary Neighborhood District Connectors on
the On-Street Map (purple). Development of a
secondary system of neighborhood bike paths
connecting to BikeNet TRAC's is encouraged
but difficult to plan at this scale.
No developed BikeNet TRAC's exist. Funds
have been appropriated, however, for sections
of path along the abandoned railroad corridor in
the Heights, Metra Park, and short sections of
the Yellowstone River.
Standards· Bike Paths
Construction design standards should be
flexible and respond to location, corridor
characteristics, and level and type of use. Bike
paths should be safe and attractive and include
appropriate revegetation, landscaping, lighting,
signage, and amenities. Unless a variance is
granted, horizontal and vertical alignments must
conform to AASHTO and FHWA design guide-
lines.
paved paths should be provided when high
bicycle speed and volume is anticipated, there
is an existing or projected year-roun9 transpor-
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tation need, and winter maintenance is antici-
pated. Paved paths, a minimum of 8' and a
maximum of 14' should be provided in urban,
heavily used areas. The paths should be
constructed of concrete and designed to with-
stand the loading of maintenance vehicles.
Where pedestrian use is anticipated, provide for
soft surface (gravel fines), 2' to 3' wide im-
proved shoulders, for walkways.
Unpaved paths are appropriate when a
paved path would cause unacceptable environ-
mental impacts, the above criteria for paVing a
path are not met, and a trail is still needed.
When equestrian use is anticipated, an unpaved
path is also appropriate.
Separate Paved paths and Unpaved Trails
should be provided when user conflict is antici-
pated because of high traffic vOlume"s or the
criteria for paving a trail is met but equestrian
use anticipated.
Typical sections, construction details, and
cost estimates are included in the Project Note
Book for improved soft surface and paved
paths. Wider, hard-surfaced, sections are
------_._~---- ~~--
recommended in urban, heavily used, sections
of the path. Gravel surfacing may be used
initially because of cost constraints and lor in
areas of low volumes.
Guidelines - ..........
Design all improvements to fit with pathway
surroundings and available maintenance provi-
sions. Minimize visual and environf)1ental
impacts, and the potential for vandalism.
Alignment
1. Safe, relatively direct routes connecting
community resources should provide expo-
sure to natlJral features and community
amenities.
2. Maintain proper scale and aesthetic relation-
ships between greenways, paths, and their
surroundings.
3. Locate and design paths to address privacy
and security concerns of both users and
adjacert landowners. ,
4. Align to fit the natural terrain and preserve
vegetation.
5. Where high wildlife habitat value.is present,
trail links mainly designed for high Volume
traffic should be routed around the area.
Access
Design improvements along rivers and'
creeks to concentrate access at a few specific
points rather than along the entire stream bank,
thus dispersing use impacts. Bring the path to
the water at natural attraction points such as
water sounds areas, important views, geologic
62
interest points, and other significant areas.
Landscaping
Except in urban corridors, the landscape
should be natural in character and use native
species in naturalized arrangements.
Amenities
Plan for and provide occasional viewing and
seating/rest areas/ and drinking fountains
along paths. Provide opportunities for passive
recreation, nature interpretation, and commu-
nity improvement projects.
Trailheads
Expenditures for trailhead improvements
should be limited. Public~private partnering
needs to be explored, the sharing of bikeway/
pathway facilities with parks, institutions,
schools, and commercial properties. Potential
sites include post offices, schools and the
Chamber of Commerce (on weekends), parks,
Metra Park, Zoo Montana, the Mullowney Lane
motels area, shopping centers, and commercial
development near the interstate interchanges.
Agreements and schedules would need to be
negotiated with property managers. Advantages
include the willingness of the commercial
facililty to promote and distribute pathways
information.
Structures
Develop design guidelines and standards
for a cohesive family of pathway/bikeways
structures. Architectural design guidelines
should address bridges, signage, fencing
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complementary to the natural landscape and
the regional image and character.
Implementation Issues and
Action Strategies· ..........
Issues
A majority of these trails will be on public
land or easements, reqUiring the paths be
developed and administered cooperatively by
city and county departments. lnterdepartment
cooperation will also be required between
agencies such as City Public Works, Utilities,
and Parks, and County Road and Surveying.
Predictable funding will be required to take
advantage of opportunities as they arise.
Implementation Strategies
Initially implementation should focus on
funded projects including Metra, Heights Rail,
and YRPA. For the duration of the CTE?, maxi-
mum additional funding should be applied for.
Projects should be constructed as demonstra~
tion projects. With public support, consideration
should be given to a special assessment for
construction, administration, and maintenance
of additional off~road facilities. If an additional
assessment is sought, adequate time to pro~
mote and inform the public must be provided.
Use park land acquisition and construction
funds to acqUire additional land or easements.
Limit early expenditures on trail head facilities.
Identify opportunities to share parking and
restroom facilities.
Establish construction and maintenance
standards and reqUirements for paths devel-
oped as part of subdivision or other develop~
ment projects. Work with developers and
development ordinances to provide incentives
for land owners/developers to construct and
maintain paths andior grant easements.
Establish a policy and mechanism to com-
pensate landowners for recreational use ease-
ments.
Children C.n LHnIttl Ride Bikes InATrtfffo Ff96 EnrIronmtmt
Management, Planning and
Maintenance Considerations· BIke PdIa
Management
The issues associated with implementing
this bikeways/pathways system are most similar
to traditional vehicular transportation projects.
Implementation will involve multiple land owners
63
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and require long term corridor planning, land or
easement acquisition, engineering, and--poten-
tially-creation of maintenance and improvement
assessment districts. The Bicycle Coordinator
should be located in the Planning or City Public
Works Department with support pledged by
related departments, because one agency
AllAq" C,n En/OyTh. R,nellls OfBib Pltm
needs to assume responsibility for overseeing,
planning, design and construction of off·road
facilities. Benefits will include efficiencies of
scale realized in both construction and mainte-
'nance of projects.
Planning
To facilitate the evolution of a system of off-
street paths,
• Plan and construct bridges, underpasses,
and street crossing to accommodate installa-
tion of tuture, grade separated, crossings by
providing oversized culverts and clearances.
• Plan and landscape adjacent site develop-
ment to complement existing aesthetic
qualities and provide access to adjacent
community resources.
• Umit vehicular access to
reduce vandalism.
'. Plan.infrastructure projects
to complement implementa-
tion of BikeNet.
• Identify and deveiop link-
ages to neighborhoods along
streets, ditches, drains, and
utility easements.
• Review all utility and road
development reconstruction,
maintenance, or abandon-
ment projects for relationship
to this Plan. Retain or acquire
recreational use rights and
construct bicycle improve-
ments in conjunction with
public infrastructure projects.
Maintenance
Maintenance responsibilities should be
addressed during the planning phase of specific
improvement projects. At present the City parks
department is best eqUipped to handle the
maintenance of Regional TRAC's. An area wide
maintenance assessment for pathways/
bikeways should be considered, with the use of
one or more greenway assessment districts as
an alternative.
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Bike Trails
Goal· BIke"...
Develop narrow trails for mountain bikes
and other complementary uses in corridors of
natural and scenic value such as the Rims and
the Yellowstone River Corridor and its tributar-
ies. Existing, minimally improved trails created
by the users, will be retained and expanded
providing more opportunities for mountain
biking and hiking.
Characteristics· BIke »aUt
Looped trails provide opportunities for
hiking, mountain biking, and horse riding.
Multiple use trails have been constructed by
YAPA. These and similar trails will accommo-
date mountain bicycle usage at current levels.
Eventually a series of trails may evolve to more
completely meet the needs of various users.
Bike trails should connect to bike pathf? rather
than parking areas to discourage overuse.
Guidelines· Bike "'".
Environmentally sensitive areas require a
careful balance between the desire for recre·
ation and the protection of natural resources.
Determine the appropriate location and manage
to maintain appropriate intensity of use.
Locating vehicular trailheads directly on
trails is discouraged. Trails should be accessed
from paved paths.
Naturalized landscaping focusing on con·
servation of native species and habitat restora·
tion and enhancement should be encouraged.
Locate trails to minimize disturbance to natural
systems.
Implementation Issues and Strategies
Implementation issues associated with trails
are similar to those preViously discussed in
association with Bike Paths. Refer to the
Yellowstone Greenway Mastar Plan by Wirth and
Associates for a detailed discussion of planning
and design standards. Because improvements
are relatively simple, trails may be developed
and maintained by users.
Management Planning and Maintenance· .
BIke mil.
Management
Umit vehicular access to reduce vandalism
and overuse.
All trails should be monitored for overuse
and additional trails should be developed to
mitigate such overuse. Trails are maintained by
YRPA along the river. The city and county park
departments are responsible for trails on public
lands along the Rims. Management should
focus on acquisition of use rights to provide
continuous looped trails; preservation and
conservation of natural systems, and protection
of land forms from deterioration. Including trails
in potential, future, greenway maintenance
districts is recommended.
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planning
To facilitate evolution of a system of off-
street trails:
• Plan bridges, underpasses, and street cross-
ings to accommodate installation of future,
grade separated, crossings by providing
oversized culverts and clearances.
• Plan and landscape adjacent site develop-
ment to complement aesthetic quality and
provide access to area resources.
• Umit vehicular access to reduce vandalism.
• Plan infrastructure projects to complement
implementation.
Maintenance
Efforts should focus on reclamation, reveg-
etation, litter collection, restoration, erosion
control, and trash removal.
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Scenic Routes
Goal
Identify Scenic On- end Off-Street Routes
and document their scenic and recreational
touring values to encourage preservation of
unique qualities as road improvement projects
are undertaken.
Characteristics .. Scenic Route.
Scenic routes selected by advanced bicy-
clists for touring and recreational bicyclists for
scenic qualities. Routes occur on- and off-road.
Most on-road routes occur in rural or develop-
ing areas and may be paved or unpaved.
Several of the routes are state highways with
high speed limits. Riders select times to, ride
when volumes are lowest.
As areas urbanize, many of these routes are
planned to be improved as vehicle traffic arteri-
als or collectors.
The Map - 81•• Symbo'
Scenic Routes are de,signaled on the map
with symbols. Routes include improved and
unimproved roads and paths.Often bicyclists
share roadway with vehicles.
Standards - ........ Route.
All road improvement projects must address
bicyclists' needs with the objective of preserving
environmental and scenic' values. ConseNe
natural attractiveness of routes, and accommo-
date shared use by vehicles and bicycles.
Guidelines· SC8nk Route.
Provide continuous looped routes through
diverse scenic areas. Identify restrooms and
commercial facilities along these routes to
promote long distance bicycle rides.
Implementation Strategies and Issues·
Scenic Routes
Issues
Negotiations with private land owners will be
required to bridge a few gaps in existing public
land ownership in these areas.
Strategies
Work toward developing long, continuous,
or looped trails. Potential for such off-road
routes are those south of the Yellowstone River
and north of Highway 3. Agreements with
public land manager's should be worked out to
facilitate preservation and designation of scenic
routes through existing public land holdings.
Management
Identify Scenic Routes to insure bicycle
considerations during road construction or
upgrades. Management considerations may
include construction narrower than standard
pavement width or excluding parking to pre-
serve the character.
Ibis page left
intentionally blank
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V. PRIORITY PROJECTS
AND FUNDING SOURCES
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Estimated cost: $400,000.
2. 6th Avenue Underpass
·3. YRPA Yellowstone River Greenway
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Continue trails and paths along the Yellowstone River Greenway. For a detailed description
of Improvemen)s refer to The Yellowstone River Master Plan by Wirth & Associates, 1994.
Estimated cost: $22,000 per mile. CTEP funds in the amoont of $95,300 have been allo-
cated to construct & future section of path in 1995.
Improvements prop'o'sed'include construction of sho.rt section of off·road 'path connecting
Eight and Sixth Streets along the rail. The path· links to the South Side via Calhoun or to Down-
town within the 6th Avenue ~lignment. The proposed route also connects to the propos~d rail-
TRAC along Montana Avenue.
Estimated cost: $600,000. Partial funding for the Metra and a portion of the path has been
approved to include $240,000 in CTEp, DNRC, and Metra Park funds.
Projects proposed to improve the bikeway/path connection from the Heights to Downtown·
include connecting the propo~ed Kiwanis and Metra Paths via p.ublic land overlooking tt.1e
Yellowstone River-including Two Moon Park. This project may also eventually,include an
underpass under Main Street at Alkali Creek, and a connection to Downtown through Metra,
under the East Bridge, and along tt:le active' rail corridor. 1995 CTEP Fynds have been
.awarded to implement this project
Developing a system of bicycle routes for the Billings area Is the community's highest
bikeways priQrity. The following projects were identified during the"public planning meeting ses-
. .
sions ~s the most important Improvements to such a system. They are listed In relative order of
. ..
priority.
1. Heights Downtown Connection
.Priorities
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4. Heights Kiwanis Abandoned Rail Bike Path
A paved path will be constructed within the abandoned rail corridor from Mary Street to Two
Moon Park. The path may eventually connect to Lake Elmo State Park along Pemberton and
Mary Streets.
Eslimated cost: $188,333. Scheduled for 1995 construction. CTEP and FWP funds allo-
cated for this Kiwanis-sponsored project which was funded in 1994.
5. Rimrock Path
Improve existing Black Otter Trail for bicycle use and restrict vehicle access to east end of
Swords Park. The project may include construction of drainage, parking, and landscape i':f1-
provements. Eventually the path may continue west to Sky Ranch Subdivision development
west of the Airport on Highway 3. Eventually the path could cross Highways 3, continue north
adjacent to the west edge of Airport property and connect to Alkali Creek.
Estimated cost: $270,000.
6. North 27th Street Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements
An on~street, uphill climbing lane for bicycles and a pedestrian trail following independent
alignment south and west of 27th Street is proposed. Intersection Improvements at Airport
Road, State Highway 3, and North 27th Street are also needed.
Estimated cost: $85,000.
7. Zimmerman Trail
Provide road widening and drainage improvements to construct uphill climbing lane on
Zimmerman Trail. This will reqUire some additional sur1acing, relocation of guardrail, and
drainage improvements on inside curves.
Estimated cost: $120,000 (plus road improvements).
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ImprovementsAre NeecledAt
Divis/on str&et To Enh8nce
Connections To Downtown
27th Str&et Conn9CtJon To Downtown Will,
Be Improved ByAddingAn Uphill CNmblng
Lan.eAndAn OffStreetSidewalk.
A Bike Path Will Connect To
Wendell's Brfdg&AndThe Proposed
Yellowstone River Greenway
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AddingAn Uphill Cljmbing Lane To
Zimmerman Trail WIll Improve Safety
LewisAvenue IsA Proposed
Prfmaty DIstrictConnector
Estimated cost: $ 335,000.
Estimated cost: $12,000.
Designated system of District Connector On·Street routes connecting all districts on a
1:1.5-mile grid. Signage and striping improvements will be constructed within existing pave-
ment widths. The proposed system is shown in red on the bff~road map.
A $afa Connection From The Heights To
Downtown Is The Highest Priority
8. Division Street Crossing
BicY01,e Improv.sments including a westbound contraflow bicycle lane along north sids.of
,Clark Avenue would allow bicyclists to Cross Division h~adjng wes~ for easier access to and
from Downtown.
9. On Street System Improvements
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FUNDING SOURCES
Potential funding sources for bicycle facilities have been identified and are listed below. For a-
more detailed discussion refer to the BikeNet project notebook.
STATE AND FEDERAL FUNDING
The Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991
Surtace Transportation Program (STP), Section 1007
Congestion Mitigation & Air Quality(CMAQ)
Section 402 Funding, Federal Transit Funding, litle III, Section 25 of ISTEA
National Recreation Trails Fund Act (The Symms Act)
National Highway System (NHS) Funds, Section 1006, Federal Lands Highway Funds
Watchable Wildlife Program
Community Development Block Grants, Entitlement Program, Small Cities Program
Sponsoring Agencies
State General Funds; State of Montana, Governor's Office
Federal Land and Water Conservation Funds (administered Montana FW&P)
Montana Community Transportation Enhancement Program (GTE?)
Transportation Funds Administered by MDT
DNRC Conservation Grant Program
LOCAL FUNDING
Reallocation of Existing Resources
Local government general funds and parks, public works, engineering, public utilities, and
community development funds
Land Acquisition through subdivision development land dedications
Recreational use easements
Special Assessments and Taxes
Special improvement districts, bond issues, and optional sales tax
Developer land dedications
Adverse impact mitigation improvements
Impact fees
73
Motor vehicle taxes, user or licensing fees
Park dedication requirements-cash in lieu of land provisions
Prlvate Sources
Donations of cash
Fund raising rides and similar events
Rails to Trails Conservancy and other conservation groups
Corporate sponsors
Bank trusts established for bicycle interests
Foundations Oocal, state, and national)
Volunteer and service organizations
League of American Wheelman
Cost sharing with government
Medical and educational facilities
Land acquisition through donations, conservation easements, and shared use agreements
74
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VI. ENGINEERING DESIGN STANDARDS
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An objective of the Bike Net Study was to make recommendations on sound planning guide-
lines and safe and efficient design standards for bicycle faci//Iy development. Specific recom-
mendations on modifications to street design sections and guidelines and standards for devel·
oping on and off·street bicycle facil1l1es are Included In the previous SecUon IV Classifications.
This section, Design Standards summarizes recommended and future design standards to be
adopted and implemented throughout the County now and In the future.
National Standards
AASHTO and FHWA have documented
recommended standards and roadway design
treatments to accommodate bicycles on a
variety of facilities. Alternative facilities Include
Ott- Street Bike Paths and On· Street Bike
Lanes, Wide Curb Wide Outside Lanes, Shared
Lanes and Shoulders (See Appendix tor Defini-
tions). These standards are documented in the
following Publications:
Selecting Roadway Design Treatments to Ac-
commodate Bicycles, FHWA Publication No.
FHWA-RD-92-Q73., January 1994
Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities,
AASHTO Task Force on Geometric Design,
August 1991
Tables are included in both documents
(and reproduced in this section) for selecting
appropriate widths and types of facilities. Fac-
tors contributing to the selection of the appro~
priate treatment include the design cyclist, type
of roadway (urban versus rural road section)
and traffic operation factors including vehicle
speed, traffic volumes, site distance, traffic mix,
sight distanC?e, parking, and number of intersec-
tions and entrances.
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Current State and Local Standards
The State of Montana, Yellowstone County
and the Cit;' ot Billings do not have documented
standards for bicycle facilities. Since 1981 most
states and localities have relied on the AASHTO
Guide for peve/opment of Bicycle Facilities as
the legally defensible and primary source of
planning guidelines and design standards. This
publication was revised and updated in 1991
recognizing "the emphasis of bicycle facility
programs, and the planning guidelines and
design standards which made them are chang-
ing". In the past safety issues have been
prominent. The updated edition acknowledges
" changes in guidelines and standards recog-
nize safety must continue to be emphasized,
but access issues must also move into the
forefront."
To assist States and localities in obtaining
current, state of the art information on bicycle
and facility design, a Case StUdy was commis~
sioned by FHWA as part of the National Bicy-
cling and Walking Study. The 1991 document
Case Study No. 24 - CUffent Pianning and
Design Standards Being Used By State and
Local Agencies for Bicycle and Pedestrian
Facilities presents a compilation of the best
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practices in use across the country·, The case
study report contains model recommendations
. .
for plaFlning and design standards.
The study "also includes a list of plans and
programs exemplifying the best practices and
most effective presentations of planning. guide-
lines and design standards found in the United
States. These plans are viewed as models for
States and localities in the development of state
of the art design manuals.
At the top of the list is the State of Colorado
Bikeways ~tandards and Design Guidelines.
The FHWA publication credits Colorado with"
Best new compilation of material from existing
plans and guidelines." The Colorado document
addresses on and off street facilities and factors
in regional considerations into development
Standards and Guidalines. Of particularly
relevance to Billings is the "Canyon Standards"
section. Recommendations in this section are
applicable to Zimmerman Trail and the'North
27th Street connection to Highway 3.
To avoid excessive duplication of effort, the
Colorado document is included in the BikeNet
Plan as the recommendation of Standards and
Guidelines to b'e adopted and implemented
long term by the City of Billings and Yellowstone
County. The following paragraphs discuss
recommendations of local adaptations to these
standards to allow for immediate improvements'
to the Bicycle Transportation System in BiI,lings
and Yellowstone County.
Local Issues
The lack of any off road bicycle paths and
the perception that there are few good road.s for
safe ar:1d comfortable bicycling in Billings and
Yellowstone County is an impediment to bicy-
cling. Tf:le laCK of sate bicycling routes was
cited as major concer.r:l of fDaFticiparnts, in both
. technical and publie workshops.
By uodertaking the BikeNet Planning pro-
cess, Billings and Yellowstone County have
demonstrated' a sincere interest"in encouraging
, and accommodating bicyclists. Administrators
have expressed some concern about expendi-
ture of searee funds on bicycle improvements
because current use is low and the pilot project
initiated several years ago was not well utilized.
Local administrators and transportation officials
and engineers have requested the recommen-
dations of BikeNet be realistic, practical and in
conformance with national standards.
Early in the planning process, the consult-
ants recognized some modifications would
need to be made to existing roadways and
current standard street sections and the alloca-
tion of pavement width. To assist decision '
makers in evaluating ways to accommodate on
street bicycle facilities, the design team devel-
oped,iIIustrations of currently existing standards
and alte~natives for retrofitting and I or revising
current standards to accommodate safe, shared
use of roads by b.icyclists. Alternatives are
i\lcluded in the Project Notebook. Recqml'Den-
dations are included in Section V- Route Classif;-
cations -Table 2:
City Standards
The alternatives .illustrate that on most
existing City streets and current street stan,:,
dards for urban roads widths could be revised
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or retrofitted to accommodate bicycles by
reallocating pavement width. Retrofitting or
revision of standards to include bicycle facilities
within the current standard width will require
one or more of the following:
1. Reducing the number or width of travel lanes
2. Reducing or removing parking on one or
both sides
3. Reducing the width of parking lanes
4. Reducing the current standard width of travel
lanes from 12' or 14' to 10' or 11'
5. Reducing the width of, or removing medians
and tum lanes
Implementation of these altematives in
some locations is likely to meet with resistance
from property owners, the public and local
traffic engineers and administrators.
County Standards
Current use of most existing county roads
for bicycling requires a shared lane due to
limited pavement width and narrow shoulders.
National standards recommend a 6' paved
shoulder for streets with volumes over 2000
ADT bringing the total street width to 36'. Al-
though ideal, the feasibility of improving stan-
dards and increasing pavement width by 12' in
the immediate future is not realistic.
Recommendation
The recommendation of this plan is to begin
the evolutionary process of making improve-
ments to the bicycle transportation system
working toward implementing of a county·wide
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system of streets and paths conforming to
national standards. In the immediate future
some facilities will not meet current standards
but will improve the safety of Bicycling.
Local Adaptations
After an extensive review of existing condi-
tions, alternative standards, cost effectiveness,
and feasibility of implementation, BikeNet
planners reached the following conclusions:
1. It is cost prohibitive to provide bicycle facili-
ties meeting recommended national stan-
dards on all streets in the planning area in the
near future. The process of improving bicycle
accommodations should begin immediately
with a goal of building a future system
conforming to national standards.
2. Immediate efforts within the City should focus
on retrofitting existing and standard street
pavement widths and standards with wide
outside lanes a minimum of 15' in width.
Highest priority should be designation, re-
striping and identifying with pavement mark-
ings the priority network of District Connec-
tors. Alternatives for retrofitting and recom-
mendations for modifications to current street
standards are described on Table 2 behind
foldout maps
3. A more realistic and cost effective modifica-
tion to current county roads standards will be
to provide paved shoulders on priority routes.
The county should be encouraged to build
minimum lane widths of 11-12' with 3' to 4'
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paved shoulders along bicycle routes. This
will provide wide outside lanes a minimum of
15' in width, resulting in roads narrower than
recommended standards but wider than the
current 24' standard. Highest priority should
be given to the identified system of bicycle
arterial and primary district connectors. These
often correspond to scenic touring routes,
State Highways and Rural Arterials.
National Precedents
Denver has adopted a standard of 15' Wide
Outside Lanes with 11' inside vehicle lanes.
Routes are designated using MUTeD approved
stencils rather than Bike lane striping. The
standard section consists of two 11' travel lanes
and two 15' outside Janes with or without park·
ing. Stencils are placed three or more midblock
at least 50 feet back from the intersection
Benefits of t~is apprQach include:
., Safer Routes
• Improved bicycle level of service.
• More economical to implement and maintain
• Stencils on wide outside lanes legitimate
bicycle usage, alert motorists to their pres-
ence and provide discrete on-street space
for bicyclists.
• Bicycle lanes can be dangerous for various
reasons. If stripes are painted all the way to
the intersection, inexperienced cyclists may
ride too close to the curb through the inter-
section, increasing the chance of collision
with turning motorists.
• Wide Outside Lanes minimize maintenance
needs and reduce hazards associated with
maintenance limitations. Bike lanes also tend
to accumulate sand and gravel because the
sweeping action of cars blows debris to the
sides ofthe road.
• Excessively wide roads are discouraged as
wider roads can encourage greater automo-
bile traffic speeds, creating conditions that
are potentially more dangerous to bicyclists.
Use of wide outside lanes will allow Billings to
retain wider lane standards without exces-
sively increasing pavement widths.
Standards adopted by communities in
Colorado, Oregon and Washington for retrofit-
ting existing streets often reduce vehicle travel
lane widths to 10' and parking lanes to as
narrow as 7.5'.
Other Considerations:
FHWA Publication No. FHWA-RD-92-Q73,
January 1994 state:"Where a facility is intended
to be d,esignated as a "bicycle facility" it is
essential the design conform to the State
Standards or AASHTO guidelines," Designation
of facilities is preferred by basic and younger
cyclists. When the available width is less than
recommended standards it should not be
designated as a facility. In order for Billings!
Yellowstone County to implement a bicycle
plan, modification to existing State Standards
will be required.
Wide Curb and Shared lanes on roads with
high traffic volumes are not appropriate solu-
tions for Type B&C Cyclists. Accommodating
Type B&C Cyclists is most important to increas-
r
I
ing bicycle usage. On Urban Arterial routes
designated as District Connectors, lanes may
be more appropriate.
Attached Standards
The following section Is an except from the
state of Colorado Design Guidelines. Recom-
mendations on lane and width standards are
greater and are included as recommended
standards for the tuture Billings system. Other
included COOT standards pertaining to geom-
etry and bikeway design standards are immedi-
ately applicable.
011 Street Routes
National "standards" for multiuse trails do
not exist. Three publications FHWA acknowl-
edges as doing an "excellent job of addressing
the issue of multi use and providing applicable
guidelines" include:
1. Guidelines for Creating Greenways co
authored by Flink and Seams and published
by Island Press
This document looks at greenways compre-
hensively including route selection corridor
widths and mUltipurpose trails. Six types of
treads for multi-use trails accommodating
different types of users are described with
standards.
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2. Pennsyfvania's Non Motorized Trails I An
Introduction to Planning and Development
This document contains an excellent discus-
sion on surfacing types stating: tliere is no one
best material for all trails. Items such as user
density, location, terrain, salls, bUdget and use
by other vehicles all have an effect on surface
materials choice".
3. The Rails to Trails COnS8NBncy Design and
Management Manual for Multi-Use Trails.
This publication recommends trail ~idths,
vertical and horizontal clearances.
Typical sections are included for consider-
ation when bikeways are developed as a com-
ponent of a Multi-Use Trail. Proposed TRAC's
described in Section 3- The Plan are examples
of potential multi-use corridors. .
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17.0 BIKEWAYS
17.1 Introduction
This chapter is meant to provide the design and engineering information necessary to construct
.efficient. cost-effective and low-liability on-street and off-street bikeway facilities. Below are a
few points of clarification regarding bikeway design in Colorado and of this chapter and its use.
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These guides take into consideration that the bicycle is a vehicle according to Colorado
State Law, and that cyclists are entitled to share the roadway with other vehicles except
where expressly prohibited. Improvements for motor v~hicles should avoid adversely
impacting bicycling. and bicycles should be accommodated wherever cycling is
permitted.
The lntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (lSTEAl federally
mandated the development of State and Municipal Planning Organization (MPO) bicycle
master plans. The Colorado Bicycle Master Plan is developed through the CDOT
Bicycle E'rogram by integrating Regional Transportation Plans into a statewide bicycle
transportation network. All relevant projects should be coordinated with the Bicycle
Program Manager and the Colorado Bicycle Master Plan.
The infonnation in this guide was developed using the 1991 AASHTO Guide for the
Development of Bicycle Facilities and bicycle design guides from other states and
municipalities. All design guidelines meet or exceed federal guidelines. Use of these
design guides by other Colorado agencies and municipalities is encouraged, but not
mandatory, unless fupds awarded through the State are used on local projects.
The guidelines in this chapter accommodate the operating characteristics of basic .
bicycles for both roadway improvements arid separate paths. Desi-gn modifications (e.g.,
widths i curve radii, superelevations, etc.) may be necessary to accommodate bicycle
trailers or tandems, particularly in high volume urban and bicycle tourism areas.
Developing bikeways from the perspective of the bicydist, with motorist interaction in
mind, is highly encouraged as it leads to more successful bikeway projects. Bicycle
Facility Design Training Classes are available to all COOT employees and others.
Contact the Bicycle Program Manager- 303-757-9982, for classes and other
bicycle-related infonnation.
Deviations from mandatory standards shall be considered on a case-by-case basis. and the
rationale clearly documented by the implementing agency. It is not the intent that
deviations be used for the.purpose of permitting wholesale exemptions for substandard
facilities.
"'
17.2 Definitions
Adult Bicydist- Any person 13 years of age or older.
Bicycle- Every vehicle propelled solely by human power applied to pedals upon which any
person may ride having two tandem wheels or two parallel wheels and one forward wheel, all of
which are more than fourteen inches in diameter.
Bicycle Transportation- For the purposes of this guide, is defined as getting from Point A to
Point B, regardless of the trip pUlpOse (commuting to'work, travel for exercise, pleasure or
errands) or distance. A bicycle transportation trip can be thought of as any trip which would
replace a motor vehicle trip.
Bike Lane- A portion of a roadway which has been designated by striping, signing and
pavement markings for the preferential or exclusive use of bicyclists.
Bike Path- A bikeway physically separated from motorized vehicular traffic by an open space
or barrier, either within the highway right of way or within an independent right of way.
Bike Route· A roadway distinguished by signage only, which provides continuity to other
bicycle facilities, or is designated as a preferred route through high demand corridors.
Bikeway- .Any road, path, or way which in some manner is specifically designated as being
open to bicycle travel, regardless of whether such facilities are designated for the exclusive use
of b.icycles or are to be shared with other transportation modes.
Multi·use- Usually refers to paved pathways, indicating facilities shared by bicycles,
pedestrians, roller-bladers, joggers, and olher non-motorized forms of transportation, usually
excluding horses ..Multi-use facilities are usually restricted to off-street paths.
Roadway- That portion of a highway improved, designed or ordinarily used fo~ vehicle travel,
exclusive of the sidewalk, berm, or shoulder even though such sidewalk, berm or shoulder is
used by persons riding bicycles or other human powered vehicles and exclusive of that portion of
a highway designated for exclusive use as a bicycle path or r.eserved for the ex~lusive use of
bicycles, human powered vehicles, or pedestrians.
Shoulder- That portion of roadway exclusive of the travel lane designated and ordinarily used
for vehicle travel. Il is that portion of the roadway to the outside of the white line. Colorado
Bicycle Law 42-4-106.5-(5) states: "... where a paved shoulder suitable for bicycle riding is
present, persons operating bicycles shall ride on the paved shoulders." A paved shoulder is a
de facto bikeway when present, but is different from a bikelane in that it is not signed nor meant
exclusively for the use of bicycles.
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Shared Roadway- Any roadway upon which a bicycle lane is not designated and which may be
legally used by bicycles regardless of whether such facility is specifically designated as a
bikeway.
Sidewalk- The portion of a highway- designed for preferential or exclusive use by pedestrians.
Youthful Bicyclist- Any person under 13 years of age.
Wide Curb-Lane~ A curb-lane which is of such width that bicycle and motorized traffic can be
accommodated in the same lane. This lane shall always be the through lane closest to the curb.
or shoulder edge of the- road when a curb is not provided.
The tenns "bikeway," "bike path," "bike route," and "bike lane" are often used
interchangeably, which can be confusing. Using the proper tenn when discussing facility
types avoids confusion.. The pictures below are incJudedfor clarification.
Bike LAne
3
Bike Path
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In order to develop a bikeways system which will benefit cyclists, and which cyclists will safely
and willingly use. it is important to understand their transportation needs and issues. Sections
17.3.1 through 17.3.5 summarize bicyclists as a modal 4ser.
17.3 Bikeway Functions
The function of a bikeway is to provide safe and efficient transportation for cyclists without
impairing the movement of other modes of travel. A bikeway can be either an op-street or an
off-street facility qepending on a number of factors, including the skill level of the cyclist, the'
trip purpose, destination, and the physical environment.
Well~conceived bikeways can have a positive effect on both bicyclist and motorist behavior.
Poorly conceived bikeways can be counterproductive to education and enforcement programs, as
well as being a hazard and a liability. Appropriately designed shared roadway facilities
positively affect the level of service for motor vehicles. are usually less expensive than off-street
facilities. and are often easier to maintain. Well-designed off-street paths can provide shortcuts,
non-stop connections, and a more pleasant cycling environment for the users. No facility at all is
better than a facility which creates conflicts, encourages unsafe riding habits o~ promotes
violations of the law.
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17.3.1 Bicycle User Groups
There are two basic types of bicycle facility users. The degree upon which they fit into one of
these groups varies:
"Group A"o Skilled Cyclists
Skilled cyclists are experienced riders who usually prefer traveling on the roads
which, for them are often safer and more efficient than off-street paths. These
cyclists are inte~ted in using off-slreet paths if they are separated from slower.
less predictable pedestrian traffic, are designed for higher speeds, and offer a
more efficient and more pleasant environment than the closest alternative
roadway.
IIGroup B"- Less Skill<:d, Youthful, or Family Cyclists
These cyclists are uncomfortable in traffic. They can be cycling either for
recreation or transportation, may be traveling at slower speeds and for shorter
distances, and seek out paths that are easy to moderate in difficulty. They may
require frequent rest stops.
Most parents discourage younger, less experienced cyclists from cycling on roads,
especially busy roads that are not appropriately designed to accommodate
cyclists. When properly designed, bike paths can. provide more appropriate
cycling for this group. Paths that are designed to by-pass highways and busy
streets, as well as provide direct ~onnections between parks, open space, schools,
recreation centers, shopping malls and other youth-oriented destinations are
especially useful.
Family cyclists are those who bicycle as a family and often have young children
in trailers or bike seats, or on small bikes. Residential streets, bike lanes or
sidewalks often provide linkages to off-street bike paths. When these linkages are
not feasible, these cyclists often drive to trailhead parking to access a path.
Cyclists Law ofPerpetual Motion-
"Once in motion, cyclists will do almost anything to avoid losing momentum. "
Skill level, need and expected usage slwuld be reflected in the design of the bikeway and its
alignment. Section 7.5.1.10, Tables 1-3 identify the appropriate type offacility and proper
width.
,
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* From town to town or state to state;
* On vacation;
*To work, school, shopping or other errands;
* To intermodallinkages such as bus and train stations;
*To a friend's house, parks, and recreation areas; or,
* Nowhere in particular, as a pleasure trip.
Percent
60 r-'-'-'-"-'---------------------~
17.3.2 Reasons People Bicycle:
* As a primary mode of transpo~tioJ).;
* Recreation/pleasure;
* Fitness;
* Environmental ethics;
* Utilitarian purposes;
*They find it more convenient than other modes of transportation; or,
* Any combination of the above.
17.3.3 Cyclist Destinations
In addition to trips made specifically for fitness purposes, cyclists will travel to all of the same
places th~t motor vehicle drivers do:
National percent distributWn ofbicycle trips by purpose and year, from "Injuries to Bicyclists:
A National Perspective," John Hopkins University Injury Prevention Center, 1993.
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17.3.4 Safety Concerns- Real vs. Perceived
There is often a difference between actual safety and what is perceived to be safe. Cyclists,
motorists, and transportation engineers sometimes perceive an action or a facility to be safe
when, in fact, it may be more dangerous. or vice versa. The foHowing chart illustrates this:
Perception Reality
It is safer to bicycle facing traffic. Bicycling against traffic is one of the leading
causes of bicycle fatalities, especially among
children.
Interstates are one of the most dangerous Nationally, interstate bicycle crashes are low
places to bicYcle. comoared to other roadway tvoes:
Cycling on the roadway and mixing with 75% of all bicycle ctashes do not involve
motor vehicle traffic is dangerous.. Bike motor vehicles. More crashes happen on
paths are much safer. paths than on-street. often involving at-grade
crossings such as driveways & intersections,
or other path users. Cyclists are safest when
they act in traffic according to operational
protocols assigned motor vehicles. or when
cycling on uninterrupted, gra~e- and mode-
seoarated oaths.
17.3.5 Mntor Vehicle/Bicycle Crash Summary
The types of motor vehicleJbicycle crashes involving adult bicyclists are different from those
involving youthful bicyclists. Crashes can be reduced if potential hazards are anticipated and
effectively mitigated by appropriate design, with the major user type in mind. Approximately
75% of bicycle crashes do not involve motor vehicles, but are a result of excessive speed, poor
surface conditions (including gravel, ice and snow), mechanical failures, loss of conlrol, or a
collision with a pedestrian or other object.
The most common rypes of bicycle/motor vehicle crashes are listed below. The motorist is most
often at fault in adult crashes and the cyclist is most often at fault in children's bicycle crashes.
7
Children Adulls
# I Cyclist rides on wrong side of road #1 Motorist turns left into oncoming
apainst oncomiop' traffic. bicvclist headioo straipht.
#2 Cyclist turns or swerves left without #2 Motorist tum$ right into bicyclist
looking, hit from the rear by passing heading straight in the same direction.
vehicle.
#3 Cyclist rides out from residential #3 Motorist drives out from driveway
driveway or off sidewalk or curb into or through stop sign.
traffic.
Experience has shown the compatibility of motor vehicles and bicycles on the roadway. Shared
roadway facilities ( paved shoulders, wide curb lanes, bicycle lanes, and bicycle routes) in many
cases afford greater safety for the bicyclist than on some separated facilities such as sidewalks or
bike paths parallel to roadways. Poor visibility, conflicts with motor vehicles at intersections
and driveways, l~ck of space for bicycle maneuvering, and general awareness and behavior
patterns of both the cyclist and the motorist are reasons why parallel off-street facilities can be
more of a liability than an asset.
17.4 Facility Type and Selection
17.4.1 General Guides
17.4.1.1 On-street vs. Off-street
The decision whether to build an off-street or on-street bikeway should be decided on a case- by-
case basis. Generally, on-street facilities should be considered first becaus,e they are usually Jess
expensive to build and maintain 3{1d are also an improvement for other modes of transportation.
An off-street path may, be a better choice if it would provide better connections, be more scenic,
and be a more efficient transportation route than an on-street facility without posing a hazard at
intersections. The presenc~of heavy truck or bus traffic, the need to accommodate a cycling
environment for the bicycle tourism industry andlor youthful bicyclists, may also lead to a
decision to provide an off-street path. Providing both on-street and off-street facilities for both
Group A and Group B cyclists, particularly in urban areas, will accommodate the greatest
number of cyclists.
17.4.1.2 Continuity
Alternating segments of off-street and on-street facilities along a bikeway corridor is ill- advised,
as street crossings by cyclists are often required when the route changes character. If the bike
path is only on one side of a road, wrong-way bicycle travel will occur on the street beyond the
en~s of tbe bike path because of the inconvenience of having to cross the street to be on [he
correct side. Where bikeway type changes are unavoidable, the transition from one type to the
next should be user-friendly and connect logically. (See Figure 17-4 .)
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17.4.1.3 Connectivity
Every effort should be made to provide attractive routes that have convenient access points,
destinations and linkages. Bicycle access to activity centers, major destinations. and intermodal
linkages such as transit or train stations. park·and·rides. or bus stops, should be considered with
all highway and other appropriate projects. Adequate planning for these linkages will increase
the use of the bicycle facility for utility as well as recreational trips.
-WHY cYcLIsTs PR:EFER
ATHROUGH ROl!l'E
1. It is the ,horUst distance from
.~A· to "B- (The less·travelfed street
adds a distance of at least twice
"n· feet, more ifit meanders)
2. There may be desti"nation
points along the thoroughfare
(e.g. at ·C·), such as businesses,
stores, schools or employment
centers.
3. The less-travelled street will
of\.en have many stop signs; traffic
on the thoroughfare will have the
right of way, and signals that
favor through traffic over side
streets.
4. Potential conflict points are
increased with rerouting, espe-
cially for cyclists who 8fe
required to cross the thorough-
fare twice (bicyclist '2).
CONSEQUENCES OF
NOT PROVIDING BIKEWAY
ON THOROUGHFARE
1. Because of the above reasons.
many cyclists will choose to stay
on the thoroughfare, even with no
bike lanes, causing possible safety
problems and reduced capacity
(BieyeliSUl riding slowly in a nar-
row travel lane can cause traffic
delays).
2. Circuitous bike route signing
that is ignored breeds disrespect
for other bicycle signing.
3. Some motorists will not respect
bicyclists who are perceived to be
-riding where they don't belong'".
Hazards ofRouting Cyclists Off Throughfares .onto Less-traveled streets
Dashed lines show movements which most likely result in bicyc/e'vwto and
bicycle\pedestrian conflicts
Figure 17-3
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17.4.2 On~street Facilities
On-street bikeway facilities include bike lanes, wide curb lanes, shoulders, and designated bike
routes. On-street facilities are generally less expensive than separated paths, and often impfQve
automobile traffic capacity, snow storage, road maintenance operations, and reduce crashes
(auto/auto and autolbicycle) along these corridors. Experienced cyclists who travel long
distances prefer interstate and other through highways as they are often the most efficient
method of travel.
A highway or other motorized facility where speeds exceed 55 mph,(87 km/hr) or where daily
volume exceeds 40.000 vehicles and numerous interchanges are present. should not be
designated as a bicycle facility. Highways which exceed these speed and volume llmits are
acceptable if there is a minimum 8 foot shoulder.
Roadways where motor vehicle speeds ~xceed 35 mph (56 km/hr) or where the traffic volume
exceeds 10.000 vehicles per day should not be recommended for use by youthful or
inexperienced adult bicyclists. When these limits are exceeded. alternate routes with speeds and
volumes below 35 mph and 10,000 vehicles per day should be provided.
17.4.2.1 Bike Lanes
Bike lanes are established along streets in corridors where significant bicycle demand is desired
or expected, and where they can serve distinct needs. The purpose should be to improve
conditions for cyclists in the corridors and to encourage more cyclists to use those corridors.
Bike lanes are desirable when traffic volumes or speeds are such that wide curb-lanes are nOI
practical. Other corridors that Illay warrant bike lanes in~lude:
Corridors with heavy bicycle traffic. especially where cyclists must frequently
pass each other travelling in the same direction.
Corridors where frequent nighttime bicycle use is expected.
Corridors with limited residential or commercial driveways, or roadway
intersections.
Because bike lanes provide a channelizing function, they should be considered when it is
desirable to delineate the'right-of-way assigned to cyclists and motorists and to provide for more
predictable movements by each.
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Minimum Width for Bikelanes is 5 Feet Excluding Gutter Pan
Figure 17-4
17.4.2.2 Wide Curb-lanes
Wide curb-lane facilities are selected when there is insufficient room for a separate bike lane,
when there are frequent intersecting streets and driveways, and/or where there is high
turnover on-street parking. Wide curb lanes can accommodate shared bicycleJmotor vehicle use
without reducing roadway capacity for motor vehicle traffic. They can aJso minimize both the
real and perceived operating conflicts between bicycles and motor vehicles and increase the
number of cyclists capable of being accommodated. The added lane width provides more
maneuvering room for motorists entering the roadway and better accommodates buses and other
wide vehicles. Wide outside lanes require the least amount of additional maintenance of the
different facilities, as the sweeping effect of passing mowr vehicles and routine highway
maimenance is usually enough to keep the lane free of debris.
Wide curb-lanes are appropriate bicycle facilities where traffic speeds and volumes are tolerable
for shared roadway facilities .In general, roadways where speeds do not exceed 30 mph and
volumes are not higher than 2000 vehicles per day are acceptable for wide curb-lane facilities.
As a general guide, wide-curb lanes should typically not be designated as bike routes if they
carry trucklbus volumes of more than 5 percent of average daily traffic (ADT). Bike lanes or
shoulders may accommodate bicycle traffic on roadways with a truckfbus volume of more than 5
percent. For a complete list of roadway applications refer to Tables 1-3 starting on page 26.
II
m>'
17.4.2.3 Designated Bike Routes
Bike routes are shared facilities which serve either to provide continuity to other bicycle
facilities (usually bike lanes), or to designate preferred routes through high-demand corridors,
Bike routes are accommodated on existing street and highway systems as they presently exist.
As with bike lanes, designation of bike routes should indicate to cyclists that there are particular
advantages to using these routes as compared with paralle;l or adjacent routes, This means that
both design and operational actions must be taken to ensure that these routes are suitable as
shared routes and will be maintained in a manner consistent witli the needs of cyclists, The
roadway width, volume, speed, type of traffic, parking conditions, grade, and sight distance
should be considered. Improvements to drainage grates, railroad crossings, pavement, and
responsiveness of signals to bicycles may be necessary before route designation. Because of their
aerodynamic effect, width, and overhanging mirrors, trucks, buses, motor homes and trailers can
cause special safety problems for bicyclists. If there is a choice between comparable routes, the
route with the lower truck and bus traffic volume is preferable,
17.4.3 OtT-Street Facilities
17.4.3.1 Bike Paths
Off-street facilities, better known as bike paths or trails, generally should be used to serve
transportation corridors not served by streets and highways, or where rights-of-way exist
permitting such facilities to be constructed away from the infiuence of parallel roads. Bike paths
should offer opportunities not provided by the road system, They can either provide a
recreational opportunity, or can serve as direct commuter routes if cross traffic by motor vehicles
can be minimized and geometric standards can be uphel~,
The'most common locations for off-street facilities are along rivers, canals, utility rights-of-way,
abandoned railroad rights-of-way, within college campuses, or within and between parks and
open space, There may also be situations where such facilities can be provided for transportation
and recreation as part of the site planning process. Common application is to eliminate
impediments to bicyde travel caused by freeways, rail corridors, inadequate rights-of-way
width. problem intersections, or because of the existence of natural barriers, Off-street facilities
should be designed with a minimum of at-grade street crossings to avoid automobileJbicycle
conflicts.
17.4.3.2 Multi-use Paths
Multi-use paths are off-street facilities shared by bicydes, pedestrians, roller-bladers, joggers,
and other non-motorized forms of recreation. When properly planned and designed, multi-use
paths can also serve as bicycle transportation corridors. especially during times when the multi-
use path is not frequented by other path user groups, such as weekday rush hours, Cyclists and
pedestrians should have separated facilities whenever possible in high volume urban areas,
12
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Shared use between bicycles and horses creates an unsatisfactory mix. A horse startles easily and
may kick out suddenly if it perceives the bicyclist as a danger. A bike path and a bridle path are
also incompatible in their surface design requirements. Bicycles function best on hard surfaces;
horses function best on soft surfaces. A compromise to accommodate both uses would result in a
less than adequate surface for both. Therefore. it is recommended that a separate equestrian trail
be provided that is designed and planned to minimize horse/bicycle conflicts.
17;4.3.3 Off-street Paths Adjacent to Roadways
Off-street paths immediately adjacent to streets and highways are not recommended for the
following reasons:
I. At intersections, intersecting driveways, and at commercial strip developments, etc.,
motorists entering or crossing the highway often will not notice cyclists coming from
their right, as they are not expecting contra·fiow vehicles. Motorists often do not look for
cyclists or pedestrians from either direction on what is typically a sidewalk area.
2. When the bike path ends, cyclists riding against traffic will tend to continue to travel on
the wrong side of the street. Likewise, cyclists approaching a bike path often travel on the
wrong side of the street in getting to the path. These maneuvers are both illegal and
dangerous. '
3. When consuucted in narrow roadway rights-of-way, the paved shoulder is often
sacrificed, thereby decreasing safety for motorists and cyclists using the roadway.
This also results in gravel, snow from plows and other debris being thrown up onto
the path.
4. Many cyclists will use the highway instead of the bike path because they have found the
highway to be safer, more convenient or better maintained. Cyclists using the highway
are often subjected to harassment by motorists who feel that cyclists should always be on
an adjacent path.
5. Cyclists using the bike path generally are required to stop or yield at all cross streets and
driveways, often leading to the motor vehicle driver's confusion and the cyclists'
frustration. Cyclists using the highway usually have priority over cross traffic, because
they have the same right-of-way as motorists.
6. Stopped cross street motor vehicle traffic and vehicles exiting driveways or parked on
side streets may block the path crossing.
7. Because of the close proximity of motor vehicle traffic (0 opposing bicycle traffic,
barriers separating the two modes are often necessary due to the possibility of loss of
vehicular control. These barriers can be a hazard to both modes, and can complicate path
maintenance and drainage, and can cause visibility and other problems.
13
For the above reasons, bike lanes, wide curb-lanes, or bIke routes are generally the best way to
accommodate bicycle traffic adjacent to highway corridors.
17.4.3.4 Bike Paths in the Median of Highways
As a general rule, bike paths in the median of highways are not recommended, because they
usually require movements contrary to normal rules of the road. Problems include:
1. Bicycle right turns from the center of roadways are unnatural for cyclists and confusing
to motorists.
2. Proper cyclist movements through intersections (even with signals) are often confusing to
"motorists as well as cyclists.
3. Left-turning motorists must cross one direction of motor vehicle traffic and two
directions of bicycle traffic, increasing conflicts.
4. Where intersections are widely spaced, cyclists often enter or exit bike paths at mid·block
locations.
5. Where medians are landscaped, visual relationships between bicyclists and motorists at
intersections are impaired.
For the above reasons, bike paths in the median of highways should be considered only if the
above problems can be avoided. The extra expense of a median path versus an on-street
improvement, such as shoulders, is not justifiable unless safety, access to destinations, and a
quality experience can be better provided through this type of facility.
17.4.3.5 Sidewalks as Bikeways
Most sidewalk bike facilities are unsatisfactory for both skilled and less skilled cyclists for a
variety of reasons:
They are primarily or exclusively designed for pedestrians and are not safe for
higher-speed use;
Bicycle/pedestrian conflicts. Pedestrians travel at lower speeds, and are exiting stores,
parked cars, etc.;
Cyclist conflicts with fixed objects such as parking meters, utility poles, sign posts, bus
benches, trees, fire hydrants, mail boxes, etc.;
At intersections, motorists are often not looking for cyclists entering the crosswalk area,
particularly when motorists are making a tum;
14
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Sight distance is often impaired by buildings, walls;property fences, and shrubs along
sidewalks, especially at driveways;
Sidewalks can encourage w'rong-way cycling;
Cyclists develop a false sense of security when bicycling on sidewalks, tending to pay
less attention and cycling less defensively;
Constructing very wide sidewalks does not necessarily add to the safety of sidewalk bicycle
travel because it can encourage higher-speed bicycle use and increase the potential cycling
conflicts with motor vehicles at intersections, as well as with pedestrians and fixed objects.
While sidewalks are generally not acceptable for cycling, in a few limited situations sidewalk
improvements can be beneficiaL Sidewalk facilities can be used by youthful bicyclists and,
under some very special conditions, they may become part of an adult bikeway system.
In residential areas or areas near elementary schools and parks where young. inexperienced
children are the primary riders. the addition of curb ramps. the removal of obstacles. etc., can aid
in making a sidewalk an appropriate bicycle facility for youths. This type of sidewalk bicycle use
is accepted, but it is inappropriate to sign such facilities as bike paths. Sucn provisions for
youthful cyclists should. be in addition to. rather than instead of, the provisions for the adult
cyclist.
The provision of sidewalks for experienced bicyclists can be considered as an interim measure,
or as a last resort because of lack of space or other physical constraints. The only sidewalks
which should be evaluated for use by adult cyclists are those on long or narrow existing bridges,
or those in rural areas where little, if any. pedestrian traffic on the sidewalks occurs. These
facilities should have adequate space for cyclists, be uninterrupted by driveways and
intersections for long distances, and have approach ramps at intersections. If approach bikeways
are two-way, the sidewalk facility should also be wide enough to accommodate two-way bike
traffic.
17.4.3.6 Bicycle Parking
Bicycle parking is an important link in a comprehensive bicycle and multimodal system. If
parking is not available at destinations and transportation links, the incentive to use bicycles as a
means of transportation is seriously undennined. Where adequate parking is not provided,
cyclists will lock their bicycles to the nearest available object, whether is it a tree, post, parking
meter, or handicap ramp. This is undesirable as it damages trees, produces bicycle clutter, and
can be potentially dangerous to pedestrians.
For security, bicycle parking is best located in clear view of a main entry where any tampering
would be noticed. Bicycle parking may be short-tem or long-term and can consist of bike
lockers (high security), bike racks, or a combination of the two. Contact the state Bicycle
Program Manager for information regarding bicycle parking.
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A Stairway.Bicycle Ramp
Figure 17·5
17.5.2.7 Stairways
Staircases can pose a problem for cyclists if the bicyle has to be carried up or down a staircase.
A simple solution is to build ramps on either side of the staircase. This allows cyclists to roll
their bicycles up or down the staircase without having to carry it. Each ramp should be at least
10 inches (25 em) wide to allow for pedal and crank arm width,.bicyc1e packs, etc. Especially if
a wall is adjacent to the staircase. A concave ramp is preferred as it will help keep the bicycle
wheels on the ramp.
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17.5.1 Roadway Improvements
17.5 Bikeway Design
17.5.1.1 Drainage Grates
Drainage inlet grates and utility covers are potential problems (0 bicyclists. When a roadway is
being resurfaced, it is important that grates and utility covers be adjusted to fit flush with the
surface. Most parallel drainage inlet grates allow narrow bicycle tires to drop into the grates,
which is extremely hazardous for cyclists and can be a liability. These and other hazardous
grates should be replaced with bicycle-safe and hydraulically efficient grates. Vane grates are
recommended. If a grate cannot be replaced .it should be modified with bicycle-safe cross bars.
When a new roadway is designed, all drainage grates and covers should be kept out of the
bicyclists' expected path.
R~3,246'AL ~uJb,Jnlet Frame,. Gra~e, Curb ~ox
Figure 17-6
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Bicycle-safe Vane Grates
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17.5.1.2 Railroad Crossings
Railroad-highway at-grade crossings should ideally be at a right angle to the rails, as the greater
the crossing deviates from being perpendicular, the greater is the potential for a bicyclist's front
wheel to be trapped in the flangeway. It is also -important that the approach pavement be at the
same elevation as the rails, including after overlays. •
If the rails are more than 20 degrees out of perpendicular to the roadway, additional pavement
width should be provided on the shoulder or bike lane to allow bicyclists to cross the tracks
perpendi.cularly without conflicting with other vehicles. Where this is not possible,
consideration should be given to the materials of the crossing surface and to the flangeway depth
and width.
Rubberized crossings are the most preferable. Flangeway fillers can be used only.on "low-speed
tracks such as industrial spurs, and not on high-speed main lines since they do not compress
quickly enough to allow high-speed main line traffic. In some cases, abandoned tracks can be
removed. When a crossing clearly poses a hazard to cyclists and cannot be improved, warning
signs should be installed in accordance with the MUTeD.
Standard shoulder
or bikelane
Area of widened
pavement
Path of Bicyclist
for right angle
crossing of R.R.
Surface Widening for Bicycles at Non-Perpendicular Railroad Crossings
Figure 17-7
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Added Surface Should be Feathered or Joined at Saw Cut
Figure 17·8
Feather (fine mix)
- NEW AlC
Saw Cut
. "
EXISTING AlC
17.5.1.3 Pavement Surface Quality
Cyclists, particularly those riding on narrow, high-pressure tires, need to have relatively defect-
free pavement in order to ensure control of their bicycles, As most road bikes do not have a
suspension system, high-pressure tires transmit every bump to the rider. Cyclists are also
susceptible to loss of control on deteriorated pavement with loose aggregates, potholes, litter,
etc. Pavement seams parallel to the roadway should not be located on the portion of the road
where bicycle use is expected. Utility covers and drainage grates should be flush with the
pavement surface and should be adjusted with pavement overlays. (See Drainage Grates.)
Approaches to railroad crossings should be improved as necessary to provide for safe bicycle
crossings. (See Railroad Crossings.)
17.5.1.4 Pavement Structure
Pavement surfaces should be smooth, and the edge of the pavement should be uniform. Narrow
slots in the surface that could catch a bicycle wheel, such as a gap in the longitudinal joint
between two concrete slabs, should not be more than II2-inch (7 mm) wide. Ridges in the
pavement that could cause cyclists to lose control, such as the joint between the pavement and a
concrete gutter or utility coyer, should not be more than 3/8-inch (9 mm) high when parallel to
travel or ~14-inch (19 nun) high when perpendicular to travel.
When overlaying pavement, the edge of the overlay should be matched to the height of the guner
or the gutter should also be overlaid. The full width of the shoulder should always be overlaid
when overlaying the roadway surface. Also, if shoulders are to be added·to a roadway to improve
bicycling conditions, the added surface should be feathered or joined at a saw cut to create a
smooth roadway to shoulder transition.
17.5.1.5 Traffic Control Devices
At signalized intersections where bicycle lraffic exists or is anticipated, bicycles should be
considered in the timing of traffic signal cycles and traffic detection devices. This includes left
turn lanes. bike lanes. and standard travel lanes; anywhere a cycli~1 is expected to travel.
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Reconsuuction and new construction projects should include adequate bicycle detection. Loop
and other detectors should be tuned and periodically returned to detect bicycles, particularly after
a pavement overlay. Where progranuned visibility signal heads are used, they should be checked
to ensure that they are visible to bicyclists who are properly positioned on the road.
Placing the Bicycle Symbol Stencil in the Most SensiJive Area Over Signal Loops Allows
Bicyclists to Trigger Signals in the Travel lAne or Bike Lane
Figure 17-9
Nonna11y, a cyclist can travel through an intersection under the same signal phasing arrangement
as motor vehicles; however, on multi-lane streets short clearance intervals should not be used. If
necessary, an all-red clearance interval may be used. To check the clearance interval, a
bicyclist's speed of 10 mph (16 km/h) and a perception/reactionfbraking time of 2.5 seconds
should be used.
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The MUTeD should be consulted for guidance on signs and pavement markings. Where cyclists
are expected to use different routings than motorists, directional signing should be used to
confirm to cyclists that the special routing leads to their destination.
17.5.1.6 Wide Curb Lanes
On highway sections without bicycle lanes, a right lane of 14 feet (4.2 m) can better
accommodate both bicycles and motor vehicles in the same travel lane. A lane width of 15 feet
(4.6 m) of usable width is desired. (Usable width does not include gutter pan.) Where traffic
speeds exceed 40 mph (64 kmlhl, and when ADT exceeds 10,000, 15 foot lanes are considered
desirable. Because lanes greater than 15 feet wide (4.5 m) may encourage the undesirable
operation of two motor vehicles in one lane, consideration should be given to striping a bike lane
when wider widths exist. Wide curb-lanes are often the only improvement that is needed to
accommodate cyclists, but striped bike lanes and designated facilities will encourage more
bicycle use.
Wide curb~lanescan be created by widening roadways, by narrowing other traffic lanes, by
eliminating parking, or a'combination of the three. Restriping to provide wide curb lanes may be
considered on some existing multi-lane facilities by making the remaining travel lanes and left
turn lanes narrower. This should only be performed after careful review of present and projected
traffic characteristics along the corridor. On-street parking has been shown to reduce roadway
capacity and to increase the potential for crashes for all users, but elimination of parking should
be carefully considered, and provided elsewhere if necessary.
17.5.1.7 Shoulders
A smooth paved shoulder should be provided and maintained on any highway where it is
antiCipated that cyclists will ride. Adding or improving shoulders can often be the best way to
accommodate bicyclists in rural areas as they are also a benefit to motor vehicle traffic. (See
Figure 17-10.) Where funding or right-of-way is limited, adding or improving shoulders on
uphill sections is a priority, as slow-moving bicyclists need the added width to decrease conflicts
with faster moving motor vehicle traffic. (See Canyon Improvements.)
Shoulders without rumble strips shall be a minimum of 4 feet wide (1.2 m) to accommodate
bicycle travel. Additional width is desirable if motor vehicle speed exceeds 35 mph (55 kmIh), or
the percentage of trucks, buses, and recreational vehicles is high, or static obstructions exist at
the right side. A minimum of 6 ft. (2 m) should be used as a buffer from the wind blast effect of
larger vehicles. Shoulders on bridges should have a minimum width of 6 ft. due to the buildup of
debris and the trapped condition that cyclists face on them. Bridges that exceed a 3% grade
should have a minimum shoulder width of 10ft. (3 m).
Rumble strips can be a deterrent to cycling on shoulders. The best rumble strips are those that
leave as much space for cycling to the right as possible. A minimum of I m of usable shoulder
width shall be left for bicycling to the right. If rumble strips are used on asphalt highways, a
continuous depressed rumblc .6 m wide from the lane edge stripe is best.
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Shoulder debris.
thorns
Gravel
Rider
Figure 17-11
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Rumble strip
Narrow, But Longer or Continuous Rumble Strips Provide a More Clean,
Usable Shoulder for Bicyclists
Figure 17·10
Paved Aprons at Driveways and Intersections Prevent Gravel From Being
Carried on to the Shoulder
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17.5.1.8 Bike Routes
Urban bicycle routes must be located on the most direct path of travel that can adequately
address safety concerns, and have as few cross route SlOpS interrupting flow as possible. If
bicyclists are required to make frequent stops, they will generally avoid the route or disobey the
traffic controls on it. For this reason, when a bikeway is established on a minor street,
consideration should be given to orienting stop signs to restrict cross traffic at most intersections.
rather than on the bike route.
Generally, bicycle traffic will not be diverted to a less direct alternate route unless the favorable
factors outweigh the inconvenience to the bicyclist. Roadway improvements, such as adequate
pavement width, drainage grates, railroad crossings, pavement smoothness, maintenance
schedules, and signals responsive to bicycles, should always be considered before a roadway is
identified as a bicycle route.
Informational sigoage is important 00 all bike routes. It is often desirable to use supplemental
plaques with bicycle route signs <?r markers to furnish additional infonnation, such as direction
changes in the route, intermediate range distance, and destination infoffilation. Directions to
major destinations and activity centers or, at the rn.inimum, general directions (north, south, east,
west), should be signed for the cyclists' convenience. If a bike route heading in a particular
direction jogs or meanders, destination and directional signage is an important reassurance.
The MUTeD illustrates the standard signage and placement criteria to be followed in the signing
of bicycle routes. Bicycle route signing should not end at a barrier. Information directing the
bicyclist around the barrier should be provided. For long bicycle routes, a standard bicycle route
marker with a numerical designation in accordance with the MUTeD can be used in place of a
bicycle route sign. The number may correspond to a parallel highway, indicating the route is a
preferred alternate route for cyclists.
17.5.1.9 Bike Laues
Bicycle lanes should always be one-way facilities and carry traffic in the same direction as
adjacent motor vehicle traffic. Two-way bicycle lanes on one side of the roadway are
unacceptable because they promote riding against the flow of traffic. Wrong-way riding is a
major cause of bicycle crashes, is illegal and; therefore, should be discouraged.
The minimum width of any bike lane should be 5 feet excluding the gutter pan (1.5 m) with
wider lanes needed for certain situations. Additional widths are desirable when substantial truck
traffic is present, on streets with parallel parking, on curves, or when vehkle speeds exceed 35
mph (55 kmIh) etc..
The width of a bike lane is never calculated to include the gutter pan. Bike lane stripes should be
placed so that if the pavement edge is uneven the bike lane will still be a consistent usable width.
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Bike Lane Section With Parking
Figure 17-12
When parking lanes are present, bike lanes should always be placed between the parking lane
and the motor vehicle travel lane (see Figure 17-14). Bike lanes placed between the curb and the
parking area create hazards for cyclists due to opening car doors, poor visibility at intersections,
, ,
and maintenance difficulty. The 'minimum width for a bike lane adjacent to a parallel parking
lane is 5 feet (1.5 m).lfparking volufIle or turnover is high, an additional I or 2 feet (.3 or.6 m)
of width is desirable.
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Where parking is permitted but a parking lane is not provided, the cOrJ;lbination lane intended for
both motor vehicle parking and bicycle use should be a minimum of 12- ft. (3.7 m) wide.
HoWever, if it is likely the combination lane will be used as an additional motor vehicle lane, it
is preferable to designate separate parking and bicycle lanes. In both instances, if parking volume
is substantial or turnover is high, an additional I or 2 feet (0.3 or 0.6 m) of width is desirable for
safe bicycle o~ration.
Bike lAne Sectron -Without Parking
,
6'-r--12'-1--12'--'---I
The typical width for a motor vehic1elane adjacent to a bike lane is 12 feet (3.7 m). There are
situations where it may be necessary to reduce the width of motor vehicle lanes in order to stripe
bike lanes. In determining the appropriateness of narrower motor vehicle lanes, consideration
should be given to factors such as motor vehicle speeds, truck volumes, alignment, and sight
distance. Where favorable conditions exist, motorvehicle lanes of 10 to II feet (3.0 to 3.4 m)
may be appropriate for the accommodation of adjoining bike lanes.
Bike lanes are not advisable on long steep downgrades, where bicycle speeds greater than
35 mph (56 k/hr) are expected. As downgrades increase, downhill bicycle speeds increase,
thereby increasing the danger of riding near the edge of the roadway. In such situations, bicycle
speeds can approach those of motor vehicles, and experienced cyclists will generally move into
the motor vehicle lanes to increase sight distance and maneuverability.
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Bicycle lanes on a highway or road without curb or gutter should be located between the motor
vehicle lanes and the roadway shoulders. When the shoulder is paved and there is sufficient
width to ;J.ccommodate both a minimum width bike lane and at least a two foot shoulder, it is
unnecessary to stripe both a shoulder and a bike lane. Striping a wider shoulder is sufficient. A
width of 5 feet (1.5 m) or greater is preferable. However, a minimum increase of 2 feet (.6 m)
should be prov1ded where substantial truck traffic is present, or where vehicle speeds exceed 35
mph (56 kmIhr).
If bike lanes are to be located on one-way streets. they should normally be placed on the right
side of the street. Bike lanes on the left side would cause cyclists and motorists to undertake
crossing maneuvers in making left turns onto a two-way street. In some circumstances, however,
bicycle lanes on the left side may be desirable if they reduce conflicts such as might occur with
heavy bus traffic, multiple driveways, on-street parking, and high volumes of right turning motor
vehicles. In either case, a bike lane should always be marked with a directional arrow to avoid
confusion and should be consistent the length of th~ corridor.
Bike lanes tend to attract more cyclists than an unstriped bike route. Therefore additional
measures such as pavement surface improvements, enhanced sweeping programs,
bicycle-sensitive signal actuator (Figure 7-11), and upgraded street lighting, etc., that might not
be possible on all streets should be implemented on roads with bike lanes. Raised pavement
markings and barriers should never be used to delineate bicycle lanes because they present a
hazard to bicyclists and are an obstruction to maintenance operations. Smooth or slick
thennoplastic pavement markings should also be avoided, particularly where bicycle turning
movements occur, because they are slippery, especially when wet.
Section 17.5.1.10 Tables for Selecting Roadway Design Treatments
The'following Tables 1-3, show the best on·road bikeway type and width for various traffic
volumes, highway classifications and situations. From FHWA report" Selecting Roadway
Design Treatments to Accommodate Bicycles," 1992.
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- Table 1 Rural Roa-d Section
·_-....... ,...._------- ,
~
~
annual average daily traffic volume (AADT)
less than 2,000 2,000 - 10,000 over 10,000
average
adequate inadequate adequate inadequate inadequate adequatemotorvehiele
operating speed' sight distance sight distance sig ht distance sight distance sig ht distance sight distance
truck,. bUS, rv. truck, bUS, rv. truck, bUS, rv.
less than
30 milh sh sh sh sh sh sh sh sh sh sh sh sh
4 4 4 4 4 4 .. 4 4 4 4 4 4
30 -40 mi/h sh sh sh sh sh sh sh sh sh sh sh sh4 4 4 4 4 6 6 4 6 6 6 6
----
41 - 50 mi/h sh sh sh sh sh sh sh sh sh sh sh sh6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
.:._--------- --_ .. - -_._--- ---
-
sh sh sh sh sh sh _ sh sh sh - sh sh sh
over 50 mi/h 6- 6 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
1
I
I
LEGEND: 'we = wide curb Jane
1 mi/h = 1.61km/h
sh = shoulder bl = bike lane na= not applicable
- - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - --"""'- "--- ""'---- - --<.
-------------------
Table 2, Urban Section With Parking
-
annual average daily traffic volume (AADT)
less than 2,000 2,000 - 10,000 over 10,000
average
adequate inadequate adequate inadequate inadequate adequatemotor vehicle
operating speed sight distance sight distance sight distance sight distance sight distance sight distance
truck, bus, rv. truck, bus, rv. truck, bUs, rv.
less than
30 milh we we we we we we sh wc bl bl bl bt
14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 5 5 5 5
30,40 milh bt bl bl bt bt bl bl bl bl bl bl bl5 5 5 5 5 6 6 5 6 6 6 6
41 - 50 milh bt bl bl bt bt bl bl bt bl bl bl bt6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
na na na na na na na na na na na na
over 50 milh ,
N
N
LEGEND: we = wide curb lane
1 milh = 1.61 kmlh
sh = shoulder bt = bike lane na = not applicable
N""
Table 3. Urban Section With No Parking
annual average daily traffic volume (AADT)
less than 2,000 2,000 . 10,000 over 10,000
average
adequate inadequate adequate inadequate inadequate adequatemotor vehicle
operating speed sight distance sight distance sight distance sight distance sight distance sight distance
truck, bus, rv. truck, bUs, rv. truck, bus, rv.
less than
30 mi/h wc wc wc wc wc wc we wc bl bl bt bl
14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 5 5 5 5
.
,. ,
-
30 -40 mi/h bl bl bl bl bl bl bl bl bl bt bt bl5 5 5 5 5 6 6 5 5 6 6 5
. ---
-
.
41 - 50 mi/h bt bl bl bl bl bt bl bl bl bl bl bl5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
-
.-
-
bl bl bl bl bl bl bl bl bl bl bl bl
over 50 mi/h 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
j
]
1
1,
LEGEND: we = wide curb lane
1 mi/h = 1.61 km/h
Sh =shoulder bl = bike lane na = not applicable
-------------------
. - . - - -- --. ... . ----'"
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17.5.1.10 Intersections with Bike Lanes
Because the greatest number of bicycle/motor vehicle conflicts occur at intersections, the design
of bicycle Janes at intersections should be carefully considered. Bike lanes encourage bicyclists
to keep right and motorists to keep left, somewhat discouraging both operators from merging in
advance of turns. The design of bike lanes should include appropriate signing and marking at
intersections to reduce the number of conflicts. Advance warning through signs or markings at
locations where heavy cyclist conflicts are expected may alert motorists of the potential for
cyclist-motorist conflict.
To avoid confusion, on minor and some major collectors it may be desirable to widen out the
bike lane 10 10 ft. (3 m) on final approach to an intersection. rather than to create a continuous
right tum lane. This has the effect of inviting the motorist into the bicyclists' space, as opJX>sed to
forcing the cyclist out of the right portion of the roadway. This can be a safe practice due to the
lower speed of turning traffic. The treatment should extend no more than a range of 75-100 ft.
(23-30.5 m) in order to control the entering speed. In such a case, bicyclists intending to go
straight may end up centered in the lane and thus will tend to momentarily block a right turning
vehicle, although in actual practice this has minimal negative effect.
Shared Bicycle Lane/Right Turn Lane
Figure 17-13
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PARKING LANE BECOMES RIGHT·TURN·ONLY LANE
RIGHT LANE BECOMES
RIGHT·TURN-QNLY LANE
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Bicycle Lane Markings Approaching Motor Vehicle Rigll/-Turn-Only Lanes
OPTIONAL DOUBLE
RIGHT-TURN-QNLY lANE
RIGHT·TURN-QNLY LANE
Traffic volume, design speed, and road width will dictate design. Clearly establish which user
has the right-of-way. and provide the cyclist a straight and clear path through the intersection
wherever possible. Traffic signals should be designe4 to respond to bicycles in the bike lane, or
in the motor vehicle lanes if the bike lane is discontinued at the inlersection. Striping and signal
devices should correspond to MUTeD sections IX-B&C.
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When providing markings for left turns at intersettions, both options cyclists have in making left
turns should be consjdered. Cyclis~ may use the left lane or the left turn only lane and turn as a
motor vehicle. The cyclist may also tum as a pedestrian, proceeding to the far side of the
intersection, the-':l turning 90 degrees and crossing when the light changes. ~here there are
numerous left-turning bicyclists, a separate bicycle turning lane (as indicated in the MUTeD)
should be considered.
Since facilities are commonly installed on a project-by-project basis, bicycle lanes should be
provided even for such short sections as an intersection improvement. If desired, the lane
markings and signing can be left out until a longer facility can be connected. Designers should
extend the bike lane portion of such intersection improvements into a logical merge location.
This may require extending the normalletigth of the project several hundred additional feet.
Bike lanes should be discontinued at roundabouts. For one-lane roundabouts bike lanes shall end
and permit a merge during the last 75 feet (23 m) of approach. No special markings are needed
in the roundabout. Roundabout speeds shall be conttolled through design at no more than 22
mph (14 kmJhr).
17.5.1.11 Canyon Improvements
Canyons are a special attraction for avid cyclists. providing a challenging ride and pleasant
scenery. Unfortunately, canyon roads can be narrow and winding with short sight distances.
Some contain heavy truck or motor home traffic. Ascending cyclists are slow, but descending
cyclists often travel as fast as motor vehic~e traffic. For these reasons, canyon improvements
afford special treatments.
Uphill bicycle traffic should be provided a climbing lane:- a maintained shoulder or bike lane
that has a minimum width of 4 feet (1.2 m). A wide outside lane is preferred for descending
cyclists if a D).inimum 6 ft. (2 m) shoulder'or bike lane cannol be provided. If a climbing lane is
provided on the uphill. and no shoulder or bike lane is provided on the downhill, an uphill arrow
pavement marking should be applied to the climbing lane in conjunction with the other bike lane
symbols so that cyclists understand that the climbing lane is a one-way facility. Unless shoulders
of 6 feet (1.8 m) or wider are located on the downhill, all turnouts on the downhill should be
paved so that cyclists can safely pull over and let motorists pass if necessary.
6' Bicycle Climbing Lane with
Directional Arrow and
~
Canyon 1;ane & Markings
Figure 17-15
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One Example ofa Bicycle Boulevard
Figure 17-16
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17.5.1.12 Bicycle Boulevards
Bicycle boulevards are existing streets which are modified to serve as primary through routes for
bicyclists. Because of a series of traffic controls which favor cyclists, through traffic by motor
vehicles is prevented. Local residents may access the street from side streets. Roundabo·uts,
planters, islands or other devices are used to slow or rechannel motor vehicles. Neighborhoods
often like this solution as traffic volumes ~d speeds are lowered, making the street quieter and
more liveable.
17.5.1.13 Bridge Approaches and Bridges
Bikeways at bridge approaches must be carefully coordinated with bikeways on bridges to make
sure that all elements are compatible. Bicycle traffic bound in opposite directions is best
accommodated by bike lanes, wide curb lanes, or shoulders on each side of a highway bridge.
unless the approaching bikeway is an off-street two-way path on one side only. The usable width
of the bikeway should be consistent between the approaches and the bridge. For more
infonnation consult CDOT Structures (Bridge) Manual.
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17.5.2 OtT-Street Paths
17.5.2.1 Pavement Structure
The standard pavement is portland cement concrete with a transverse broom finish. One-half
inch expansion joints shall be placed in the bikeway at intervals of not more than 500 feet (152.5
m). Contraction joints shall be spaced at 10 foot (3 m) intervals and shall be constructed to a
depth 1/4 the slab thickness. The joints shall be saw cut 118" (.125 nun) wide betwccn 4 and 6
hours after the concrete is poured. For rideability on new consUllction, the finished surface of
bikeways should not vary more than 0.02 foot (.06 em) from the lower edge of an 8 foot long
straight edge when laid on the surface in any direction. Transverse joints shall be constructed by
sawing to a minimum depth of 1/4 of the specified path thickness and a maximum width of 3/8"
(9.5 nun).
Bituminous concrete is less suited for bicycle use due to its need for compaction and its
susceptibility to root eruptions. but in situations where these conditions can be controlled and the
use of portland cement is not possible, bituminous concrete may be acceptable. Other natural or
recycled surface materials may be used if a narrow-tired road bicycle can travel the surface at 15
mph (9 kmIhr) and wet weather conditions do not make it impassible due to puddling, mud, or
other such degradation.
Because of wide variations in soils, loads, materials and construction practices, it is not practical
to present specific or recommended typical structural sections that w:ill be universally applicable.
The Regional Materials Engineer should be consulted for each project to aid in making this
determination. The Colorado Bicycle Program Manager should be notified if a material other
than portland cement concrete is used.
17.5.2.2 Width and Clearance
Paths on which substantial bicycle volume, shared use with pedestrians and other non·motoriud
transportation and large maintenance vehicles, steep grades, and cycling two abreast should be
12 feet (3.7 m) wide. Otherwise,. a 10 foot (3 m) width is adequate. A minimum 9 foot wide (2.7
m) path should be used only under the following conditions:
1. Bicycle traffic is expected to be low, even on peak days or during peak hours.
2. It is not a shared use facility (bikes only).
3. Horizontal and vertical alignment provides safe and frequen~ passing opportunities.
4. The path will not be subjected to maintenance vehicle loading conditions that would
cause pavement edge damage.
The minimum width of a one·directional bicycle path is 5 feet (1.5 m). with 8 feet (2.4 m)
preferred for maintenance access and passing room for cyclists. One-way bicycle paths often
34
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will be used as two-way facilities unless effective measures are taken to assure one-way
operation.
A wide separation between bike paths and adjacent roadways is de~irable. When this is not
possible and the distance between the edge of the roadway and the bicycle path is less than 5 feet
(1.5 m), a suitable physical divider should be provided. The divider shall be a minimum of 4.5
feet (1.4 m) high to prevent cyclists from toppling over it, and a maximum of 5 feet high to
prevent sight distance obslruction. If high-speed motor vehicle traffic and curves exist on the
roadway and there is no curb, a guardrail shall be used. Low shrubs may be used if a curb exists."
The optimum vertical clearance to obslrUctions is 10 feet (3 m) or higher, to accommodate
maintenance, patrol, and emergency vehicle access. The standard vertical clearance is 8 feet (2.4
m). If a vertical clearance of 8 feet is not possible, the obstruction should be signed with black
and yellow warning signs or a banner across the path posted at the height of the obstruction with
the clearance posted on it. The minimum vertical clearance is 7 feet (2.1 m). Adequate access
for emergency and maintenance vehicles should always be provided.
An optimal3~foot (0.9 m) wide graded area should be maintained adjacent to both sides of the
pavement. A wider graded area on either side can serve as a separate jogging path. Two feet (0.6
m) is the minimum width for the adjacent graded area; although a 4~foot width clearance should
be provided from trees, poles, walls, fences, guardrails, etc. or their lateral obstructions
whenever possible. A 6-foot lateral separation is desirable from any embankment that the cyclist
would have difficulty_ encountering. If this is not possible, a positive barrier such as dense
shrubbery or a chain link fence shall be provided.
-~----J~ . fJ~
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WALLS PROVIDE INTEREST AND
GRADE SEPARATION
Path Design for Privacy
Figure 17·18
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17.5.2.4 H~rizontal Alignment and Superelevation
The minimum radius of curvature riegotiable by a bicycle is a function of the superelevation rate
of the bicycle path surface,' the coefficient of friction between the bicycle tires and the bicycle
path surface, and the speed of the bicycle. The minimum design radius of curvature can be
derived from the following formula:
For most bicycle path applications, the superelevation rate will vary from a minimum of
2 percent (the minimum necessary to encourage adequate drainage) to a maximum of
approximately 5 percent (beyond which maneuvering difficultie.s by slow cyclists and adult
tricyclists, etc., can be expected). The minimum superelevation rate of 2 percent will be adequate
for most conditions and will simplify construction.
On unpaved paths, where bicyclists tend to ride slow~r, a lower design speed of IS mph
(24 Ja:nIh) can be used. Similarly, where the grades or the prevailing winds dictate, a higher
design speed should be used. Since bicycles have a higher tendency to skid on unpaved surfaces,
horizontal curvature design should take into account lower coefficients of frictio~.
Speed bumps or similar surface obstructions intended to slow down cyclists should never be
used.
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TABLE 1 Minimum Radii for Paved Bicycle Paths
Oeslgn Speed·v ,_ Minium Radius ·Rt""", Faewr-t (feel)(1 MPH _ 1.6 kmhlr) (1n._O.3m)
20 0.27 95
25 0.25 '55
30 0.22 250
35 0.19 390
40 0.17 565
y2
R "7Is:-(:-e-+f)""
R = Minimum radius of curvature (ft)
y = Design speed
e = Rate of superelevation
f = Coefficient offriction
Where:
17.5.2.3 Design Speed
The speed at which a cyclist travels is dependent on several factors, including the type and
condition of bicycle and the. rider, the purpose of the trip, the"condition and location of the
bicycle path, grade, the speed and direction of the wind, and whether the cyclist is carrying any
loads on the bicycle. Bicycle paths should be designed for a selected speed that is at least as high
as the preferred speed of the faster cyclists. In general, a minimum design speed of 20 mph (32
kmIh) should be used; however, when the grade exceeds 4 percent, or where strong prevailing
tail winds exist, a design speed of 30 mph (48 kmIh) is advisable.
The coefficient of friction depends upon speed, surface type, roughness, and condition, type and
tire condition, and whether the surface is wet or dry. Friction factors used for design should be
selected based upon the point at which centrifugal- force causes the bicyclist to recognize a
feeling of discomfort and instinctively aCllO avoid higher speed. Extrapolating from values used
in highway design, design friction factors for paved bicycle paths can be assumed to vary from
0.30 at 15 mph (24 kmlhr) to 0.22 at 30 mph (48 krnIhr). Although there is no data available for
unpaved surfaces, it is suggested that friction factors be reduced by 50 percent to allow a
sufficient margin of safety. Reduce friction factors by 50 percent !n areas likely to be wet,
shaded, exposed to minimal sun in winter, etc.
~I
When substandard radius curves must be used on bicycle paths because of right of way,
topographical or other considerations, standard curve warning signs and supplemental pavement
markings should be installed in accordance with the MUTeD. It is advisable to widen the path in
order to increase the lateral space available to cyclists as they lean to the inside of the turn ( see
Figure 17-19). The amount of widening should be limited to a maximum of 4 feet (1.2 m).
•
•~g
~I
When Widening Reaches 4 ft. ( • > 96.4-),
That Width ShaLl be Carried on a Radius of
R=4 Through the Celltraf Portion ofthe
Curve (e = 96.4-) as Shown.
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Figure 17-19
Maximum Widening Shall Be Limited to
4 Jeet.
R = Radius o/Curvature (from Figure 17-
20)
W = Width ojBikeway
• = Central Angle ofthe Curve or Deflection
Between Segments
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MInimum StooplnQ Distance Ft.
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Sustained grades should be limited to 2 percent as much as possible if a wide range of riders is to
be accommodated. Grades steeper than 3 percent may not be practical for bike paths with
crushed stone surfaces. Grades of 6% are acceptable for bridges with 10 f1. (3 m) shoulders or
paths where a leveling off at the base of the incline is provided which permits adequate recovery
before an intersection or other conflict point. The maximum graqe for a bike path is 9 percent. A
path grade should not exceed 6% where handicap access is possible.
Figure 17·20
WhQf'"Q' S 0 IoIlnlmum SIQht 01"IO"ICII. rt.
v: • Velocity, mph
f = Co~fffcient of Frtcflon (use 0.25>
C • Crode Ff./Ff. (rtse/f'"unl
17.5.2.5 Grade
Wherever possible, grades on bicycle paths should be kept to a minimum, especially on long
inclines. A grade greater than 5 percent is undesirable because the ascents are difficult for many
bicyclists to climb and the descents cause some bicyclists to exceed the speeds at which they are
competent. Where terrain dictates, grades over 5 percent and less than 500 feet (152.5 m) are
acceptable when a higher design speed or additional width is provided.
Figure 17-22 indicates the minimum stopping sight distance for various design speeds and grades
based on a total perception and brak.e reaction lime of 2.5 seconds and a coefficient of friction of
0.25 to account for the poor wet weather braking characteristics of many bicycles. For two-way
bicycle paths. the sight distance in descending direction. that is. where "G" is negative, will
control the design.
17.5.2.6 Sight Distance
To provide cyclists with an opportunity to see and react to the unexpected. a bike patl) should be
designed with adequate sight distances. Sight distances should also be considered across the
inside of horizontal curves.
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Use Figure 17-21- to select the minimum length of vertical curve necessary to provide minimum
stopping sight distance at various speeds on crest vertical curves. The eye heightof the bicyclist
is assumed to be 4.5 feet (1.4 m) and the object height is assumed to be zero as impediments to
bicycle travel usually exist at pavement level.
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Figure 17-21
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Figure 17-22 indicates the minimum clearance that should be used to line of sight obstructions
for horizontal ~urves. The lateral clearance is obtained by entering Figure 17-23 with the
stopping sight distance for Figure 17-20 a~d the proposed horizontal radius of curvature.
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Af\9le Is expressed In deQI'"o8s
Formula OPplles only when 5 Is
eQuol to or less then IenQth of Clrve.
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(R;m )JR I, "s :: 28.65 Leos
5 = SIQht dIstance In feat.
R :: Rodlus of l Inside lone In feet.
m = DIs fonce fr"om It InsIde tone In feet.
V :: D~s1Qn speed for 5 In mph
Line of S'9ht 15 2.6' above li InsIde
lane at poInt of obstruction.
SIQht dIstance lSI measured oI00Q thIs Une
SIQI1t Distance l51 • Feet *
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Minimum Lateral Clearances on Horizontal Curves
Figure 17-22
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Cyclists frequently rid~ abreast of each other on bike paths. On narrow bike paths cyclists have a
tendency to ride near the middle of the path. For these reasons, and because of the serious
consequences of a head-on bicycle crash, lateral clearances on horizontal curves should be
calculated based on the sum of the stopping sight distances for cyclists traveling in ppposite
directions around the curve. Where this is not possible or feasible, consideration should be given
to widening the path through the curve, installing a non-skid yellow center stripe, installing a
. curve ahead warning sign in accordance with MUTeD, or a combination of these alternatives.
17.5.2.7 Drainage
Pavement and recovery zone cross slopes should be a minimum of 2 percent to provide for
drainage. Sloping in one direction instead of crowning is preferred, and usually simplifies the
drainage and surface construction and maintenance. An even surface is essential to prevent water
ponding and ice formation. On curves the percentage should be increased to a maximum of 5
percent sloped in the direction of the inside of the curve, thus providing the semblance of
superelevation. Culverts, other drainage and piping should be extended laterally at least 10 feet
(3 m) from a pathway,
2' 12' 6' x 6' Rough salvn timber anchorto
~I 'l' 1/ new walk slab 'Nith 5/8" x 12" 19. anchorI I Iy =~~: C.C. counter smk washer
~
- / ·IIR"'O'''''' /
3' x 12' gablon baSkets 2'.0" min thick layer broken concrete rubble available within limits
filled with large rock of project. To be stacked as Indicated and buried within fill.
Flood Resistant Path Section.
Figure 17-23
If a path is in a creek channel, the path should be designed and constructed for a minimum
2-year flood design frequency. A 5-year flood design frequency or above is optimum. Bridges
should be engineered to allow the passage of the lO-year flood stage, with the 5·year stage as a
minimum, or in accordance with local flood regulations.
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Where the bikeway will pass underneath highway bridges, existing deck drain discharges should
be routed so that deck runoff will not discharge upon or flow across the bike path. Deck drainage
can create ice and algae on the pavement as well as erode the pavement surface.
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Figure 17-24
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Underpass Section Showing Placement of Valldo.I·Resistant Lighting
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Where a bike path is constructed on the side of a bill, a ditch of dimensions suitable for the
safety of cyclists and for the volume of water expected should be placed on the uphill side to
intercept the hillside drainage. Where necessary, catch basins with cross culverts should be
provided to convey the intercepted water under the path. The length of cross culverts should be
extended to include the clear zone as ,well as the path width, and should be backfilled to provide
an uninterrupted clear zone. Drainage grates and manhole covers should be located outside of the
travel path of bicyclists. To assist in draining the area adjacent to the bike path, the design should
include considerations for preserving the natural ground cover. Seeding, mulching, and sodding
of adjacent slopes, swells, and other erodible areas should be included in the design plans.
17.5.2.8 Lighting
Lighting for bicycle paths is important and should be considered where riding at night is
expected, such as bike paths serving college students or commuters, and at highway
intersections. Fixed·source lighting reduces conflicts along paths and at intersections. In
addition, lighting allows the cyclist to see the bike path alignment, surface conditions, and
obstacles. The lights of oncoming traffic will shine directly at bicyclists causing momentary
blindness that can be hazardous on a curving path or in the face of oncoming bicycle traffic. In
this case low level path lighting is recommended.
n'PICAL TRA..IL UNDERPASS 5ECT/O N t<n
(fl)<' lIftcl.."..I.I.' ...-h~n .. tr.oil .._ .... UI."'5 bridg< i> "'* ~bIe--.)
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Figure 17-25
Flare Ends ojPath SaJety Railings
Ravine
"slope
All intersections should be lit far enough back from the intersection in order to allow the cyclist
and the motorist enough time to see the intersection and react appropriately. Lighting should be
provided through underpasses or tunnels where nighttime security CQuid be a problem.
Underpasses which are particularly dark during the daytime should also be lit continuously for
personal safety reasons and to avoid possible hazards. Lighting should also be provided
wherever there is signage, particularly at warning signs.
AI If h ero;j of fooe JetIce Is too dose
Ie ... path.~ may hook " wIlh thek' hiIndleban..
Depending on the location, average maintained horizontal illumination levels ofO.S foot-candle
to 2 foot-candles should be considered. TIIumination levels under short bridges should be
enhanced comparable to daytime illumination levels at tunnel entrances. Where special security
problems exist, higher illumination levels may be needed. Light standards should meet the
recommended horizontal and vertical clearances. Lumin"aries and standards should be at a scale
appropriate for a pedestrian or bike path, and compatible with maintenance vehicle access
capabilities regarding mounting heights. Vandal-proof lighting shall be used.
17.5.2.9 Bike Path Safely Railings at Emhankments
Railings are recommended in situations where bicyclists or -pedestrians may fall down an
embankment or other vertical displacement. Railings, fences or barriers on either side of a bike
path structure should extend 4.5 feet (1.4 m) higher than the bike path and have smooth rub rails
attached at handlebar height-- 3.5 fe:et (1.1 m), which are made of smooth metal or a similar
material. It is required that railing ends be flared away from the path at either end of the railing
to prevent cyclists and pedestrians from catching on the railing.
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Bollard Striping
I
2'
Figure 17-28
Bollard2~'~~1- /
4' Yellow Stripe
GenterI
Stripe
day or night. Striping around the barriers is recorrunended. Where more than one post is
necessary, a 5-foot (1.5 m) spacing should be used to permit passage of bicycle-towed trailers
and adult tricycles. and to assure adequate room for safe bicycle passage without dismounting.
17.5.2.11 Bike PathlRoadway Interseetions
Bike path intersections with roadways are one of the most important safety considerations in
bike path design. If alternate locations for a bike path are available, the one'with the most
favorable intersection geometries and overall intersection layout should be selected. Bike path
intersections and approaches should be on relatively fla~ grades. St0pping sight distances at
intersections should be cheeked and adequate warning sn0ul'd, be given to permit cyclists to stop
before reaching the intersection, especially on downgrades. Ramps for curb cuts at intersections
should be the same width as the bike paths. Curb cuts and ramps should provide a smooth
transition between the bike paths an.d the roadway.
Freeway at-grade crossings pose special hazards to bicyelists due to the high-speed entry and
exit conditions,long tapers, and the expansive roadway crossing widths. Bicyclists can be aided
by bringing the motorist to a low speed entry and exit, and by separating the cyclist with a
jughandle pathway, and crossing the cyclist at a point in the ramp where the motorist is attending
to steering control as opposed to a merge-search sequence. For crossings of freeways and other
high speed, high volume arterials, the best solution may be a grade separation with accc:;ss ramps
to adjoining roadways and destinations. This consideration may dictate the exploration of
alternative ~outes' since an off-grade crossing can prove cost .prohibitive.
FQr high capacity roundabouts of 2 lanes or more, or rural roundabout locations where higher
entry and exit speeds are permitted, bike paths and crossings set back 20 ft. (6 m) from the
intersection should be considered.
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Figure 17-29
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TREATMENT
OFFSET BIKEWAYS
INTERSECTION TREATMENT
MEDIAN REFUGE
Intersection ofMajor Path With Collector Street or Commercial Driveway
Figure 17-30
Median refuges in path crosswalks should be considered, particularly for multi-lane highways. A
bicycle refuge allows cyclists to cross some lanes of traffic without waiting until a1llanes are
clear. This separates conflicts and simplifies the crossing procedure. The refuge can simply be a
cuI in the existing median or a structure built specifically as a bicycle refuge.
When intersections occur at grade, a major consideration is the establishment ·of right-of-way. At
crossings with infrequent automobile traffic such as residential or commercial driveways,
bicycles should be given priority. Adequate sight distance and proper signing indicating the
right-of-way should be provided. Bike patl) traffic control signs should be located or shielded so
that motorists are not confused by them and roadway signs should also be placed so that cyclists
are not confused by them.
Minimum median width should be 3 ffi. This allows .5 m clearance at either end of a bicycle, and
can accorrunodate a tandem pulling a trailer. If large numbers of cyclists can be anticipated to
use the intersection simultaneously, a storage space of 3.5 - 4.0 m is preferred.
The median opening should be angled 45 degrees toward the approach traffic. This forces
cyclists to stop for a second search and orients them to look directly toward the source- of danger.
Lighting should be used for median crossings. WI 1-1 advanced warning signs should be used for
!pe motorist approach l and approach speeds should be regulated and further constricted by
design when practicable.
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It is preferable that the crossing of a bicycle path and a highway be at a location away from the
influence of intersections with other highways. Controlling vehicle movements at such
intersections is more easily and safely accomplished through the application of standard traffic
control devices and normal Rules of the Road. Where physical constraints prohibit such
independent intersections, the crossings may be adjacent to the pedestrian crossing. Right-of-
way should be assigned and sight distance should be provided so as to minimize the potential for
conflict resulting from unconventional turning movements.
At crossings of high volume multi-lane arterial highways, especially where signals are not
warranted or where elderly, student or younger cyclists are expected, a median refuge area which
is large enough to accommodate two or more cyclists is advantageous.
When crossing at mid-block locations, the-right-ofway should be assigned by signs, markings,
and/or signals. If mid-block at-grade intersections are located at other than low-volume
residential streets, they should be diverted to an intersection if possible. If this is not feasible,
crosswalk signalization or appropriate warning and stop signs for motorists and cyclists at the
mid-block intersection are necessary.
Diverting cyclists from a mid-block crossing to an intersection is difficult because many users
will attempt the mid-block crossing even if it is more dangerous, simply because it is more
convenient. Diverting the path far enough back from the road in order to visually break the
connection will ease the transition to the road intersection. Landscaping, fencing, or other visual
or physical barriers may also be used.
Bike path intersections and approaches should be on flat grades to allow for starting and
stopping and adequate sight triangle requirements. The maximum grade of the approaches
should be 5 percent. Consideration should be given to a flat approach plateau preceded by a
short, steep section in areas where slopes are unavoidable.
Curh-cuts at intersections should have the same usable width as the path. They should have 5-
foot (1.5 m) wings and a 0" lip in the pan, providing a smooth transition between the path and
the roadway.
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7.5.2.12 -Bike PathIBike Path Intersections
-.Intersecting bike paths should be made as perpendicular as possible, and no less than 70".degrees,
or should be in a tiT" configuration. Consideration should be given to the priority of
one path over another. It may be necessary to have one movement yield to another. Intersections
between high volume paths should be a rotary ~ather than a "T. ,;
Typical Pa~h\Path Intersection Treatments.
Figure 1.7-31
17.5.2.13 Signing and Marking
Adequate signing and marking are essential on bike paths, espEicially at railroad grade crossings
and highway il1tersections. In addition, guide signing, such as to indicate directions, destination,
d'istances, route numbers and names of crossing streets, should be used in the same manner as
they are used on highways. Names of crossing streets on ·highway bridges over bike paths is also
an important referenc~.
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Gravel Trail in a Typical "Greenway" Setting With Adjacent Paved Trail
Figure 17-32
General guidance for signing and marking of bike paths is provided in the MUTeD. Care should
be exercised in the choice of pavement marking materials. Some marking materials are slippery
when wet and should be avoided in favor or more skid resistant materials. Reflective materials
should also be considered.
WocIIl 3'10 tf llIlpetdng ........
UNPAVED CROSS SECTION
Unpaved trail can be more serpentine
and closer to creeks and water if
done with environmental sensitiviry.
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Pallfld trail slays fartller away
from sensitive riparian zone
To separate opposite directions of travel on the path';' centerline striping should be used,
particularly in areas with heavy volumes of bicycles, on curves with restricted sight distance. and
on unlighted paths where nighttime riding is expected. Edge lines can also be beneficial where
nighttime bicycle traffic is expected.
Ground graphics, whether painted or etched into the concrete, are useful as supplements to
posted signs, particularly on multi-use facilities. Many cyclists and pedestrians look down while
walking or cycling and are more likely to see infonnation located on the ground. Ground
graphics should not be used without posted signage, particularly if it is regulatory, because of the
possibility that it may get covered up by snow, sand or other debris, or wear off. Particularly
useful are directional arrows, and bicycle and pedestrian symbols which indicate which facilities
are to be used by each mode when the facilities are separated.
17.5.2.14 Unpaved Paths
Unpaved transportation paths or trails should be construcled with surface materials which
provide stability and remain relatively firm when wet. The color of the surface should blend with
the natural environment to minimize visual impact. Provide structures necessary 10 prevent
erosion of surface material, such as concrete pans at cross drainage locations and water bars or
short paved sections on slopes to limit erosion, There should be at least 8 feet of vertical
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clearance from vegetation. The maximum grade should be 6%..I .
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Figure 17-33
Where there is no parallel paved trail, the unpaved trail spould have a minimu,? width of 8 feet
(2.4 ro), and edges appropriate to protect adjacent vegetation. In urban settings or where high
volumes are expected, a minimum 10 foot (3 m) width should be used. Where there is a parallel
paved bicycle path, the minimum width of the unpaved pedestrian path is 3 feet (1 m).
Miscellaneous Bridge and Stream Crossing Treatments
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Bridges·should be placed, and bridge approaches designed, so that there are no $harp curves or
deflections. Users should not have to initiate turning movements directly adjacent to or while on
a bridge. Typically, if maintenance vehicles cannot negotiate the bridge layout, the layout is
unacceptable for cycling.
17.5.2.15 Underpasses, Overpasses, BicycieIPedestrian Bridges
On all new structures (underpasses, bridges, or overpasses) the minimum width should be the
same as the paved approach bicycle path plus the clear zone (minimum 2 foot (0.6 m] wide each
side). Carrying the clear zone across the structures provides two advantages. First, it provides a
minimum horizontal shy distance from the railing or barrier, and secondly, it provides needed
maneuvering space to avoid conflicts with pedestrians, other bicyclists, and maintenance
vehicles which may be stopped in or on the structure. The 10 foot (3 m) minimum width for
these structures should only be used for short distances with good sight distances and level
approaches, and in low-volume rural areas.
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M ULTI.U SE TRAILS
R~mmendedDesign Standards
Trail Design and Construction
New and reconstructed trails should be designed to be safe and non-circuitous,
especially trails used for commuter bicycling. The aesthetic and natural aspects
of the trail experience should be given important consideration in the design of
all projects. Attention should always be given to the protedion of existing
vegetation. Aesthetic amenitiesand appropriate vegetation should be included
in all trail planning and design.
Trail Configurations and Features:
· Design multi-use trails to encourage safe riding and walking by maintaining
good sight distance. Design to prompt riders to be aware ofother users at
intersecting points. Avoid designs that encourage careless merging move·
ments
· Avoid trail designs that indude any unsignalized mid-block crossings of
roadways, particularly arterial roads.
· Include curb cuts at all new trail and roadway intersections.
· Provide highly visible pavement markings to warn users of upcoming
intersections, traffic crossings, and stop signs.
· Mark center lane stripes on all two-way trails in high congestion areas and
restricted visibility zones.
· Provide and maintain vandal-proof lighting under all new bridges and
underpasses over20feet wide that cross trails. Retrofit existing underpasses
and bridges with adequate lighting.
· Avoid pladng bollards and othersmall fixed hazards in the path of riders and
walkers. Sollards should not be installed unless trail operational histories
indicate they are truly needed.
· Maintain a three-foot minimum, clear recovery zone adjacent to all trails for
bicycle use, when possible.
· Avoid trail alignments that go up and down hills needlessly.
• Include protedive railings meeting AASHTO recommendations on new
trails, ramps, and landings adjacent to abrupt grade changes. The ongoing
programto retrofit existing trails, ramps, and landin gs with protective railings
should be continued with adequate funding.
Trail Width:
· Add a smooth, consistent soft-surface path parallel to the existing hard·
surface trail where possible to more safely and comfortably accommodate
slower speed foot traffic when upgrading an overused or overcrowded
pathway, instead of widening the existing paved trail Where practical.
consider the use of a planted strip to separate these trails to reduce surface
materials being carried between trails.
· Establish normal width for new two-way paved trails of 10 feet; soft-surface
trails should be five to six feet wide. Ifavailable right-of-way does nol permit
a parallel soft path, a 12·foot width may be considered.
D£I'IYtR lICl'aE MAST£1l ""''l I"}
"Trail Elevation and Slope:
· Cc;mstruet all newtrails to be at least above the two-year flood plain, except
where not po~sible due to c\eurance deficiencies.
· Design trailssothatthemaximumlongitudinal slopedoesnot exceed A.DA
Standards slope of 1: 12.,
. Trail Mate~ials:
•When asphalt trails need to be completely reconstructed 'due to deteriora-
tion, replace them with a concrete surface, if funds are available.
•lfcomplete funding is not available, choose between.systematic conversion
ofexistingasphalt trails to concrete, orapplication ofinterim asphalt overlay,
depending on which is most cost-effective. '
Trail Drainage and Maintenance Considerations:
• Construct trail surface with a one-inch vertical offset (1 ", above adjacent
ground).
• Design traiis to have adequate cross-drain,age.
• Ensure all adjacent public works projects include provisions to minimize
" sheet flow cross-drainage, and to prevent concentrated drainage or run.off
from areas adjacent to the trail.
• Design bridge deck drains to prevent drainage from running'onto trail
surfaces. .
, •Maintain athree-foot clear zone with swales along the'uphill side of all trails
to help reduce d~brjs deposited on the trail by run-off flows.
• Design trai!s to fadlitate easy snow removal" sweeping, and other mailJte-
nance.
· To accommodate maintenance vehicles, design ~eavily-used trails so that
.th~minimum tuming radius, measured at the inside curve, is 20 feet (15 feet
on lower use trails). '
• Design. all bridges over trails so that sf10w being plowed does not fall over
t,he edge on to trails,
• Ensure regular plowing of all trails used by bicyclists in winter.
• Provide adequate and regular control of thorns on trails through environ-
mentally safe methods. " ,
• Design structures adjacent to trails (bridges, walls" etc.) to be vanda~proof
and graftiti-resistant.
•Prior to new fadlity implementation, ensure that the appropriate agency or
agendes agree upon responsibility for ongoing maintenance and snow
removal. This should include scheduled maintenance, and maintenance in
response to calls from citizens.
• Refer to "Recommended Trail' Maintenance Considerations" for a more-
detailed maintenance discussion.
Trail-Heads
• Design trail-heads sensibly, and provide access to maintenance vehicles.
• Provide parking at new trai~heads. Consider the addition of parking at
existing trail-heads whe're possible. , >
• Locate trail-heads where they will not cause negative impacts on surround-
ing neighbornoods.
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Automatic Waler Sprinkling Systems
Sprinkling Schedule:
•Develop schedule for sprinkleroperation 10 ensure that cross-trail irrigation
does not occur during peak commute hours.
• Implement a system to monitor and report complaints of cross-trail irriga-
tion, and respond to loose complaints expediently.
Sprinkler System Design:
· Design new sY.items to avoid cross-trail lmg: ion.
• Evaluate the cost-effectiveness of retrofitting existing cross-trail irrigatio..
systems in high trail-use areas.
FIXl1ms
Toilets:
· Provide toilets at all trail heads and at all major parks along trails.
•Locate toilets approximately every three miles along trails.
• Design toilets so that are easily maintained.
Drinking Water:
· uulize wall or post spigots (or handpumps> for durability and simplicity.
•PrcMde drinking water approximately every one-and-a-half miles. and at a"
major parks along trails.
•Cluster toilet and drinking fadlities where possible.
Benches:
, Provide benches approxim.....y every two miles along trails, or where
people may want to stop. More benches may be necessary along trails with
higher use. Consider local u5ef needs to determine number of benches
needed.
Siguag.
·Provide comprehensivesignage as an integra1 component ofall new bicycle
projects,
• Retrofit existing facilities with signage as nec::essary.
· Install signage to address the following issues:
Safety Signage
- Advisory to "share the road"
- Speed regulations that are realistic with enforcement capabilities
-Advisory to 'Travel on the right side, pass on the left·
• Recommendation to announce intention to pass with bell. horn or voice
•Advice of restricted access areas
- Recommendation of bicycle helmet use
- Regulatory signage prohibiting motor vehicles
Informational Signage
-General informational signage. such as mile markers. points of historical or
natural interest
•Signs at major entrances to trails, including trail maps
-Directional indicators atconnections toaetivitycentersand areasofinterest
• Route infOfmation
- Directional signage, including local street names
Bridges
Existing Bridges:
'Access-restrietion bollards are not necessary on bridges less than eight feet
wide.
New Bridges:
· Minimum bridgewidth. from inside raifingto inside railing.. should be 10 feet
Additional width is especially appropriate on principal routes.
• All low-water bridges must-be of a clear-span open-waterway design, and
should never utilize a small-djameter culvert design. Preferred elevation is
above the twe>year flood level.
Law Enfa<emenl
· Focus law enforcement efforts on increasing safety for all trail users. Stress
safe bicycle riding, especially as it relates to other modes.
· Curtail threats to personal safety related to gang and indigent activities.
· Encourage established Police Department bicycle patrols to routinely ride
the trails.
· Consider Bicycle Volunteers to monitor City trails.
I_Agency and Inlet.Agency COOlIlinolion
· Review all trail improvement projects and adjacent public works projects
during design devek>pment by Parks and Recreation Planning Division,
Parks maintenance managers, and the City Bicycle and Pedestrian Planner.
· Reviewcanstrudion and improvement projeetwork orders in the vicinityof
recreational trails by Parks maintenance and Parks and Recreation Planning
Division prior to execution.
• Share overall responsibility and authority for planning and inter-agency
coordination ofbicycle projects and activities between the City Bicycle and
Pedestrian Planner, Parks and Recreation Planning Division. and Trails
Coordinator.
· Ensure adequate trail detours during trail constructiQrl or impacts from
adjoining projects.
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FIgure 44. Vegetative Clearing
Figure 45. Typical Cross-Section of Trail Near Sensitive Areas
• Guidelines for Creating Grunways contains a similar set of standards for Multiuse and
greenway trail treads. In addition. this book contains horizontal and vertical clearances as
applicable to major trail users. See Figure 44.
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Rerommended On-Street Bicycle Route Maintenance Standards
Proper maintenance of on-street riding surfaces is akey factor in bicycle safety
and an imponant consideration in people's decision torideabicycle. Designing
bikeways to reduce maintenance, giving priority to-the sweeping and plowing
aflne sides ofstreets where bicyclists ride, and ensuring that riding surfaces are
re'atively smooth- are all requisites in attracting more of the general public to
bicycling. Toimprovetheconditionof bicycleroutes,itisrecommended
that the Gty adopt the following standards for fadlities within the public rigllty
of-way used by bicyclists:
· Maintenence responsibility
Responsibrtty for on-golog maintenance for each bicyde fadlity must be
assigned and assumed prior to its construction or official designation. Re-
sponsibility for on-street maintenance rests primarily with the _ ~ublic
Works Department orthe DOT. Responsibility forthe removal ofdebris or
snow deposited onto a bicycle path or route by any public agencyor private
concern will be assumed by that agency or concern.
• location of on-street maintenance activities
Maintenence will be provided regularly on areas where bicycles are legally
operated on: streets, officially-designated "bicycle sidepaths" and along
viaducts. Special emphasis will be placed on ~he maintenance ofdesignated
routes.
•Street sweeping
Whenever any street is swepr. ensure that the area cleaned also includes the
sides of roads where bicycles are ridden. Sweep all the way to gutters on "no
parking" streets and adjacent to cars on streets where parking i~ permitted.
Ensure that surface debris, dirt, broken glass and sand is removed quickly
from bicycle travel areas. Special attention should be given to a thorough
cleaning in April to remove sand deposited during the winter.
• Snow plowing
Designated bicycle route streets should be given priority as "snow routes",
Plowingstandards shouldensuresnow is removed from bicycle travel zones.
This includes plowing all the way to gutters on "no parking" streets and
adjacent to cars on streets where parking is permitted. Snow is not to be
stored on plowed into bicycle travel zones.
• Surface repair
Aconstant repair program should be in ptace to maintain a uniform, smooth
surface on bicycle route streets for bicycle riding. Ensure that any repair of
a street surface. including pothole filling. includes repair of the pavement in
. bicycle travel zones.
•Scheduling
lnspedions, maintenance and repair will be regularly scheduled. lnspedion
ofal! on-streetfacilities, includingsignage and street surface markings, will be
done at least annually. Scheduling of repairs for any deficiencies will be
included in this inspedion.
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• Bicycle route priority
Work with City agencies to give rou'ghly equal priority for bicyc!e,and motor
vehicle facility maintenance.
· Maintenence-on<all
. develop
a system to receive, verify;organize and respond to citlzen'reports about
, unsafe road surface conditions on bicycle routes. If this system is, well·
managed it can become an inexpensive way to improve reporting of prob-
lems and,be a way to mitigate "constructive notice" issues. .
· Future Mainlenence,
Over the next few years expand maintenence capabilities to obtain a higher
general level of 'street ccndllions, especially on street surfaces used by
bicycles. This, should include additional staff for more .frequent street
sweeping and plowing, special equipment t1? maintain non-standard areas
used for bikeways (such as sidepaths on viaducts), and specipl training and
supervision for improved bicycle route maintenence.
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Recommended Trail Maintenance Considerations
Maintenance to be perfonne~ on a continuous, scheduled basis:
1. Trai\.user safety
Safety is central to all maintenance operations, and is the single most important trail maintenance concern. Items
for consideration indude schedufing and documentation of inspections, the condition of rai6ngs. bridges. and
trail surfaces, proper and adequate signage. removal ofdebris, and coordination with other agencies
associated with trail maintenance
2. Trails inspection
Trails inspections are integral to all trail maintenance operations. Inspections will occur on a regularly scheduled
basis, the frequency ofwhich will depend on the amount of trail use.locatk>n, age, and the type of construction.
All trail inspections are to be documented.
3. Trail sweeping
Trail sweeping is one of the most important aspects of trail maintenance, and helps ensure the safety of trail users.
The type of sweeping to be performed depends on trail design and location. Trails that require sweeping of the
whole system will be swept by machine. Trails that require only spot sweeping of bad areas will be swept by
hand or with blowers. Some trails require a combir 'tion of methods. Trail sweeping will be performed on a
regularly scheduled basis.
4. Trash removal
Trash removal from trail corridors is important from both a safety and an aesthetic viewpoint. Trash removal
includes removing ground debris and emptYing trash containers along the trails. Trash removal will take place
on a regularly scheduled basis, the frequency ofwhich will depend on trail use and location.
5. Tree and shrub pruning
Tree and shrub pruning will be performed for the safety of tran users. Pruning will be performed to established
specifications on a scheduled and as needed basis, the frequency of which will be fairly low.
6. Mowing ofvegetation
The trails maintenance personnel will mow the vegetation along trail corridors on ascheduled basis only where
mowing is not performed by other agendes or park. districts.
7. SCheduling Maintenance Tasks
Inspections, maintenance, and repair of trail related concerns will be regularly scheduled. Inspedion and repair
priorities should be established. dictated by trail use, location. and design. Scheduling maintenance tasks is a
key item towards the goal of aconsistently dean and safe trail system.
Maintenance to be performed on an irregular or as needed basis:
1. Trail Repair
Repair of asphalt or concrete trails will be closely tied 10 the inspection schedule. Prioritization of repairs is part of
the process. The time between observation and repair of a trail will depend on whether the needed repair is
deemed ahazard, to what degree the needed repair will affect the safety of the trail user, and whether the
needed repair can be performed by the trails maintenance crew or if it so extensive that it needs to be repaired
by outside entities.
2. Trail Replacement
The decision to replace a trail and the type of replacement depends on many factors. These factors include the
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age of the trail, and the money available for replacement Replacement involves either completely overlaying
an asphatt trail with anew asphalt surface, or rep£acement of an asphalt trail with a concrete trail. In generaL
replacing asphalt trails with concrete is desirable. (A diSOJssion at the different philosophies concerning the
replacement of an asphah trail with aconcrete surface can be found elsewhere in the Bicyde Master Plan.)
Parks Planning will coordinate all trail replacement and the Tratl Coordinator will recommend trails for
replacement
3. Snow and ice removal
The trails maintenance crew, with the help of the various districts, will remove snow from all aty trails as soon as
possible after a snowfall. The trails crew will provide help as needed to any district. lee control and removal of
ice build-up on trails is a continual fader because of the freeze-thaw cycle•• Ice control is most important on
grade changes and curves. Ice can be removed or gravel/ice melt.applied. After the ice is gone,leftover gravel
shpuld be swept as soon as possible. .
4. Weed control
Weed control along trails will be limited to areas in which certain weeds are creating a hazard to users. An
example is the "goatheadO thorns deposited on trails in some areas. Environmentally safe weed removal
methods should be used, especially along waterways.
5. T",,1 Edging
Trail edging maintains trail width, and increases trail drainage. In the past. sweeping operations and failure to
sweep to the edge have created berms on both sides of some trail sections. In addition, uphill slopes adjacent
to the trails have eroded onto some trail sections. Removal of this material win fadUtate proper draining of the
trail surface, allow the flowing action ofthe water to dean the trail, and imit standing water on trail surfaces.
Proper drainage of trail surfaces wiR also limit ice builckJp during winter months.
6. Trail drainage control
In places where low spots on the trail catch water, trail surfaces should be raised or drains built to carry away
water. Some trail drainage control can be achieved through the abo~ntioned edging of trails. Vv'herever
trail drainage is corrected near steep slopes, the possibility of erosion must be considered.
7. Trait signage
Trail signagefalls into two categories: safety and information. Overall, trail users should be informed via signage of
where they are, where they are going. and how to use trails safely. Signs related to safety are most important
. and should be considered first. Information signage can enhance the trail users experience. A citywide system
of trail information signage should be agoal.
8. Revegetation
Areas adjacent to trails that have been disturbed for any reason shouldbe revegetated to minimize erosion.
9. Habitat enhancement and control
Habitat enhancement is achieved by planting vegetation along trails. mainly trees and shrubs. Enhancement can
improve the aesthetics of the trail, help prevent erosion, and provide for wildlife habitat Habitat control
involves mitigation ofdamage caused by wildlife. An example is the protection of trees along waterways from
damage caused by beavers.
10. Public awareness
Creating an understanding among trail users of the purpose 0( trails and their proper use is a goal ofpublic
awareness. Basic concepts of trail use include resolution of user conflicts, and speed limitations. The
philosophy of trail use is not a direct concern of the maintenance program, but is certainly of interest Also, trail
representatives should be easily accessible to field questions and concerns.
11. Trail program budget development
A detailed budget should be created for the trails program, and revised on an annual basis.
12. Voonteer coordination
The use of volunteers can help to increase public awareness of trails. and provide a good source of labor for the
program. Possible sources ofvolunteers indude Boy Scout troops. school groups, church groups, trail users, or
court workers. Acknowledgement ofvolunteers' concerns are important. as are possible incentives or
recognition of work performed. Implementation of an "Adopt-a-Trailo program should be considered
13. Records
Good recorcJ.keeping techniques are essential to an organized program. Accurate logs should be kept on items
such as daily activities, hazards found and action taken, maintenance needed and performed, etc. Records can
also indude surveys of the types and frequency of use of certain trail sections. This information can be used to
prioritize the needs of trail management
14. Graffiti control
The key to graffiti control is prompt obselVation and removal During scheduled trail inspections, occurrences of
graffiti should be noted, and the graffiti removal crew promptly notified.
15. Mapping
Many cletailed maps are privately marketed and available for the trail user. From a maintenance standpoint. a
more detailed map of the Denver trail system than is presently available is needed for intemal park use.
16. Coordination with other agencies
Maintenance oftraHs k>cated within more than one jurisdiction, like the Plane River Trail and 1he High Une Canal
Trail, is provided by the government agencies in addition to the Denver Parks and Recreation Department A
dear understanding of the delegation ofmaintenance responsibilities needs to be estabfished to avoid
duplicating efforts or missing maintenance on sections of the trails.
17. Education and interpretation
Many segments of the ;rail system contain a wealth of opportunities for education and interpretation. A
successful example operated through the Denver Public Schools is the Greenway Experience. which has been
in place for many years. The greatest opportunities exist on trails located along waterways where concepts
about urban wildlife and ecology can be easily viewed and learned. Educational opportunities range from
interpretive signage to educational tours. '
18. Law enforcement
Agreater law-enforcement effort might be made toward the goal of a safer trail system. 'Law enforcement
agencies should be aware about the location of trails, and the types and levels of use they receive. Sections of
trail corridors being used by transients is an ongoing problem that is not easily solved. Increased law
enforcement awareness will be addressed on an as needed basis.
19. Proper training of employees
Properly training maintenance employees is essential to the efficient operation of the trails maintenance program.
All employees should be thoroughly trained to understand and be aware of aU of the abovementioned aspects
of trail maintenance. Safety, a good work ethic. and proper care of equipment and tools will always be the
backbone of a good training program. Employees must also be aware of the need for positive public contact.
Proper positive anitude towards public questions and concerns is important. as is the conveyance of this
infotmatK>n to trail supervisors.
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BIC)'cle Lane: A portion of a roadway which has been designated by striping, signing and pave-
ment markings for the preferential or exclusive use of bicycles.
(Standard widths are 4'-6')
Bicycle: A vehicle having two tandem wheels, either of which Is more than 16" in diameter or
having three wheels in contact with the ground any of which is more than 16"propelled solely by
human power, upon which any persons or person may ride.
Bicycle facilities: A general term denoting bicycle improvements and provisions made by public
agencies to accommodate or encourage bicycling including parking facilities, mapping of all
bikeways, and shared roadways not specifically designated for bicycle use.
Montana Department of Transportetion
Federal Highway Administration
Transportation Improvement Program
State Transportation Improvement Plan
Surface Transportation Program
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
Department of Transportation
Yellowstone River Parks Association
Community Transportation Enhancement Program
Administered by MDT
Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices
1991 Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act
Transportation, Recreation, Access, Conservation
STIP
STP
TIP
MDT
FHWA
AASHTO
DOT
GLOSSARY
MUTCO
TRAC
ISTEA
CTEP
YRPA
DEFINITIONS
Wide Outside Lane
Wider outside vehicle lanes (greater than 12') are created to accommodate parallel travel of ve-
hicles and bicycles on the outside edge of the lane. In the absence of bicyclists, vehicles may use
the extra width.
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Bicycle path: A bikeway physically separated from motorized vehicular traffic by an open space
or barrier and althar within the highway right of way or wtthln an independent right of way.
Bicycle Route: A segment of a system of bikeways designated by the jurisdiction having authority
with appropriate directional and informational markers with or without specific bicycle route num-
ber. (The decision to provide a route should be based on prOViding continuity of system and
advisability encouraging bicycle use on a particular road instead of a parallel and adjacent hlgh-
. ways.)
Bikeway: Any road, path, or way which In some manner Is specifically designated as being open
to bicycle travel, regardless of whether such facilities are designated for the exclusive use of
bicycles or are to be shared with other transportation modes.
Shared Roadway: Any roadway upon which a bicycle lane is not designated and which may
legally be used by bicycles regardless of whether such facility Is specifically designated as a
bikeway.
Shoulder BlkewaytWalkway:
Shared roadway designed for bicycle and pedestrian usage. Common in rural areas, Shoulder
Bikeways/Walkways accommodate cyclists on paved roadway shoulders resulting in fewer con-
flicts witn motor vehicles.
HighWAY: A general term denoting a public way for purposes of vehicular travel, including the
entire area within the right of way.
Right of Way- A general term denoting land, property or interest therein, usually In a strip, ac-
quired for or devoted to transportation purposes.
Roadway: the portion of the highway, including shoulders for vehicle use.
Sidewalk: The portion of a highway designed for preferential or exclusive use by pedestrians.
Traffic Calming: Traffic calming aims·to reduce the dominance and speed of motor vehicles. It
employs a variety of techniques to cut vehicle speeds. Traffic calming is far from a policy against
the car. It simply means motor traffic has to loose its dominance in cases where it has become a
nuisance and a danger. Effective applications emancipate the pedestrians, reclaim public and
cycle transport and preseNe the historic built environment. Three decades of experience have
shown that traffic calming can solve many but not all traffic problems. Reductions in speed acci-
dents, noise, pollution, and congestion have been achieved as have more livable neighborhoods,
vibrant shopping street and malls and improved conditions for bicyclists and pedestrians.
(Definition taken from FHWA Case Study No. 19)
Greenway: A greenway is a linear, landscape corridor of significant length accommodating
multiple uses. The City of Billings West End Storm Drainage Master Plan proposes a system of
Greenways to manage storm water run off. These same corridors are proposed for bicycle use in
this plan.
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